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Introduction
Since the beginning of the 21st century, China’s natural gas industry has

been in a stage of rapid development, with the gas production growing

rapidly from 302 � 108 m3 in 2001 to 1480 � 108 m3 in 2017, mainly

due to the exploration and development of fractured-vuggy carbonate gas

reservoirs, especially those in the Tazhong I gas field and the Sinian in

the Gaoshiti-Moxi block of the Anyue gas field, Northwestern China.

However, these reservoirs are characterized by strong heterogeneity, diverse

flow mechanisms, and complex fluid properties. All these make the static

description of reservoirs an extremely challenging task, thereby impeding

reserves estimation, development design, and production performance fore-

casting. To develop these reservoirs more rationally, it is critical to combine

both the static and dynamic data to improve the accuracy of reservoir

characterization. Through years of effort, a series of dynamic description

techniques have been developed for reservoir performance evaluation,

performance-based reserves estimation, and deliverability evaluation for

these highly heterogeneous carbonate gas reservoirs.

The dynamic description of gas reservoirs refers to the process during

which the gas reservoirs are characterized comprehensively and accurately

to obtain the well and reservoir parameters. The process is based on well test

and production performance data using gas reservoir engineering methods,

including modern well test analysis methods and advanced production

decline analysis methods. These critical techniques can improve the accu-

racy of complex gas reservoir characterization for the purposes of production

performance forecasting and subsequent rational development.

In this book, the typical characteristics of fractured-vuggy carbonate gas

reservoirs are illustrated. On this basis, the dynamic description technique

based on lifecycle well test analysis and advanced production decline analysis

is systematically introduced, and its application in reservoir performance

evaluation, performance-based reserves estimation, performance forecast-

ing, and other aspects are expounded upon. The book is divided into five

chapters.

Chapter 1—Typical characteristics of fractured vuggy carbonate gas res-

ervoirs illustrates the geological setting and characteristics of fractured-vuggy

carbonate gas reservoirs and the typical characteristics of reservoir

development.
xi



xii Introduction
Chapter 2—Introduction to the dynamic description technique and

dynamic monitoring of gas reservoirs illustrates the connotation, status, role,

and the methodology of the dynamic description technique of gas reservoirs,

and cautions in performance monitoring.

Chapter 3—Well test analysis methods of fractured-vuggy carbonate gas

reservoir presents the three-dimensional numerical well test analysis method

and lifecycle well test analysis method to address such problems as the diver-

sity of well test curves, the ambiguity of interpretation results, and the com-

plexity of analysis models, and expounds upon the application of well test

analysis methods in gas reservoir description.

Chapter 4—Reserves estimation methods of fractured-vuggy carbonate

gas reservoirs presents the reserves estimation methods of fractured-vuggy

gas reservoirs, and illustrates the single-well performance-based reserves,

recoverable reserves, and producing reserves estimation methods for

fractured-vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs.

Chapter 5—Performance forecasting method of fractured vuggy carbon-

ate gas reservoir provides examples to explain the principles and processes of

well and unit performance forecasting methods, including the gas reservoir

engineering method based on the material balance theory and PVT test data,

the numerical well test method based on well testing data and geological

cognition, and the advanced production decline analysis method based on

production performance data.

This book is a summary of the authors’ research. It reflects the promotion

and elevation of gas reservoir engineering theory and field practice. Many

achievements in this discipline have been applied to Tazhong I and other

similar gas fields in preliminary assessment and development design, and

have facilitated the scientific, predictable, and beneficial development of

these gas fields.We hope this publication can contribute to the development

of complex gas reservoirs in China.

In reference to any incorrect statements in this book that are due to

limitations in the authors’ knowledge and experience, your comments

and feedback are warmly welcomed.

January 1, 2018



CHAPTER 1

Typical characteristics of fractured
vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs
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1.3 Summary 29
1.1 Typical characteristics of gas reservoir geology

1.1.1 Geological setting
1.1.1.1 Disappearance of primary pores in ancient marine carbonate
reservoirs—A long process from deposition to diagenesis
Globally, large-scale oil and gas exploration and development of marine car-

bonate rocks are concentrated in the Upper Paleozoic and Cenozoic marine

carbonate strata in the Middle East, North America, Australia, and other

regions. Even the Paleozoic reservoirs, with primary pores in dominance,

have roughly consistent geological characteristics with the porous sandstone

reservoirs. In the Ordos Basin, the burial depth of Ordovician reservoirs, as

the key target for gas exploration of marine carbonate rocks, mainly ranges

from 2500 to 4000m, and exceeds 4500m locally in the Tianhuan Depres-

sion in the west. In the Sichuan Basin, the Sinian-Cambrian reservoirs, as the

key target in the Anyue gas field, are 4500–6000m deep, and are mostly

dolomite reservoirs containing secondary pores controlled by the ancient

bioherm-beach complex. In the Tarim Basin, marine carbonate rocks are

mainly distributed in the Lower Paleozoic strata; especially in the ancient

Ordovician and Cambrian strata, the target reservoirs are usually deeper than
1
amic Description Technology of Fractured Vuggy Carbonate Gas Reservoirs © 2019 Elsevier Inc.
://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-818324-3.00001-2 All rights reserved.
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2 Dynamic description technology of fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs
6000m (up to 7700m in the Halahatang region). In the Tarim Basin, the

Early Paleozoic carbonate reservoirs, which were formed on a small craton

and experienced extremely complex evolution, have low matrix porosity

and exhausted primary pores as a result of the long-term strong diagenesis;

the karst reservoirs and dolomite reservoirs controlled by multiphase uncon-

formities and fault systems act as the main effective reservoirs, and the

fractured vuggy and cave reservoirs reflect strong heterogeneity.

1.1.1.2 Development of various fractures created due to multiphase
tectonic movements
Ancient marine carbonate rocks generally experienced multiphase tectonic

movements, giving rise to multiple faults and fractures (or even complex

fracture networks locally). For example, the Tazhong Uplift in the Tarim

Basin, an inherited paleo-uplift developed from the Cambrian-Ordovician

giant folded anticline, originated at the end of the Early Ordovician, and

basically formed before the Devonian, and it was dominated by tectonic

migration and transformation after the Early Hercynian. In the Early

Caledonian, when the intercratonic carbonate platform grew, there were

only small normal faults in local areas, and the Tazhong region was con-

nected with the Tabei region to form a large stable platform. In the

Middle-Late Caledonian, when the paleo-uplift was formed, with the

regional tectonic stress field changing from S-N extension to S-N extrusion,

the EW-trending basement thrust fault composed of multiorder faults was

formed, which determined the overall tectonic framework. In the Early

Hercynian, when the paleo-uplift was reworked, the Tazhong Uplift was

triggered by the intense compression from the southwest to further rise

and form with multiple NE-trending strike-slip faults emerging in various

types and sizes. Controlled by the horizontal position and vertical displace-

ment of the strike-slip faults, fractures were created in greatly variable

dimensions. The faults and their associated fractures in this period are one

of the main factors for reworking karst reservoirs, and provide major path-

ways for oil and gas charging. In the Late Hercynian-Yanshanian, the mono-

lithic uplifting stage of the paleo-uplift, especially in the late stage of Early

Permian, intermediate-basic volcanic eruption, and magmatic intrusion

occurred in the west of the Tazhong region, leading to the doming of

the Carboniferous strata and the thin top and thick flank of the Lower Perm-

ian strata at structural highs, and giving rise to the drape anticline and syn-

sedimentary anticline. Fractures originated from the volcanic eruption, and

magmatic intrusion were developed in the carbonates. In the Himalayan,
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when the paleo-uplift was buried rapidly, tensional faults were developed lo-

cally under an extensional tectonic setting, with fractures in moderate sizes.

1.1.1.3 Development of diverse karsts formed due to multiphase
tectonic movements
The marine carbonate reservoirs in China are old, and have a complex geo-

logical history. The regional tectonic setting is definitely the essential factor

for determining the reservoir type and evolution in the basin. The tectonic

extent and velocity also play a certain role in controlling the karst develop-

ment. The rapid tectonic ups and downs and sea-level changes offer little

chance for the development of karst reservoirs. However, the multiphase

tectonic movements and intermittent sea-level changes are both favorable

for the long-term karstification, leading to the diversity of karstification,

including penecontemporaneous dissolution, interlayer karstification,

buried-hill karstification, and hydrothermal karstification.

In the platform-basin region of the Tarim Basin, all paleo-karsts in the

Early Caledonian (Lower Ordovician Penglaiba Formation) and Middle

Caledonian (top of the Yingshan Formation, top of the Yijianfang Forma-

tion, top of the Tumuxiuke Formation, and top of the Lianglitage Forma-

tion) were developed on an intercratonic paleo-uplift, but displayed

different features due to distinct tectonic intensities in these periods. On

the northern slope of the Tazhong region, the Yingshan Formation karsts

were developed in the Early-Middle Caledonian, above which the Yijian-

fang Formation and Tumuxiuke Formation are missing, and were only

exposed for a relatively short period of time (only 5–10 million years),

reflecting the features of interlayer karstification. In the Tazhong I slope-

break belt, the Upper Ordovician reef-beach complex represents the con-

temporaneous or penecontemporaneous karsts that were formed by the

upward building and exposure of the Late Ordovician Lianglitage Forma-

tion reef-beach complex at the platform margin, relative fall of sea level,

and leaching of meteoric fresh water in the early stage ofMiddle Caledonian.

In the Lunnan region, northern Tarim Basin, from the Late Caledonian to

the Early Hercynian, the Ordovician paleo-uplift elevated continuously

under the action of compressional stress for hundreds of million years; as

a result, the strata overlying the Ordovician Yingshan Formation were

completely denudated, but replaced by the Carboniferous strata that contain

buried-hill karsts. The early buried karsts evolved into hydrothermal karsts

when hydrothermal fluids with acid gases (e.g., CO2, H2S, and SO2) pen-

etrated carbonate rocks along faults and fractures to create new secondary
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pores during the late tectonic movements. Such hydrothermal karstification

may appear in any tectonic period after the sedimentation and diagenesis of

carbonate rocks, and karst reservoirs distribute along faults through strata.
1.1.1.4 Distribution of fractured vuggy reservoirs induced by faults,
fractures, and karsts
Faults and fractures determine the permeability, connectivity, and direction

of ancient carbonate rocks, and further control the surface/subsurface run-

offs and their directions. The early faults and fractures contributed to the

development of karst caves significantly, resulting in zonal and even linear

distribution of fractured vuggy reservoirs along the fracture zone

(Fig. 1.1), and large karst caves are always developed along the fracture zone,

or at the inflection and intersection of faults. The development depth and

scale of faults control that of karsts, and the multiphase tectonic movements

determine the multiphase karsts. The exploration practices and research

results of ancient carbonate rocks in China indicate the control of fractures
Fig. 1.1 Superimposition of faults for Ordovician reservoirs in the X block, Halahatang.
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on the distribution of prolific oil/gas wells and blocks. With fractures, car-

bonate rocks, whether deposited in a high-energy facies belt or not, could

form the vuggy, fractured vuggy, and large cave reservoirs. The accumula-

tion space composed of fractures, vugs, and caves, and the strong heteroge-

neity, are two major characteristics of the karst reservoirs. There is a close

relationship between fractures and dissolved vugs. On one hand, preexisting

fractures controlled the formation of karst reservoirs. On the other hand, the

late karst collapse induced numerous secondary fractures.

1.1.2 Geological characteristics
1.1.2.1 Types of accumulation space and the complex and diverse
reasons for their formations
1.1.2.1.1 Caves
Caves are mainly formed by karstification with diverse patterns, including

deep hydrothermal karstification, and buried-hill karstification. The deep

hydrothermal karstification, which is extensive in carbonate rocks in the

Tarim Basin, results in rich karst caves in a large dimension, forming effec-

tive accumulation spaces. The buried-hill karstification, which is popular in

the Tarim Basin, refers to the entering of organic acids and carbon dioxide

together with oil and gas into reservoirs during the process of hydrocarbon

accumulation.

1.1.2.1.2 Vugs
Vugs, in this book, refer to small dissolved vugs appearing in honeycombs,

beads, and other forms, unfilled or fully filled with calcite and mud, or occa-

sionally with fluorite and celestite of hydrothermal origin. They are formed

by the freshwater karstification during deposition, mainly creating intragra-

nular dissolved pores and moldic pores, which are rarely preserved with

severe cementation and filling.

1.1.2.1.3 Fractures
By origins, fractures are classified into structural fractures, dissolved fractures,

and diagenetic fractures.

The structural fractures are considered a product of tectonic stress, and

the most dominant in the basin, existing as shear fractures, followed by

extensional fractures. According to the occurrence, they are divided into

high-angle oblique fractures, vertical fractures, and horizontal fractures, with

vertical fractures and microfissures in dominance. Most of the fractures

formed earlier are filled or partly filled with calcite, mud, or bitumen.
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In local areas, multiphase fractures in different occurrences intersect each

other to form fracture networks and break the rocks, thus greatly improving

the porosity and permeability.

The dissolved fractures are formed from the early fractures that are

enlarged by surface water and groundwater dissolution. For these extensive

fractures, the fracture surfaces usually expand irregularly due to dissolution,

and have granular transparent white calcite crystals, or crystal clusters in

intact crystallines on the walls.

The diagenetic fractures, or pressolutional fractures, mainly appearing as

suture lines, are formed by compaction and pressure dissolution as a result of

sedimentary loading, which is related to the formation pressure, tempera-

ture, and mud content in limestone. Most of the suture lines are parallel

to the bed plane in a sawtooth shape, generally a few millimeters wide,

and have been filled with or dissolved by calcite, mud, or bitumen. Accord-

ing to the fluorescence thin section observation, some suture lines have

strong fluorescence, indicating effective accumulated spaces.
1.1.2.2 Propagation of caves, vugs, and fractures
1.1.2.2.1 Caves
By diameter, carbonate caves are roughly divided into centimeter-size and

meter-size caves. The centimeter-size caves, with a diameter of 2–1000mm,

can be analyzed by way of core observation. Fig. 1.2 shows the pictures

of carbonate cores collected from the Tazhong region, where the caves

are visible. Fig. 1.2A illustrates the sparite grainstone in dominance, with

unfilled-partly filled karst caves between 10 and 40mm in diameter.

Fig. 1.2B illustrates the sparite calcarenite in dominance, with karst caves

between 20 and 60mm in diameter, and filled with grayish green mud later.
Fig. 1.2 Cores from the Tazhong region. (A) Unfilled-partly filled karst caves, Well D518.
(B) Caves filled with mud, Well T63.



Fig. 1.3 Imaging logging responses of karst caves in the Tazhong region. (A) Caves
partly filled with mud and breccia, Well D462. (B) Layer-parallel karst caves, Well D434.
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The centimeter-size caves can also be investigated by way of imaging log-

ging. Caves with different filling patterns have distinct geological character-

istics, and thus reflect significantly variable imaging logging responses. In

Fig. 1.3A, the caves filled with mud reveal dark spots with high resistivity,

and correspond to high GR values. In Fig. 1.3B, the karst caves are clear,

reflecting honeycomb spots on the image.

The meter-size caves are generally larger than 1000mm in diameter, and

some of them can extend even a thousand meters. These caves are often

characterized by using the drilling and logging data, outcrops, and seismic

data. Table 1.1 shows the statistics of drilling anomalies in the carbonate res-

ervoirs in the Tazhong region. Drilling break and fluid leakage occurred in

the intervals where meter-size caves were encountered, with the diameter of

0.3–5m.

The meter-size caves can be observed directly on field outcrops. Fig. 1.4

shows the outcrop in the Tarim Basin. Large meter-size caves with the

diameter of 1.5–2.5m are visible and accessible. These caves are less con-

nected laterally and mainly consist of carbonate rocks, with strong

heterogeneity.

Some caves extend as far as over 1000m, and they are usually described

by using seismic data. The large meter-size caves generally reflect bead-

like responses on the seismic profile. In the Tarim Basin, the carbonate

reservoirs distribute widely in the plane, and some meter-size caves are

connected up to a thousand meters. Fig. 1.5 shows the kilometer-size

large karst caves in the D15 cluster (extending 5km) in the Tazhong

region.



Table 1.1 Statistics of drilling break and fluid leakage in Lower Ordovician Yingshan
Formation, the Tazhong region

No. Drilling period Well Interval (m)

Drilling
break
(m3)

Fluid
leakage
(m3)

1 Mar. 28–Nov.

6, 2006

T84 5631.16–5666.29 148.3

2 Feb.27–Sep. 8,
2006

T721 5463.14–5505 4488.83

3 Jan. 8–May 28,

2007

D3 6529 4.6

4 Mar. 6–July 25,

2007

D17 6665–6700 95.84

5 Dec. 12, 2006–
May 17, 2008

D1 6375.46–6389.37 125.2

6 Feb. 21–Sep. 5,
2008

D8 6127–6145.58 4.3 3776.3

7 Dec. 29, 2008–
May 25, 2009

D10 6299.8–6309.7 0.33 11.2

8 Nov. 13, 2008–
April 3, 2009

D11 6459.65–6475.61 4.69 1196.53

9 May 14–
Sep. 07, 2008

T726 5531.04–5534.09 235.9

10 Oct. 15, 2008–
Jan. 30, 2009

D6 6172.73 118.46

11 Oct. 15, 2008–
Jan. 30, 2009

D21 5869 12.4

12 June 20, 2009–
Sep. 21, 2009

D22 5736.66 121

13 April 30–
Sep. 10, 2009

D12 6187.75–6189.9 2.25 2771.2

14 Sep. 27, 2008–
Mar. 3, 2009

D9 6212–6214 21.1

15 Jan. 30–May 30,

2010

D44 5858.5–5858.9 0.4 287.22

16 June 24–Nov.

25, 2009

D23 5945–5946 3.44

17 June 3–Nov. 25,

2009

D111 6110.85 27.75

18 Mar. 10–June
10, 2010

T23C 5543.61 24.28

19 Feb. 3–Mar. 26,

2010

T201C 5779 17.1

8 Dynamic description technology of fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs



Fig. 1.4 Outcrop with meter-size caves, the Tarim Basin.

Fig. 1.5 Seismic profile of kilometer-size carves in the D15 cluster, the Tazhong region.
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1.1.2.2.2 Vugs
Vugs in the reservoirs are generally in millimeter size, with the diameter of

0.01–2mm, and they can only be observed by casting thin sections. Fig. 1.6

shows the typical carbonate vugs in the Tazhong region. Microscopically,

abundant vugs are observed, and they are dominantly intragranular dissolved

pores and moldic pores, as well as intergranular dissolved pores. Most of

these vugs comprise effective accumulation spaces.
1.1.2.2.3 Fractures
By extension length, the carbonate fractures are graded into millimeter-size,

centimeter-size, and meter-size. The millimeter-size fractures, with the

extension length of 0.1–10mm, can be observed by casting thin sections.

Fig. 1.7 shows the typical carbonate fractures in the Tazhong region. Micro-

scopically, the fractures are mainly composed of structural fractures and



Fig. 1.6 Microscopic vugs in Yingshan Formation carbonate rocks, the Tazhong region.
(A) Intragranular dissolved pores, Well D9. (B) Moldic pores, Well D9. (C) Intergranular
dissolved pores, Well D203.

Fig. 1.7 Microscopic fractures in carbonate rocks, the Tazhong region. (A) Dissolved
fractures, Well D203. (B) Unfilled fractures, Well D7. (C) Structural dissolved fractures,
Well D104.
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suture lines, and unfilled structural fractures are observed. These fractures act

as flow pathways and accumulation spaces in carbonate reservoirs.

The centimeter-size fractures, with the extension length of

10–1000mm, are usually characterized by way of core observation and

imaging logging. Fig. 1.8 shows the cores with centimeter-size fractures.

In Fig. 1.8A, the micritic calcarenite core contains dissolved vugs and inter-

sected multiphase fractures. In Fig. 1.8B, the sparite calcarenite core contains

an oblique fracture, about 100mm long and 20–40mm wide, which is fully

filled with dark gray mud. The centimeter-size fractures appear as sinusoidal

dark bands on logging images. Fig. 1.9 shows the logging images of carbon-

ate rocks in the Tazhong region, revealing clearly the existence of

centimeter-size fractures.

Themeter-size fractures, with the extension length of over 1000mm, are

generally observed and described by using outcrops and seismic data.

Fig. 1.10 shows the outcrop with meter-size fractures in the Tarim Basin.

It can be seen that there are multiple large fractures and faults extending a

fewmeters to dozens of meters, most of which cut across the strata, and mul-

tiphase fractures and faults are incised locally.



Fig. 1.8 Cores with centimeter-size fractures, the Tazhong region. (A) Dissolved vugs
and multiphase fracture, Well T12. (B) Fractures filled with mud, Well D111.

Fig. 1.9 Logging images showing centimeter-size fractures, the Tazhong region.

Fig. 1.10 Outcrop with centimeter-size fractures, the Tazhong region.

11Typical characteristics of fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs



Fig. 1.11 Coherence map of local limestone top in the eastern Tazhong region.
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Faults and fractures can be predicted by seismic coherence and curvature

techniques. In the Tazhong region, for example, the coherence analysis

reveals that large fracture zones extend several kilometers to dozens of kilo-

meters throughout the eastern region (Fig. 1.11); some basin-forming faults

are found across the center-western region (Fig. 1.12). These faults act as the

important hydrocarbon charging and migration pathways and accumulation

spaces in carbonate reservoirs.
1.1.2.3 Types of reservoirs by accumulation space
1.1.2.3.1 Cave reservoirs
The cave reservoirs are the most important ones in the Tarim Basin, with

caves (diameter >100mm) serving as the accumulation spaces. These types

of reservoirs are concentrated on the top of the Yingshan Formation and in

active faulting zones, and are controlled by tectonic stress and unconform-

able karst. They are the major contributor to oil and gas. In case of drilling

breaks or fluid leakage, the cave reservoir reflects dark bands sandwiched

with light blocks locally, or totally black plates on the logging images,

and bead-like responses on the seismic profile (Fig. 1.13A).



Fig. 1.12 Coherence map of local limestone top in the center-western Tazhong region.
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1.1.2.3.2 Vuggy reservoirs
The vuggy reservoirs are also developed well, with the accumulation space

consisting of dissolved vugs (diameter<100mm) formed by primary pores

due to dissolution; fractures are underdeveloped as a result of penecontem-

poraneous leaching of meteoric fresh water. The matrix porosity is generally

<2%; in the intervals with dissolved vugs, it reaches 4%–6%, or even exceeds
10% locally. The dissolved vugs can be observed on the FMI images, gen-

erally presenting as irregular dark spots (Fig. 1.13B).

1.1.2.3.3 Fractured-vuggy reservoirs
The fractured-vuggy reservoirs are the most dominant ones in the Tarim

Basin, where vugs act as the major accumulation space, and fractures can par-

tially function as accumulation space, but serve more as flow pathways.

Compared with vuggy or fractured reservoirs, the fractured-vuggy reser-

voirs have higher storage and flow capacities due to the coexistence of vugs

and fractures. They reflect as connected black spots and vertical black bands

on dynamic FMI images (Fig. 1.13C).

1.1.2.3.4 Fractured reservoirs
The fractured reservoirs contain abundant fractures, scarce vugs, and no

matrix pores, with the vug porosity of <1.8% and the fracture porosity of



Fig. 1.13 Responses of Lower Ordovician Yingshan Formation karstic reservoirs, the
Tazhong region. (A) Responses of cave reservoirs. (B) Responses of vuggy reservoirs.
(C) Responses of fractured-vuggy reservoirs d. Responses of fractured reservoirs.
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>0.04%. Fractures act as both flow pathways and major accumulation

spaces. With low (matrix) porosity and high permeability, the fractured res-

ervoirs have storage and flow capacities controlled by fracture distribution

and development degree (Fig. 1.13D).
1.1.2.4 Strong heterogeneity of reservoirs with complex and diverse
inner-structures
The carbonate reservoirs in the Tarim Basin have strong heterogeneity. The

accumulation spaces are of complex and diverse origins, with the pores,

caves, and fractures varying in size and connectivity. With various
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combinations of accumulation spaces, the reservoir types have greatly dis-

tinct connectivity. Generally, the carbonate reservoirs are characterized

by strong heterogeneity and complex and diverse inner-structures.

Well D112 in the ZG8 well block of Tazhong I gas field, the Tarim

Basin, was drilled to the bottom of the beads without any engineering anom-

aly (Fig. 1.14). After imaging logging and remote acoustic logging analysis,

re-sidetracking was implemented. Leakage occurred at the position 32m

away from the original hole and at the same depth. The separator flare height

was >10m, hydrocarbons contents of gas logging >99%. The well testing

revealed a high yield and a stable tubing pressure.

Based on the drilling and logging data, and later production testing

analysis, it was concluded that the bead-like responses of Well D112

don’t represent cave reservoirs, but an aggregation of multiple small

fractured vuggy reservoirs. The beads are less connected within the range

of about 30m.

Well D11C2 failed because water breakthrough occurred when its ver-

tical hole was drilled to the bottom of beads (Fig. 1.15). Instead, sidetracking

was conducted to the high position of beads in the Yingshan Formation,

which was successful. The wellhead sampling results revealed the H2S con-

tent of 2000ppm, the gas-oil ratio of 2172m3/m3, oil viscosity of

1.147mPa�s, and density of 0.8082g/cm3. Based on the inner-structures

of beads identified, Well D11C2 was deployed for drilling the top of beads

in the overlying Lianglitage Formation, but leakage occurred during the

drilling. The liquid level data revealed no pressure loss, suggesting no con-

nection with the underlying producing beads. The wellhead sampling results

revealed the H2S content of 50ppm, the gas-oil ratio of 13,134m3/m3, oil

viscosity of 0.8042mPa�s, and density of 0.7807g/cm3. This confirms that

there are no connections between upper and lower beads. The beads at the

high position suffered a more serious gas cut later, and both upper and lower

beads have complex inner structures and poor connectivity.

The strong heterogeneity and complex and diverse inner structures lead

to the disconnection between accumulation spaces of the reservoirs in a pro-

ducing formation. Each accumulation space has its own oil-gas-water con-

tacts and initial formation pressure. The accumulation spaces are mostly

fractured vuggy systems controlled by a single well. New fractured vuggy

systems with initial formation pressure can still be encountered in the vicin-

ity of the depleted fractured vuggy systems. Neglect of a fractured vuggy

reservoir on the drilling section may indicate a missing oil and gas reservoir,

which is unlikely to be discovered by additional drilling.



Fig. 1.14 Seismic profile and pattern of Well D112.
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Fig. 1.15 Seismic profile of Well D11C2.
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1.2 Typical characteristics of gas reservoir development

1.2.1 Complex flow mechanism
A conventional clastic rock reservoir is a typical porous medium, with mul-

tiple micrometer-size pores, while the fractured vuggy reservoir contains

micrometer-size dissolved secondary pores, structural microfractures and

dissolved fractures, and meter-size karst caves, which vary remarkably in

size. The diverse accumulation spaces of the fractured vuggy reservoirs

determine the complex flow pattern of internal fluid; namely, the coexis-

tence of aperture flow in large fractures, cave flow in large unfilled caves,

and pore flow in small and medium fractures, dissolved pores, and partly

filled caves.

The flow pattern of fluids in fractured vuggy reservoirs is controversial.

Some believe it belongs in the category of engineering fluid mechanics, and

others classify it in the category of traditional percolation mechanics.
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1.2.2 Large difference in productivity between wells
The well productivity varies significantly due to fault zone scale, structural

location, and reservoir development. For example, in the Tarim Basin, the

Halahatang oil field has a number of NE- and NW-trending strike-slip

faults, which represent a main controlling factor for the fractured vuggy res-

ervoirs, and also major pathways for hydrocarbon charging. The fault zones

are very different in well productivity. For example, the Ha 9, Ha 7, and Ha

5 fault zones reflect the average well cumulative oil production of over

2.67�104 t, 1.71�104 t, and 1.17�104 t, respectively (Fig. 1.16).

Moreover, the initial productivity of wells varies greatly. For example, in

the Lungu oil field, Well LG701 had an initial productivity as high as 400 t/

d, and Wells LG7-5-2 and LG701-4 achieved initial productivity of

100–200t/d; some wells such as Well LG7-16 recorded initial productivity

below 10t/d.

In a fault zone, well production varies across segments. For example, the

ZG 10 fault in the Tazhong I gas field is divided into echelon, pull-apart, and

horsetail segments, from south to north, where the average cumulative pro-

ductions are 0.37�108 m3 gas and 1.9�104 t oil, 0.05�108 m3 gas and

0.25�104 t oil, and 0.2�108 m3 gas and 0.93�104 t oil, respectively.

Obviously, the echelon and horsetail segments have significantly better pro-

duction performance than the pull-apart segment (Table 1.2).
1.2.3 Less regularity of production performance
For the carbonate reservoirs, the matrix often has poor properties and con-

tains no hydrocarbons, while hydrocarbons are mainly endowed in caves,

vugs, and fractures, which are very distinct in the magnitudes of permeability

and porosity, leading to serious heterogeneity and anisotropy in the reser-

voirs. The fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs are unique for their accu-

mulation patterns, which result in strong heterogeneity, spatially.

Accordingly, the flow pattern is complex, such as pipe flow, seepage flow,

or the coexistence of both, in most cases. This complexity brings about great

differences in development characteristics. Production, water cut, GOR,

and other development indexes are distinct between wells, and even in a

well during its life cycle, showing less regularity represented by pressure fluc-

tuation and rapid fluid changes among oil, gas, and water.



Fig. 1.16 Current production test in Harahatang oil field (Ha 9–Ha 5 fault zones).
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Table 1.2 Well production performance in segments of ZG 10 fault zone, Tazhong I gas field

No. Segment
Drilled
wells

Successful
wells

Success
rate (%)

Average cumulative well
production—gas (108 m3)

Average cumulative well
production—oil (104 t)

1 Echelon 8 8 100 0.37 1.90

2 Pull-

apart

4 4 100 0.05 0.25

3 Horsetail 4 3 75 0.21 0.93
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Fig. 1.17 Seismic profile of Well D162-H3.
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1.2.3.1 Highly variable pressure with fluctuations
In the fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, the complex pore-cave-

fracture combinations and distribution lead to variable flowing pressure at

different positions, and also distinct flow patterns of fluids. Therefore, such

reservoirs often show highly variable pressure with fluctuations. For exam-

ple, Well D162-H3 in the Tazhong I gas field reflects bead-like strong

responses on the seismic profile (Fig. 1.17). Its drilling was started on April

21, 2013, and finished onNovember 8, 2013, to 6414m in the LowerOrdo-

vician Langlitage Formation. In the drilling process, leakage started at

6366.11m with a cumulative volume of 929.5m3, and overflow occurred

at 6366.11m with a volume of 0.7m3. In the target horizon, the gas logging

results revealed 3 gas layers (29m). The best show was observed in the

6384–6401m interval, with the highest TG of 97.37%.

Well D162-H3was put into production onNovember 18, 2013, with an

initial tubing pressure of 36MPa, daily oil flow rate of 42.81 t, the daily gas

flow rate of 30,000m3, and no water. During the production test, the tubing

pressure dropped rapidly in the beginning, and rose suddenly after reaching

1MPa. Subsequently, the tubing pressure and production demonstrated the

intermittent and irregular variation of ups and downs. Until the well was

shut on November 20, 2017, it had been producing for 823days, with a

cumulative production of 3.9753�104 t oil and 0.2444�108 m3 gas

(Fig. 1.18).
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Fig. 1.18 Production test curves of Well D162-H3.
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1.2.3.2 Highly variable fluid properties throughout the
development phase
For the fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, the characteristics of multi-

phase accumulation, multiphase charging, and the existence of fault systems

lead to complex horizontal and vertical fluids distribution. Furthermore, dif-

ferent vug-cave-fracture combinations and flow resistances create the prod-

uct variation between oil, gas, and water. For example, Well M62-2 in the

Tazhong I gas field reflects bead-like strong responses on the seismic profile

(Fig. 1.19). Its drilling was started on May 7, 2005, and finished on July 11,

2005, to 4825m in the Lower Ordovician Langlitage Formation. In the dril-

ling process, leakage started at 6366.11m with a cumulative volume of

1106.7m3, and overflow occurred at 4788.21m with a volume of 2m3.

In the target horizon, the gas logging results revealed 2 gas layers (29m).

The best show was observed in the 4779–4805m interval, with the highest

TG of 47.19%. Based on the well logging data interpretation, there is one

Type-I fractured-vuggy reservoir, with a thickness of 2.5m, and porosity

of 6.8%, four Type-II fractured-vuggy reservoirs, with a thickness of

15.5m and porosity 2.7%, and four Type-III reservoirs, with a thickness

of 9.5m and porosity of 1.64%.

Well M62-2 was put into production on December 22, 2005 after pro-

duction testing, with an initial tubing pressure of 36.6MPa, daily oil flow

rate of 26 t, daily gas flow rate of 98,028m3, and no water. Up to March

14, 2018, the well had been producing for 3869days, with a cumulative



Fig. 1.19 Seismic profile of Well M62-2.
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Fig. 1.20 Production test curves of Well M62-2.
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production of 3.6961�104 t oil, 0.3867�108 m3 gas and 0.2439�104 t

water (Fig. 1.20). During the production test, the fluid property varied in

different periods. The PVT test data obtained on August 18, 2005 showed

that the formation was condensate gas reservoirs with a medium condensate

oil content. Additional PVT test data obtained on August 15, 2011 showed

crude oil, indicating a significant change in the hydrocarbon phase

(Fig. 1.21).
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Due to diverse types and distinct well production performance, the char-

acteristics of fractured vuggy reservoirs are closely related to the accumula-

tion space type, fracture-vug combination, reservoir size, connectivity with

water, and water size. The wells vary greatly in production performance, but
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those wells encountering the same type of accumulation space suggest a sim-

ilar trend of production.

1.2.4 Challenges in gas reservoir description
1.2.4.1 Increasing precision in reservoir description
Carbonate rocks, a kind of important reservoir rock, are complex in depo-

sition, diagenesis, and evolution, so the carbonate reservoirs usually present

dotted distribution, strong heterogeneity, and complicated spatial structures

with the development of fractures and caves affected by numerous factors,

which ultimately leads to great complexity in the formation, distribution,

and enrichment of carbonate oil and gas fields. In the Tazhong region of

the Tarim Basin, the carbonate reservoirs are observed with the coexistence

of vugs, caves, and fractures, of which vugs and caves comprise the main

accumulation spaces, and fractures act as the flow pathways.

In carbonate reservoirs, the development and distribution of caves are

extremely heterogeneous, the filling degree and types are variable, and fluid

properties are complex. Moreover, reservoirs at and near wells are largely

distinct. Thus, the core analysis and logging evaluation of carbonate reser-

voirs are extremely challenging. Logging techniques are limited in the mea-

surement range. Conventional logging techniques only involve dozens of

centimeters around the borehole. A remote acoustic logging technique

has emerged rapidly in recent years, with its measurement extending tomore

than a dozen, to dozens of meters, which, however, is still insufficient for the

description of accumulation space in a carbonate reservoir. In addition, the

logging interpretation based on a homogeneous geological model often pro-

vides a smaller reservoir porosity, which is contrary to the case of heavy fluid

leakage, making it impossible to reflect the reservoir properties using logging

techniques.

The advancement of seismic acquisition and processing technology and

seismic attribute technology enables the description of carbonate reservoirs

based on seismic attributes. So far, seismic attributes have been satisfactorily

applied in predicting carbonate reservoirs. However, the strong anisotropy

and various fracture-vug combinations deduce complex and variable seismic

wave responses. It is difficult to obtain accurate and quantitative reservoir

parameters through a single seismic attribute analysis.

1.2.4.2 Increasing accuracy in reserves estimation
The carbonate reservoir spaces are mainly composed of caves, vugs, and frac-

tures, which are different in size and complex in distribution. The carbonate
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reservoirs with extremely strong heterogeneity are usually classified as cave

reservoirs, vuggy reservoirs, and fractured reservoirs. Different from clastic

rock reservoirs, the carbonate reservoirs are generally characterized by quasi-

layered distribution, oil abundance, and local enrichment; and the carbonate

reservoirs at and near wells are largely distinct, so the quantitative description

of reservoir thickness, porosity, and oil-water contact (OWC) is very

difficult. Practices have demonstrated that the well control technique for

estimating reserves in carbonate reservoirs often suggests a large

hydrocarbon-bearing area, large geological reserves, small recoverable

reserves, and a low producing degree of reserves, and themethods of reserves

estimation for homogeneous sandstone reservoirs are not suitable for the

highly heterogeneous carbonate reservoirs.

For the fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs with strong heterogeneity

and complexity, the volumes of caves, vugs, and fractures in the reservoirs

can be described quantitatively by using the fracture-vug spatial character-

ization, connectivity analysis, and spatial description techniques, together

with the geological modeling and attribute volume integration technique.

The resulting “fracture-vug characterization based volumetric method”

for reserves estimation is a valuable test for carbonate gas reservoirs. Specif-

ically, based on the reservoir characterization, the fracture-vug development

zone, fracture-vug belt, and fracture-vug system are divided, and the estima-

tion units for possible, probable, and proved reserves are determined

depending on the well control degree and the producing degree of reserves.

Then, the effective thickness and porosity of caves, vugs, and fractures in a

single well are determined according to the reservoir type, porosity, and seis-

mic facies, and the recovery factor of the concerned block is calculated using

the analogy method (both static and dynamic) and the well performance

method. Finally, the reserves estimation is completed by the gridding

integral method.

The fracture-vug characterization based volumetric method is used for

caves, vugs, and fractures. The quantity of reserves derived by this method

is 40% of that by the traditional volumetric method, so this method is more

effective in reflecting the reservoir heterogeneity. This method integrates

the quantitative reservoir characterization. According to the geometric

characterization of fractures and vugs, and the division of fracture-vug belts

and systems, the distributions of fractured-vuggy bodies and sweet spots are

clarified. The reserves estimated by this method are the reserves in caves and

associated vugs and fractures. When the reserves in caves are recovered, the

reserves in associated vugs and fractures can also be recovered. All these
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reserves are movable and can be directly considered as a reference in devel-

opment planning. This method is more applicable to heterogeneous carbon-

ate reservoirs with respect to oil-bearing area, estimation units division, and

recovery demonstration.

1.2.4.3 Increasing accuracy in performance forecasting
In the Tarim Basin, the discovered carbonate reservoirs are deep

(6000–7000m average) and covered by desert, gobi, and eluvial soil on

the surface. Disrupted by the intense attenuation by absorption and scatter-

ing, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low. The earth-filtering effect and

surface attenuation seriously attenuate high-frequency components of seis-

mic waves, thus restricting the seismic resolution and reducing the accuracy

of reservoir identification. Therefore, it is extremely difficult to identify,

predict, and depict the fractured-vuggy bodies by using seismic data, not

to mention their inner structures and fillings. The complex size and connec-

tivity of irregular fractured-vuggy bodies where oil and gas are accumulated

bring great difficulties to subsequent 3D geological modeling.

Even if the modeling results are satisfactory, the existing numerical sim-

ulationmethods and techniques based on continuous porous media are inap-

plicable to the field applications in fractured vuggy reservoirs with complex

flow mechanisms (for the coexistence of aperture flow, cave flow, and pore

flow). The equivalent multimedia and coupled numerical solution can be

used, on the basis of coupling of continuous medium and discrete medium,

to realize the numerical simulation of fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs,

but the calculation results are very uncertain.

For the purpose of effective development of the fractured vuggy reser-

voirs, it is essential to establish appropriate key development index predic-

tion techniques in conjunction with advanced reservoir engineering

methods, depending on the available recognition of geological features

and the well production performance of such reservoirs.

1.2.4.4 Designing strategies for gas reservoir dynamic description
In this book, the dynamical description technique for fractured vuggy car-

bonate gas reservoirs based on the lifecycle well testing analysis and the

advanced production decline analysis is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1.22.

This technique, without the deficits of static description, can help realize

the reservoir evaluation, reserves estimation, and productivity estimation

of fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, ultimately contributing to the

effective development.



Fig. 1.22 Schematic diagram of dynamic description technique for fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs.
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1.3 Summary

In fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs, unlike conventional sandstone

reservoirs, the oil and gas distribution is controlled by the existence of

fractured vuggy bodies instead of local structures. Generally, hydrocarbons

exist throughout the reservoir, and are enriched locally. A single reservoir is

small and has no uniform gas-water contact (GWC) macroscopically. Such

reservoirs have strong heterogeneity and complex inner structures; the

matrix contains no pores and reflects extremely poor properties; caves, vugs,

and fractures created by secondary dissolution constitute the main accumu-

lation spaces.

The diversity of accumulation spaces determines the complexity of flow

patterns of fluids in the fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs; namely, aper-

ture flow, cave flow, and pore flow coexist. In practical production, such

reservoirs are found to have poor performance regularity, variable well pro-

ductivity, and rapid production decline.

Fine reservoir description, reserves estimation, and development index

forecasting are essential for the effective development of fractured vuggy car-

bonate gas reservoirs. The proposed dynamical description technique for

fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, without the deficits of static

description, can help in performing the reservoir evaluation, reserves estima-

tion, and productivity estimation of such reservoirs.

The following chapters will illustrate the dynamical description tech-

nique for fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs and its application.
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2.1 Dynamic description technique of gas reservoirs

2.1.1 Status and role
A dynamic description of gas reservoirs refers to the process by which the gas

reservoirs are characterized comprehensively and accurately to obtain the

well and reservoir parameters, based on the dynamic data (e.g., pressure,

production, and fluids) acquired during tests and development, and the static

data (e.g., geology), by using gas reservoir engineering methods, including

modern well test analysis methods and advanced production decline analysis

methods (e.g., production analysis or PA, or rate transient analysis or RTA),

as well as advanced computer software. The process is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Geophysical prospecting, well logging, and well test-based dynamic

description are three major techniques used to characterize gas reservoirs.

They are distinctive and noninterchangeable, with the range of descriptions

as shown in Table 2.1.

For complex gas reservoirs in the preliminary evaluation phase, the geo-

logical study can clarify the regional depositional setting and reservoir
31
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Static conceptual model Dynamic conceptual model

Dynamic model of gas reservoir

Dynamic description

Fig. 2.1 Process of the dynamic description of gas reservoirs.

Table 2.1 Range of static and dynamic descriptions of gas reservoirs (Liu, 2008)

Static data

Geological study

Seismic survey

Core analysis

Well logging 

Dynamic data

Formation test

Lifecycle well test analysis

PA or RTA

Range (m) 10–3 10–2 10–1 100 101 102 103 104
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development characteristics. However, due to insufficient resolution of seis-

mic data and limited wells, the geological model of reservoirs primarily based

on static data can be vividly regarded as a “static image” on which there are

only a few clear well sites (for well logging). Thus, such a model is inade-

quate for efficient development of gas reservoirs.

Actually, the development of gas reservoirs needs a “dynamic image,”

which means the dynamic flow characteristics of underground fluids (gas,

oil, and water) under the operating conditions; namely, the effective char-

acteristics of flow units. A static description technique (e.g., geophysical
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prospecting and well logging) can identify the existence of faults and exten-

sive reservoir bodies, but fails to address certain critical aspects, such as fault

sealing and well drainage areas. In contrast, a dynamic description technique

based on well testing eliminates the deficiency of the static description.
2.1.2 Methodology
The methods of dynamic description include wellbore node analysis, pro-

duction logging analysis, wireline formation testing, well test analysis,

advanced production analysis (or production data analysis), history matching

analysis, and production performance forecasting. These methods are very

different in the application scope, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.1.2.1 Wellbore node analysis
Wellbore node analysis is conducted to identify the fluid distribution char-

acteristics based on static pressure (flow pressure) and static temperature

(flow temperature) gradients tested. The static pressure gradient analysis

can effectively reveal the structural features of gas reservoirs. It can be

divided by the exploration phase and the development phase.

According to the static pressure gradient line in the exploration phase, we

can judge which wells are drilled in a connected unit. In a suspected con-

nected unit, the nonalignment of static pressure points of wells on one

“static pressure gradient line of natural gas” is often found in two cases.
x-y

x-z

Wireline formation test

Wellbore node analysis

Production logging analysis

Pressure system
Temperature system
Near-wellbore parameters

Gradient analysis
Fluid distribution

Gas producing profile
Vertical heterogeneity
Connectivity
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Production data analysis

History matching analysis

Absolute open flow
potential of gas well
Deliverability equation
Reservoir parameters
Completion and 
stimulation effects
Boundary conditions, etc.

OGIP in single well
Reservoir parameters
Production performance
forecasting

Connectivity
Reservoir parameters
Production performance
forecasting

Fig. 2.2 Methods and application scopes of the dynamic description of gas reservoirs
(Oliver et al., 2013).
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In one case, the static pressure points are aligned on two or three “static pres-

sure gradient lines of natural gas,” which means that the wells may be

deployed in two or three independent gas pools. In the other case, the static

pressure points are aligned on an approximate “static pressure gradient line of

hydrostatic column,” which suggests that the reservoirs were covered in the

same hydraulic system when gas was migrated and accumulated, but natural

gas therein does not exist in the same connected gas pool.

Are the wells in a gas pool considered connected if their static pressure

points are aligned on one “static pressure gradient line of natural gas” in the

exploration phase? The answer is indefinite. In some gas fields of the Sichuan

Basin (especially the southern Sichuan Basin), China, the wells had roughly

the same initial pressure, but reflected significantly different formation pres-

sure after producing for a period of time according to the shut-in pressure

tests. This implies that the areas controlled by the wells are independent,

although they are not necessarily separated completely.

2.1.2.2 Production logging analysis
Production logging analysis is conducted to measure the flow profiles of

fluids in producing wells and injection wells, including the velocity (flow

rate), density, water holdup, temperature, and pressure of fluids. Then,

the properties and flow rates of fluids produced or absorbed in perforation

intervals are identified to evaluate the occurrence of gas wells and the exploi-

tation characteristics of gas reservoirs.

For gas wells with multiple perforation intervals, the production profiles

acquired can be used to derive the individual layer production, including gas

production and water production, and analyze the water-breakthrough

horizons, the individual layer productivity contribution, and the individual

layer producing reserves, thus providing a basis for the evaluation of gas res-

ervoirs, preparation and adjustment of development plans, detection of

downhole complexities, and stimulation treatments and effect evaluation.

2.1.2.3 Wireline formation test (WFT)
A wireline formation tester can recover certain fluid samples from a short

well interval (about 1m), and record the pressure responses in the recovery

phase and the shut-in phase. It is applicable to open holes and cased holes.

Compared with conventional pressure transient testing, the wireline for-

mation test can provide the formation permeability and pressure response

within multiple small-scale ranges in the test intervals, and collect multiple

fluid samples at different depths.
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Because only a few samples are taken, the wireline formation test is lim-

ited in access depth, and can hardly investigate the lateral boundary of res-

ervoirs. Generally, the small-scale permeability obtained in the formation

test will be scaled up before being used in production performance forecast-

ing. However, the skin factors obtained in the wireline formation test cannot

be used in the production performance forecasting.

Wireline formation testing is conducted to collect bottom hole fluid

samples, estimate the changes of formation pressure and permeability with

the depth, identify the depleted formation, and obtain the vertical perme-

ability. It follows the same data interpretation theory as a conventional well

test analysis. The permeability obtained can also be used to establish the

correction relation of a permeability derived from wireline logging

interpretation.
2.1.2.4 Well test analysis
A “well test” refers to the whole process during which a pressure gauge is run

in a hole to measure the changes of pressure and/or flow rates over time, and

the test data are analyzed and processed. It includes two parts: field testing

and data analysis and processing.Well testing is a critical technique to under-

stand oil and gas reservoirs and evaluate the dynamic reservoir characteristics,

well completion efficiency, and stimulation effects. The data obtained in the

well test is the only data collected under the fluid flowing conditions, so the

analysis result can best represent the dynamic characteristics of reservoirs.
2.1.2.4.1 Types of well test
Awell test can be categorized by various criteria—for example, a single-well

test or multiwell test by the number of wells involved, or a drawdown test or

buildup test by the well status (producing or shut-in).

(1) Deliverability test and transient test

The deliverability test of a gas well is conducted to obtain fluid samples,

determine the well deliverability and stable productivity, and obtain the

inflow performance relationship (IPR) curve necessary for the systematic

analysis of gas reservoirs. The deliverability test includes a back pressure test,

isochronal test, modified isochronal test, and a single-point test. The deliv-

erability equation of a gas well can be established according to the data of

deliverability test and the deliverability evaluation methods to obtain the

absolute open flow potential and IPR curve for guiding the reasonable

production allocation.
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The transient test is conducted to determine the gas phase permeability

under formation conditions, calculate the average formation pressure in the

drainage area, evaluate the stimulation effects, and estimate the drainage area

and/or dynamic reserves. Generally, it refers to the buildup test.

(2) Buildup test and drawdown test

The buildup test, or pressure buildup test, refers to the process that the well is

shut in after producing for a period of time to observe the changes in flowing

pressure.

The drawdown test, or pressure drawdown test, refers to the process dur-

ing which the changes of flowing pressure are observed when new wells or

wells that maintain stable formation pressure after a long period of being

shut-in produce at a constant rate.

(3) Single-well test and multiwell test

The single-well test refers to the process during which a well is monitored

for its pressure response by changing its production rate. It is used to quan-

titatively describe how the reservoir is damaged or stimulated, and estimate

the formation permeability, drainage area, well-controlled reserves, and

average formation pressure in the drainage area.

The multiwell test refers to the process during which the production rate

of a well (active well) is changed to monitor the pressure of the surrounding

one, or other wells (observation wells). The multiwell test is more compli-

cated than the single-well test, and it is often used to quantitatively describe

the interwell connectivity or estimate the permeability in a direction.

(4) Exploration-well test and development-well test

The exploration-well test focuses on the evaluation of the overall properties

of reservoirs. It is mainly used to take fluid samples and estimate the initial

formation pressure, gas well deliverability, and the distance between the well

and boundary, and well-controlled reserves. The exploration-well test is

usually performed when the drilling rig is still at the well site, so its cost

may be very high. The data obtained in the test are valuable references

for making major investment decisions.

The development-well test focuses on the evaluation of properties of a

single well and areas near the wellbore. It is mainly used to estimate the aver-

age formation pressure, evaluate the stimulation effects, quantify the near-

wellbore reservoir damages, and determine the reservoir permeability.

The development-well test is more economical than the exploration-well

test, and the data obtained in the test are mainly used for making small invest-

ment decisions, such as the decision on reservoir stimulation.
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2.1.2.4.2 Purpose of well test
The well test plays an important role in the lifecycle of a gas well, including

the reservoir exploration, preliminary evaluation, and development phases.

(1) Exploration phase

A well test is critical in the exploration phase. The data obtained are neces-

sary for major investment decisions. In this phase, a DSTmust be implemen-

ted to confirm the existence of a gas layer, and preliminarily evaluate the

reservoir permeability and the possibility of formation damage in the drilling

process.

A well completion test is needed to further verify the scale and deliver-

ability of a gas reservoir. Once the drilling is finished after the target horizon

is encountered, the exploration well is completed by the casing or other

techniques, and the gas test is performed layer by layer, so as to derive

the absolute open flow potential of a gas well. The absolute open flow

potential is the most convincing parameter to measure the well

deliverability.

Reserves estimation will be initiated immediately after the data provided

by an exploration well; including production, reservoir pressure, and perme-

ability; prove the existence of gas reservoirs. In the exploration phase, well

test data cannot be used to directly calculate the reserves, but only supple-

ment or correct the reserves estimation results to a certain extent. Specifi-

cally, the well test can provide the data of deliverability for reserves

estimation, characteristic coefficients for the stable productivity of dual-

porosity reservoirs, and plane distribution of reservoir and initial pressure

data for reserves estimation (Table 2.2).

(2) Preliminary evaluation phase

In the preliminary evaluation phase, main activities are carried out to deepen

the geological cognition on gas reservoirs, estimate the reserves, ascertain the

deliverability, select the principal development technologies, and prepare

the development conceptual design or development plans, so as to achieve

scientific gas field development.

The systematic well test is performed for conventional gas reservoirs, and

modified isochronal well testing is performed for low-permeability gas res-

ervoirs; then, the deliverability equation of the gas well is established to cal-

culate the absolute open flow potential. A drawdown test and buildup test

are performed for representative wells to derive the reservoir parameters.

A multiwell interference test is mainly conducted to evaluate the connectiv-

ity of reservoirs or fracture systems and calculate the interwell reservoir

parameters.



Table 2.2 Role of the well test in the exploration and development of gas fields (Zhuang, 2013)
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Preliminary

evaluation

phase

Deliverability test and

other transient tests

of appraisal wells

w w w w w w w w q q q

Acid fracturing

stimulation

w w w w w q w q

Production test and

extended well test

of appraisal wells
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reserves in gas

reservoirs
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phase

Dynamic monitoring
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w q w w q q q q q w

Completion gas test of
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Note: w, Mandatory item;▪, Mandatory parameter; q, Contingent item; □, Contingent parameter.
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(3) Development phase

In the whole development process, conventional well test methods can be

applied to monitor the gas reservoir performance. For a gas well in normal

production, however, it is apparently impracticable to conduct a well test by

frequently tripping out the pressure gauge while the well is opened and shut

in; otherwise, a permanent pressure gauge is installed. According to the

needs of development, the transient test should be performed in the early

stage, when new wells are put into production when great changes occur

in the production rate or pressure of producing wells, or before and after

stimulation. For key wells, a deliverability test and buildup test should be

performed regularly, and an interference test can be arranged when neces-

sary. In the production process, the wellhead pressure and flow rate should

be recorded comprehensively and accurately, and the performance should

be monitored.

As the research activities are advanced and the open time of gas wells

extends, the radius of investigation increases. Now, it is necessary to perform

the extended buildup test. Some parameters that cannot be collected in the

early stage, such as transient and stable deliverability, boundary distance, and

shape, block size, dual-porosity reservoir parameters, dual-permeability for-

mation parameters, composite formation parameters, non-Darcy flow coef-

ficient, reservoir connectivity and dynamic reserves of blocks can be

obtained from the extended well test analysis. On this basis, the dynamic

model of the gas reservoir can be established and effectively used in the anal-

ysis of gas reservoir performance.
2.1.2.4.3 Forward and inverse problems
(1) Forward problem

The pressure response is determined under the condition that the flow rate

history and the reservoir model are known, as shown in Fig. 2.3. If the flow

rate history is given, then a pressure response will always be obtained for any

given reservoir model. In other words, the solution to the forward problem

is unique.

(2) Inverse problem

The unknown reservoir model is determined under the condition that the

flow rate history and the pressure response are known, as shown in Fig. 2.4.

If the flow rate history is given, then the pressure response given by many

different reservoir models may be the same. In other words, the solution to

the inverse problem is not unique.
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The forward problem has a unique solution; in other words, the output is

constant for a given input and model. The inverse problem does not have a

unique solution; in other words, different models can produce the same out-

put for a given input.

In nature, the well test interpretation belongs to an inverse problem.

Two core problems of the well test are to identify the unknown reservoir

model and to solve the unknown parameters of this model. Therefore, it

is necessary to reduce the multiplicity of interpretation results wherever pos-

sible during interpretation.
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2.1.2.4.4 Well test analysis methods
In the early stage of gas reservoir development, the gas well performance is

primarily monitored by collecting and analyzing the deliverability test and

transient test data.

Several publications focus on the gas well test theories and analysis, and

numerous papers in journals and academic conferences also deal with the

well test. These literature illustrates the establishment of theoretical models,

the solution of mathematical equations, and field applications. All quantita-

tive well test interpretation methods can be categorized into three types:

straight-line segment analysis, type curve analysis, and simulation/history

matching. The well test analysis has become an effective means for the pre-

cise description of reservoirs and the performance analysis of gas reservoirs,

rather than a tool of single-well evaluation originally.

Currently, the transient test analysis technique features the integration of

an analytical solution and numerical solution. As compared with the well

test, simply based on the analytical solution, the well test based on the

numerical solution can provide a geological model that is closer to the actual

reservoir shape and parameter distribution, and can effectively consider the

influence of multiwell production. Thus, the latter is more practical for res-

ervoir description and production performance forecasting of gas reservoirs.

The numerical well test method has been successfully merged into commer-

cialized well test analysis software overseas. Internationally representative

well test software includes Saphir (KAPPA), PanSystem (EPS), and Wellt-

est200 (Schlumberger). In recent years, these software programs have intro-

duced the numerical well test module, and absorbed the traditional well

performance analysis.

The well test interpretation is a process to solve the inverse problem, and

it is still suffering from multiplicity. Especially for low-permeability tight

fractured gas wells, actual well tests often fail to derive the pseudo-radial

flow, leading to great uncertainty in the calculation of reservoir permeability

and induced fracture half-length.
2.1.2.5 Production data analysis
2.1.2.5.1 Advanced production decline analysis methods
Advanced production decline analysis (PA or RTA) is performed to obtain

the characteristic parameters of reservoirs based on the production rate and

pressure data acquired in the production process, similar to the pressure tran-

sient analysis. Under normal conditions, this method can be used to estimate

the original gas in place (OGIP), formation permeability, skin factors, or

fracture half-length.
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The advanced production decline analysis methods include the tradi-

tional Arps type curve method (Arps, 1945), the classical Fetkovich type

curve matching method (Fetkovich, 1980), the Blasingame (Palacio and

Blasingame, 1993) and Agarwal-Gardner (1998) type curve matching anal-

ysis method, and the Mattar flowing material balance reservoir engineering

method (1998).

The Arps type curve method can better describe the production decline

law of producing wells under the conditions of constant flowing pressure

and fully boundary-dominated depletion. Most important, this method

needs no formation parameters. However, it is not applicable to the data

analysis in the transient production phase.

The Fetkovich type curve matching method organically combines the

transient production decline curve and the Arps production decline equa-

tion by using the concept of equivalent wellbore radius to show the produc-

tion decline law and the influence of boundary. The biggest advantage of this

method is that it can reliably determine whether the production period is in

the transient-dominated stage or in the boundary-dominated stage.

The Blasingame (1993) and Agarwal-Gardner (1998) type curve match-

ing analysis methods are used to identify the influences when variable flow-

ing pressure, variable production rate, and PVT property of natural gas

change with the pressure, by introducing the pseudo-time (or material bal-

ance pseudo-time), and the production normalized pseudo-pressure (or

pseudo-pressure normalized production). The type curves on production

integral, production integral derivative, cumulative production-time, and

production-cumulative production are added, respectively, in these two

methods as assisted matching analysis curves, to reduce the multiplicity of

interpretation results.

Mattar and McNeil (1998) proposed to analyze the production perfor-

mance data using the “flowing material balance” method and discussed the

calculation of material balance time in detail. Mattar and Anderson (2003)

believed that no production analysis method can meet all types of gas reser-

voirs, and the best way to reduce analysis errors is to combine various analysis

methods and make full use of the flowing pressure data.

2.1.2.5.2 Similarities and differences between advanced production decline
analysis and modern well test analysis
The advanced production decline analysis and modern well test analysis are

two major techniques for a dynamic description of gas reservoirs. They have

independent strong points, and also common features. Both methods can be

combined and balanced organically in the reservoir parameter evaluation to
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reduce the uncertainty of interpretation results. Their similarities and differ-

ences are shown in Table 2.3.

Both methods are based on the classical filtration theory and use the type

curve matching method to obtain parameters. Under the conditions of the
Table 2.3 Similarities and differences between advanced production decline analysis
and modern well test analysis (Sun, 2015)

Item Modern well test analysis
Advanced production
decline analysis

Theory Filtration theory

Time range Traditional

pressure

buildup

analysis

Hours, days, and

weeks

Days, months, and years

Lifecycle

analysis

Hours, days,

weeks, months

and years

Analysis stage Traditional

pressure

buildup

analysis

Shut-in stage Production phase

Lifecycle

analysis

Lifecycle

Data source Buildup test, wireline formation test,

and permanent pressure gauge

Wellhead metering or

permanent metering

Detection

range

Detection range in the shut-in period Drainage area of well or

clusters

Development

phase

Early manual

matching

MDH, Horner Arps

Classical curve

matching

Ramey Fetkovich

Modern curve

matching

Bourdet Blasingame, A-G, NPI

Data diagnosis Requirement Radial flow Pseudo-steady state, and

boundary-dominated

flow

Capacity High Moderate

Analysis

results

Traditional

pressure

buildup

analysis

Formation flow

capacity, skin

factor, and

boundary

condition

Well drainage area and

well-controlled

reserves, formation

flow capacity, and skin

factor

Lifecycle

analysis

Well-controlled

reserves can be

calculated



Table 2.3 Similarities and differences between advanced production decline analysis
and modern well test analysis (Sun, 2015)—cont’d

Item Modern well test analysis
Advanced production
decline analysis

Reliability of

results

Traditional

pressure

buildup

analysis

Relatively high Relatively high

Lifecycle

analysis

High

Source: This article was published in Sun Hedong, Advanced production Decline analysis and application
[M], Copyright © 2015 Petroleum Industry Press. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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complicated boundary, multiphase flow, and multiwell interference, the

numerical solution method can be used through the establishment of a

model. However, the two methods adopt data with different levels of pre-

cision. The advanced production decline analysis method only requires daily

production and pressure, while the modern well test analysis method

requires high-precision pressure transient test data. As compared with the

pressure transient analysis, the advanced production decline analysis method

is superior because of the lower cost of data collection (no special equip-

ment, no shut-in, and without hindering normal production) and larger

detection range. By virtue of this advantage, the advanced production

decline analysis method has become one of the most important dynamic

description techniques for low-permeability reservoirs.

The pressure transient data are acquired under a controlled condition

exclusively for estimating characteristic parameters of gas reservoirs, while

the data used in the advanced production decline analysis are collected under

a routine production condition. Therefore, the latter data reflect a bigger

noise and are more sensitive to production conditions. Accordingly, the

early characteristics of the latter data cannot be used to reliably identify

whether the well is damaged. Similarly, the latter method is inadequate to

trace the changes of skin, effective permeability, and pressure in the drainage

area with the time.
2.1.2.6 History matching analysis
The log-log curve matching results of modern well test analysis, or advanced

production decline analysis, are used as the initial values for history match-

ing, and the analytical solution or numerical solution is used to calculate the

pressure response of the gas reservoir. The parameters in the model include

those that are known or unknown. The values of the unknown parameters
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are adjusted repeatedly until the pressure response calculated through the

model matches the measured response. The matching process can be

achieved by manually adjusting the parameters, or completed automatically

by computer nonlinear regression matching.

The biggest advantage of the history matching analysis is that multiple

phenomenon characteristics can be considered comprehensively during

analysis, and all data are used in the overall analysis to the utmost extent,

so as to ensure the highest conformity of interpretation results to all data.
2.1.3 Single well dynamic description
The core of single well dynamic description is the evaluation of deliverabil-

ity and stable productivity for the purpose of single well production perfor-

mance forecasting. Various dynamic parameters of gas reservoirs can be

obtained through such dynamic description. By functions, these parameters

can be categorized into five types: (1) reservoir flow characteristic parame-

ters, such as permeability, storativity ratio, and interporosity flow coefficient;

(2) reservoir boundary characteristic parameters, such as boundary

characteristics and distance, radius of complex model, and drainage area;

(3) parameters for effect evaluation of stimulation treatments, such as skin

factor, half-length of hydraulic fractures, flow conductivity, and fracture skin

factor; (4) gas reservoir (well) parameters, such as formation pressure, abso-

lute open flow potential, and dynamic reserves; and (5) parameters for eval-

uation of stable productivity, such as reasonable production allocation and

cumulative production. Some dynamic parameters are detailed in Table 2.4.
2.1.4 Gas reservoir dynamic description
The dynamic description of gas reservoirs (clusters) refers to the description

of gas reservoirs (clusters) from points to surfaces on the basis of the single

well dynamic description, including pressure system analysis (gradient test),

fluid distribution analysis (RFT, FMT, MDT, etc.), reservoir distribution

characteristics (multiwell buildup test, interference test, etc.), influence of

fractures on flow (buildup test, interference test, etc.), well-type adaptability

analysis (numerical well test), dynamic reserves estimation (buildup test,

advanced production decline analysis, material balance analysis), and gas res-

ervoir performance forecasting (buildup test, advanced production decline

analysis, numerical simulation). Especially, the pressure system analysis, eval-

uation on effective reservoir distribution, and performance forecasting of gas

reservoirs (clusters) are the core tasks.



Table 2.4 Main parameters of single-well dynamic description

Single-well dynamic description
technique

Flow
characteristic
parameters

Reservoir
boundary
parameters

Stimulation
evaluation
parameters

Gas reservoir (well)
parameters

Stable
productivity
evaluation

K ω/λ L/R A S xf pi qAOF qi G q Gp

Deliverability test +

Production logging +

Formation test + +

Buildup test + + + + + + + + + +

Advanced production decline

analysis

+ + + + + + + + +

History matching + + + + + + + + + +

Note: +, the parameters that can be evaluated by each technique.
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2.2 Dynamic monitoring of gas reservoir development

2.2.1 Significance and role
Dynamic monitoring and performance analysis are conducted throughout

the process of gas reservoir development. They are invaluable techniques

for obtaining intensive knowledge on the characteristics and dynamic

changes of gas reservoirs and gas wells, supporting the decision-making

for production optimization, ensuring the normal operation of production

systems, evaluating the implementation effects of stimulation and develop-

ment plans, and providing the basis for development adjustment and poten-

tial tapping. The quality of such work directly affects the level and effect of

gas reservoir development. The requirements for dynamic monitoring and

performance analysis are different depending on the work objectives and

tasks for the stages of gas reservoir development (Table 2.5).

Dynamic monitoring and performance analysis are complementary to

eachother, but focus on different aspects. Dynamic monitoring is used to

acquire the basic data in development stages and special tests, such as

single-well pressure, temperature, productivity, and fluid properties, and

to conduct a brief analysis to understand the basic performance behaviors

of gas reservoirs/wells and discover any abnormality in a timely manner.

Performance analysis is conducted to raise the technical requirements for

data acquisition through dynamic monitoring according to the development

needs and engineering theory of gas reservoirs, and thoroughly investigate

and identify the characteristics and production performance of gas reser-

voirs/wells based on the data acquired through dynamic monitoring.

2.2.2 Contents and methodology
2.2.2.1 Principles
The dynamic monitoring of gas reservoir development mainly includes

preparation of a monitoring plan, the establishment of the monitoring sys-

tem, and acquisition of monitoring data. It follows the principles of

“systematic, accurate, and practical”—the monitoring objects are relatively

comprehensive, the data is acquired to meet the technical requirements for

dynamic analysis, and the monitoring process is technically and economi-

cally feasible, as shown in Table 2.6.

2.2.2.2 Purpose and contents
The dynamic monitoring of gas reservoir development is involved in reser-

voir engineering, production engineering, surface gathering and



Table 2.5 Requirements for dynamic monitoring and performance analysis in different development stages (Li et al., 2016)
Stage Objectives Main tasks Key research objects

Predevelopment

evaluation

Complete the

conceptual

design of gas

reservoir

development

and deliver the

proved

reserves

Get deeper

knowledge on

geological

characteristics

and

development

laws of gas

reservoirs

Trace and analyze

gas well

deliverability

Trace,

analyze,

and

evaluate

the

reserves

of gas

reservoirs

Establish and

improve the

description

mode of gas

reservoirs

Put forward the

requirements for

static and dynamic

data acquisition

and deploy the

appraisal wells

Initial formation pressure

of the gas reservoir; the

relationship between

pressure, temperature,

and fluid distribution;

flow characteristics of

the reservoir; absolute

open flow potential of

a gas well;

contamination or

improvement of the

gas well

Complete

preparation of

the gas

reservoir

development

plan

Make production

test, optimize the

development

method, divide

the development

layer series and

units, and

determine the

well placement,

and production

allocation of the

gas well and the

gas recovery rate

of the gas

reservoir

Formation pressure,

permeability and other

flow characteristic

parameters;

deliverability equation

of gas well, interwell,

and interlayer

connectivity;

recoverability of

reserves,

contamination, or

improvement of gas

well

Productivity

construction

Achieve the

designed

production

capacity

Put forward

requirements for

additional data

acquisition, and

Difference between

actual deliverability

and forecasted

deliverability, factors

Continued



Table 2.5 Requirements for dynamic monitoring and performance analysis in different development stages (Li et al., 2016)—cont’d
Stage Objectives Main tasks Key research objects

according to

the

development

plan

optimize the

production

allocation of a gas

well, well

location, and

drilling sequence

of development

wells to be drilled

influencing the

deliverability, and

reasonable production

of gas well

Stable

production

Improve the

stable

production

capacity of the

gas reservoir

and prolong

the stable

production

period

Maintain the normal

production of the

gas reservoir,

optimize the

production

regime of a gas

well, and carry out

such targeted

treatments as

stimulation for

abnormalities,

control water in

waterflooding

reservoir, and

supplement

development

wells if necessary

Pressure, deliverability,

flow characteristics,

connectivity,

contamination or

improvement status,

water invasion

performance, well-

controlled reserves,

distribution of

remaining reserves,

etc., and their change

laws

Production

decline

Mitigate the

production

decline of the

gas reservoir

Deploy development

adjustment wells

and infill wells if

necessary to

increase the

producing degree

Pressure, deliverability,

flow characteristics,

connectivity,

contamination or

improvement status,

water invasion



of reserves;

control water in

water-flooding

reservoirs and

carry out the

treatments such as

stimulation in case

of abnormalities

performance, well-

controlled reserves,

distribution of

remaining reserves,

etc., and their change

laws, and production

decline law

Low production Enhance the

ultimate

recovery of the

gas reservoir

Reduce the

abandonment

pressure of gas

reservoirs as much

as possible,

prolong the

production

duration of gas

wells, and tap the

development

potential of gas

reservoirs

Deliverability,

distribution of

remaining reserves,

recovery ratio, etc.



Table 2.6 Principles of dynamic monitoring
Basic
principles Systematic, accurate, and practical

Specific

principles

Dynamic monitoring should be conducted depending on the

development characteristics of various gas reservoirs

Dynamic monitoring should be in accordance with performance

analysis of gas reservoirs in different development stages

Dynamic monitoring should consider both local and general

points and highlight key aspects

Wells monitored should be representative and pertinent

Data monitored should be continuous and comparable

Dynamic monitoring should be conducted, especially when an

abnormality occurs in production, pressure, water-gas ratio,

and other indicators

Dynamic monitoring should be conducted carefully to provide

high-quality dynamic data for the preparation of a

development plan and the development decision-making
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transmission engineering, and other aspects. The dynamic monitoring of

reservoir engineering is conducted to understand the characteristics and

development law of gas reservoirs and the deliverability of gas wells to pro-

vide the basis for creating relevant development strategies. The dynamic

monitoring of production engineering is conducted to evaluate the casing

program, assess the adaptability and safety of related processes, or test new

processes, so as to support the selection of optimal gas production technol-

ogy. The dynamic monitoring of surface gathering and transmission engi-

neering is performed to establish the operation of the gathering and

transmission pipelines and equipment to make sure that the production sys-

tem is working safely and is stable, and to perform optimization and make

adjustments when necessary. See Table 2.7 for the purpose and contents of

dynamic monitoring of reservoir engineering.
2.2.2.3 Methodology
The dynamic monitoring is divided into downhole monitoring and well-

head monitoring. Generally, downhole monitoring is not very sensitive

to abnormal factors, and can provide the results with high accuracy; how-

ever, the downhole monitoring is costly and difficult to implement. In con-

trast, wellhead monitoring is simple and operable, but less accurate and

applicable in some complex cases. For example, when a gas well produces



Table 2.7 Purpose and contents of dynamic monitoring of gas reservoir engineering

Purpose Provide necessary basic data for

production management and

performance analysis

Evaluate the deliverability and

production stability of the

gas well

Review and estimate reservoir

reserves

Identify the flow characteristics

of the reservoir

Describe formation pressure

and fluid distribution

Identify the interwell and

interlayer connectivity

Identify water invasion

Analyze the decline law

Diagnose gas well

contamination or

improvement

Evaluate the effect of the

development plan

Determine abandonment

conditions and forecast

recovery ratio

Contents Routine monitoring Wellhead pressure and

temperature

Well production or injection

rate

Components of produced

fluids

Salinity and ion content of

produced water

Special monitoring Wellbore pressure/

temperature gradient and

flowing pressure/

temperature

Well test

Production logging

Sampling of produced fluids for

PVT analysis
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a high-yield of water, the pressure data monitored at the wellhead cannot

accurately reflect the change law of flowing pressure, and cannot be used

to accurately and quantitatively analyze the characteristics of gas reservoir

development and gas well production.
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According to the purposes and contents, the dynamic monitoring can be

classified into six categories; that is, production data monitoring, well-testing

data monitoring, gradient monitoring, fluid sample monitoring, production

logging data monitoring, and connectivity monitoring.

2.2.2.3.1 Production data monitoring
Monitoring of production data is a routine dynamic monitoring of gas res-

ervoir development. Based on the data of wellhead tubing/casing pressure,

production, or injection acquired, the daily production report is completed,

the gas production curve for a production well or the injection curve for an

injection well, as well as the gas production curve for a gas reservoir, are pre-

pared, and relevant fundamental analysis is conducted. Depending on actual

situations, the online monitoring of H2S content in gas producing wells, the

salinity of the produced water, and flowing pressure (acquired from the per-

manent downhole pressure gauge) can also be incorporated in the monitor-

ing and analysis of production data.

The fundamental analysis of production data, which is produced in com-

bination with the gas production curves of production wells, includes the

evaluation of production stability, calculation of wellhead pressure decline

rate, analysis and forecasting of gas-water ratio, and identification of liquid

loading in the wellbore for the annular packer-free wells based on the

changes of casing-tubing pressure difference.

2.2.2.3.2 Well testing data monitoring
A well test is a typical high-quality dynamic monitoring and performance

analysis technique in gas reservoir engineering, and also one of the most

effective tools to profoundly reveal the characteristics and production per-

formance law of gas reservoirs/wells. Because wellhead pressure is suscepti-

ble to wellbore fluid density and temperature changes, the well testing data

acquired at the wellhead are unsatisfactory for well test analysis. Therefore,

even for pure gas wells, the downhole pressure test is recommended. Well

testing methods should be selected depending on purposes, as shown in

Table 2.8.

For new appraisal wells that have revealed oil/gas shows, if the well test-

ing shows the stable result, a buildup test should be conducted in a timely

manner to obtain the initial formation pressure, temperature, reservoir dam-

age, and physical property parameters of the reservoir. For some new devel-

opment wells that have revealed oil/gas shows, a buildup test can be

conducted if no pressure data have been acquired in the corresponding



Table 2.8 Well testing methods
Purpose Well testing methods

Evaluate contamination or

improvement of gas well

Diagnose dynamic

characteristics of gas

reservoir/well

Calculate flow parameters

and detect boundaries

Shut-in pressure buildup well test after

production at a constant rate is preferred

Evaluate gas well deliverability The systematic well test is usually selected

Modified isochronal well test is used for low-

permeability reservoir or gas well, which

requires a long period of time to reach stable

production

Analysis of interwell

connectivity

Interference well test is usually selected

A pulse well test can be conducted for high-

permeability reservoirs or active gas wells

with large production and small well

spacing, in order to effectively identify

pressure interference in different directions

in the multiwell system

Analysis of water invasion

performance

Results of buildup well tests in different phases

are compared to diagnose the behavior of

water invasion
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fractured vuggy units. For the new development wells that are proved with

stable production through well testing, a buildup test can be conducted if no

pressure buildup data have been acquired in the corresponding fractured

vuggy system. For the oil and gas wells that show energy voidage in well

testing and are suspected to be in connection with adjacent wells according

to static data, a buildup test can be conducted to find out whether there is

interwell interference. For the purpose of research, some old wells with sta-

ble and high production can be selected for a buildup test once a year. The

buildup testing data should be acquired above the dew point pressure to

ensure accurate reservoir parameter evaluation.

2.2.2.3.3 Gradient monitoring
Monitoring of wellbore pressure/temperature gradient can help in investi-

gation of the distribution of wellbore fluid, diagnosis of the liquid loading in

the wellbore, identification of the liquid level, and in obtaining the flowing

pressure and temperature data, to provide the basis for calculating the well-

bore pressure and temperature at different depths.
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For condensate gas wells in fractured vuggy reservoirs, which are usually

6000m, and contain the multiphase flow, the conventional conversion

method may produce significant calculation errors in the flowing pressure.

Therefore, the monitoring of the flowing pressure gradient should be

enhanced to restrict the converted flowing pressure, to ensure the accurate

estimate of dynamic reserves.

For the wells with stable tubing pressure and production after they are

put into production, or the high-productivity wells (oil �40 t/d or gas

�80,000m3/d) with a rising tubing pressure, the flowing pressure gradient

test should be conducted every 3 months. For the medium- and low-

productivity wells, the flowing pressure gradient test should be conducted

once every half a year. For the wells with abnormalities such as water break-

through and production fluctuation, the flowing temperature and flowing

pressure gradient tests should be conducted duly.

For new development wells that have revealed oil/gas shows, the static

pressure gradient test should be conducted in a timely manner if no buildup

test or other special test is required. For high-productivity wells, the static

temperature/static pressure gradient test should be conducted once a year.

For stimulation wells, the static pressure gradient test should be conducted

prior to the job if the testing conditions are available.

2.2.2.3.4 Fluid sample monitoring
Fluid sample monitoring is an important technique to obtain the fluid prop-

erties and PVT parameters of gas reservoirs, the distribution characteristics

and changes of formation fluids, the interwell connectivity, and the signs of

water breakthrough in gas wells.Monitoring results in the gas reservoir engi-

neering scope, such as H2S and CO2 contents in natural gas and pH value of

formation water, are also a necessary reference for material selection and

safety design of downhole pipe string, gas producing wellheads, and surface

production facilities. The fluid sample monitoring methods include down-

hole sample monitoring and wellhead sample monitoring. The wellhead

sample monitoring is sufficient for the conventional gas reservoir, while

the downhole sample monitoring is necessary for the special gas reservoirs

with fluid phase transition, such as condensate gas reservoirs and high-sulfur

gas reservoirs.

2.2.2.3.5 Production logging data monitoring
Production logging for dynamic monitoring of gas reservoir engineering can

be conducted to acquire multiple parameters such as flow rate, pressure,
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temperature, fluid density, and a gas holdup at a given depth in the wellbore.

The production logging results can be used to monitor and analyze: (1) the

fluid production profile, layer water cut, and flow pattern of water-carrying

gas in the wellbore of the gas wells with water breakthrough; (2) the water

production profile of the water wells and the layer water absorption of the

gas-field water reinjection wells; and (3) the single-layer production contri-

bution of multilayer commingled production gas wells, or the gas wells with

strong vertical heterogeneity of reservoirs, to judge how difficult it will be to

recover the reserves in each reservoir interval. Production logging can also

be used as a special technique for acquiring data for well test analysis. The

production logging based on well test design is conducive to identifying

the dynamic characteristics of water breakthrough under different produc-

tion pressure differences, and the production contribution changes of low-

permeability reservoirs.

After being put into production, one or two wells at the low positions

should be selected from each fractured vuggy system for fluid production

profile testing once a year, or once semiannually, in the case of wells with

medium/high water content. Given the working system is unchanged, if the

production behaviors change obviously, the production profile test should

be conducted in a timely manner. For the oil wells with high water content

or abnormal water breakthrough, the water detection test should be con-

ducted to find out the main interval(s) with water breakthrough.

2.2.2.3.6 Connectivity monitoring
Understanding the fractured vuggy units is fundamental for the develop-

ment of fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs. Currently, it is realized by

way of a trace test or interference test, because the connectivity of such res-

ervoirs is extremely complex. Nevertheless, for the purpose of future com-

prehensive adjustment of the fractured vuggy systems/units, it is necessary to

fully understand the fractured vuggy units and clarify the interwell connec-

tivity through tracer testing and interference testing of well clusters, espe-

cially in the key production areas.

2.2.2.3.7 Selection of monitoring technique
For the carbonate reservoirs in the Tarim Basin, which universally contain

H2S and are characterized by high pressure, high production, andmultiphase

production, the applicable dynamic monitoring techniques include

wireline-suspended dynamic monitoring, and wireline-conveyed dynamic

monitoring, both of which should be highly resistant to high H2S.
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The wireline-suspended dynamic monitoring technique presents no

requirement for the phase state of the fluid in the wellbore, and can be used

for all dynamic monitoring applications. The pressure data obtained are used

to analyze reservoir properties, the wellbore phase state, and production per-

formance; and to correct the wellhead pressure data. In the case of highly

corrosive media, the technique is only used for testing short-term parame-

ters, such as static pressure/temperature and gradient, and flowing pressure/

temperature and gradient.

The wireline-conveyed dynamic monitoring technique is used for long-

term monitoring of flowing pressure/temperature (e.g., shut-in buildup and

deliverability tests) and accurate recording of formation pressure behaviors

by landing/lifting the electronic pressure gauge into/out of the production

string via a wireline. The wellhead is only occupied temporally at the time of

landing/lifting, so the wellhead seal risk is reduced, and the wireline corro-

sion is mitigated. This technique can be applied to the short-, medium-, and

long-term continuous monitoring of pressure history in the case of complex

well conditions.
2.3 Summary

The connotation, status, role, and methodology of the dynamic description

technique of gas reservoirs are illustrated in this chapter. The dynamic

description of gas reservoirs refers to the process by which the gas reservoirs

are characterized comprehensively and accurately to obtain the well and res-

ervoir parameters, based on the dynamic data (e.g., pressure, production,

and fluids) acquired during tests and exploitation, and the static data (e.g.,

geology), by using the gas reservoir engineering methods, including modern

well test analysis methods and advanced production decline analysis methods

(e.g., Production Analysis or PA, or Rate Transient Analysis or RTA), as

well as advanced computer software.

Geophysical prospecting, well logging, and well test-based dynamic

description are three major techniques used to characterize the gas reser-

voirs. They are distinctive and noninterchangeable. The methods of

dynamic description include wellbore node analysis, production logging

analysis, wireline formation test, well test analysis, advanced production

analysis (or production data analysis), history matching analysis, and produc-

tion performance forecasting. These methods are very different in the

application scope.
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The core of single well dynamic description is the evaluation of deliver-

ability and stable productivity for the purpose of single well production per-

formance forecasting. Two elements must be considered for the gas well test

analysis. One is the physical property of gas as the function of pressure, and

the other is the skin factor relevant to production rate or non-Darcy flow.

When the pressure drawdown is small, the liquid phase diffusion equation

can be used to describe the gas phase diffusion equation, and the solution is in

the form of pressure. When the pressure drawdown is large, the square of

pressure, pseudo-pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure can be intro-

duced, and the diffusion equation can be linearized; the solution is in the

forms of pressure square, pseudo-pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure.
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3.1 Challenges in well test analysis

3.1.1 Diversity of well test curve
Fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs are highly heterogeneous, and log-log

curves are complex and diversified, and they mainly fall into five types:

pseudo-homogeneous model, dual-porosity model, composite model, frac-

turedmodel, and fractured vuggymodel. Here, thesemodels are introduced,

with the Tazhong I gas field as an example.
61
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3.1.1.1 Reservoir models
3.1.1.1.1 Pseudo-homogeneous model
Homogeneous formation is a flow medium that is evenly distributed. The

pseudo-homogeneous formation is identical to the homogeneous formation

in the shape and trend of characteristics curves, but different in the medium

where the fluid is stored and flows. This formation is characterized by certain

natural deliverability and fast shut-in pressure buildup. It presents the deriv-

ative curve with an obvious radial flow segment on the log-log plot, thus

reflecting the flow behaviors inside the formation and suggesting good

reservoir conditions. Furthermore, it shows the best curve of stimulation

performance, suggesting a high treatment result.

Using Well T621 as an example, the interpretation of logging data

acquired from the 4851–4885m interval (the first and second members of

Lianglitage Formation, or Liang 1 and Liang 2 Members) reveals that the

porosity is 2.66%, the lithology is biocalcarenite, acicular vugs and small vugs

are developed, and the reservoirs are mainly Type II and III, and evaluated to

be the vuggy type. During well testing, the flow pressure curve was similar to

a horizontal stabilization line, suggesting the characteristics of the dry layer.

The initial shut-in pressure built up fast, indicating good formation perme-

ability. After fracturing, the well was produced with a 4.9mm nozzle to con-

tribute 103.87m3 oil per day and 47,320m3 gas per day, implying perfect

stimulation results. The log-log curve shows the typical characteristics of

a homogeneous formation, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The extensive caves with

fewer fillings provide good flow pathways in the reservoirs, with permeabil-

ity of 270mD and high initial deliverability according to the well test inter-

pretation. However, stable production depends on the elastic space of

caves and the storage-seepage capacity of reservoir bodies communicating

with the caves. During the period from December 8, 2004, to March 10,

2011, the cumulative oil production was 9.9�104 t and the cumulative

gas production was 4400�104m3.

3.1.1.1.2 Dual-porosity model
The dual-porosity model is a key type of carbonate reservoir in the Tazhong

I gas field. Although the porosity and permeability of the matrix are

extremely low, a flow medium with characteristics similar to that of dual-

porosity media is formed between high-conductivity fractures/vugs and

microfractures in the effective storage-seepage bodies. This feature also indi-

cates that the vugs and microfractures are relatively developed in the

fractured-vuggy unit, which provides a certain accumulation capacity.
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Fig. 3.1 Log-log matching plot for pseudo-homogeneous model of Well T621.
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For Well T82, according to the logging data interpretation, in the

5430–5487m interval, the porosity is 1.35%; the sedimentary subfacies is

a lime-mud mound, while the microfacies are mound core and mound flat.

In 5430–5450m, the microfacies are mound flat, and the lithology is grayish

white sand-clastic micrite-limestone with drusy vugs, which are generally

fully-filled, and locally partly-filled. In 5450–5490m, the microfacies are

mound core, and the lithology is dark gray crypto algal micritic limestone,

with a large number of drusy vugs filled with white calcites at the lower part.

The dual-porosity model is used for well test interpretation (Fig. 3.2). The

well was put into production testing on September 17, 2005, and shut in at

the end of July 2006 due to high GOR. During this period, the cumulative

oil production was 1.7�104 t and the cumulative gas production was

4016�104m3.

3.1.1.1.3 Fractured model
The fractured model is also a key type of carbonate reservoir in the Tazhong

I gas field. For this type of well, the poor matrix porosity and permeability

and insufficient energy supply lead to low deliverability and fast decline. For

the Liang 2 Member in the 5595–5603m interval in Well T828, the depo-

sitional setting is mainly composed of grain bank, reef mound subfacies, reef

flank, and medium-high-energy sand-clastic bank microfacies. The lithol-

ogy is bioclastic calcarenite limestone and stromatoporoid framestone, with



Fig. 3.2 Log-log matching plot of the dual-porosity model for 5430–5487m interval in
Well T82.
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massive spines, caves, gray bioherm limestone, high-angle structural fractures,

and cellular vugs. The average porosity is 1.8%, and the reservoirs are mainly

Type I andType II. Duringwell testing, the flowing pressure curvewas similar

to a stabilization line. During the open flow, there was no production at the

surface, which shows that the formation has no flowing capability. The

shut-in pressure buildup was slow, revealing a low-permeability reservoir.

The second shut-in derivative curve is abnormal in the late stage, which is

affected by a phase change in the wellbore (Fig. 3.3), and only the data within

10h are available for well test interpretation.

The well was tested for a short period from June 8 to August 10, 2008.

Before the shut-in, the cumulative oil production was 220 t and the cumu-

lative gas production was 39�104m3. The tubing pressure dropped from

7.5MPa to 0. The result of an advanced production decline analysis also

shows that the drainage radius is 70m and the OGIP are only 70�104m3.
3.1.1.1.4 Fractured-vuggy model
The fractured-vuggy model is a major type of carbonate reservoir in the

Tazhong I gas field. Although the matrix porosity and permeability are poor

and the deliverability is low, this type of gas well has a certain period of stable

production attributing to the energy supply.
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Fig. 3.3 Log-log matching plot for 5595–5603m interval in Well T828.
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For Well T62, in the Liang 2 Member in the 4704.5–4753.5m interval,

the depositional setting is mainly composed of the sand-clastic bank, and the

stromatoporoid-sponge framework reef and the sedimentary microfacies are

medium-high-energy intraclastic bank, reef top-reef flat, and reef flank-reef

core. The lithology is mainly light gray crypto algae micrite limestone,

micrite and sparite bioclastic intraclastic limestone, coral trellis limestone,

with vugs and high-angle fractures filled with calcites. The porosity is

1.84%–6.2%, and Type I, II, and III reservoirs are all developed. The well

was put into production testing on March 23, 2004, and into actual produc-

tion after acid fracturing. The log-log curve shows obvious bead-like char-

acteristics (Fig. 3.4). By January 5, 2009, when the well was shut in, the

cumulative oil production was 1.4�104 t and the cumulative gas production

was 3125�104m3, revealing the stable production in a stepped manner.

Fractures, pores, and vugs in carbonate reservoirs are sometimes distrib-

uted in separate zones locally, which are communicated by permeable but

extremely narrow channels to form a bead-like configuration. As shown

in Fig. 3.5, if a well is drilled in Zone A, it usually achieves very high deliv-

erability. If a well is drilled in the smaller Zone B, the flow may be sustained

for a short time; however, it is still possible to realize stable production if the

zone communicates with a well-developed fracture zone. If a well is drilled

in Zone C, acidizing results in a highly conductive and possibly extremely
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Fig. 3.5 Structural diagram of bead-like fracture zones.
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narrow zone nearby, and communicating with the wellbore; the commu-

nication channel can facilitate the gas drainage into the wellbore in spite

of the poor permeability.

3.1.1.1.5 Composite model
The composite model is one of the main types of carbonate reservoirs in the

Tazhong I gas field. This type of well is mostly characterized by poor periph-

eral conditions and a small inner control area, and it shows a rapid drop of

flowing pressure and no stable production period in view of production.

For the Yingshan Formation reservoir in the 5666–5684m interval in

Well T83, the depositional setting is mainly composed of grain banks and
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Fig. 3.6 Well test interpretation matching plot for 5666–5684m interval in Well T83.
(A) Log-log and (B) history match.
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marl subfacies, and the sedimentary microfacies are mainly medium-energy

sand-clastic bank and mound core. The lithology is dominantly crypto algal

micritic limestone, in which argillaceous stripes are filled with black and

green shale. The porosity is 0%–3.8% and the reservoirs are mainly Type

III, intercalated with Type IV. The production test after acid fracturing

shows that the production with a 7mm nozzle is essentially stable; but

the flowing pressure drops rapidly by about 4.0MPa. The well test curve

shows the characteristics of poor peripheral conditions of the composite

model (Fig. 3.6), which demonstrates that the drainage area of a single well

is very limited.
3.1.1.2 Well test characteristics of a fractured-vuggy carbonate
gas reservoir
The well test characteristics of the Tazhong I gas field are diverse, mainly

incorporating the pseudo-homogeneous model, dual-porosity model, frac-

tured model, fractured-vuggy model, and composite model. Generally, the

planar connectivity is poor and the permeability is low; however, there is the

possibility of local connectivity.

The well test characteristics are closely related to the deliverability char-

acteristics. In the case of pseudo-homogeneous and dual-porosity models,

the production test reveals high and stable production with a slow decline.

In the case of the fractured-vuggy model, the production is low, but stable.

In the case of a fractured model and composite model with poor peripheral

conditions, the production declines rapidly, and the pressure depletion is

fast; moreover, there is almost no stable production period, as shown in

Table 3.1.



Table 3.1 Correlation between well test characteristics and deliverability in the Tazhong I gas field

Reservoir type Flow pathway Physical model
Log-log
curve Production performance

Pseudo-homogeneous Microfractures,

high-permeability

vugs

Fig. 3.1 Moderate decline

Dual-porosity Fractures Fig. 3.2 Stable deliverability

Fractured Fractures,

microfractures

Fig. 3.3 Fast pressure depletion, almost

no stable production period

Fractured-vuggy Fractures and vugs

Cave

Fig. 3.4 Stable production, slow decline

Composite, with good inside

conditions and poor outside

conditions

High-permeability

vugs,

microfractures

Fig. 3.6 Fast decline, almost no stable

period
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Fig. 3.7 Log-log plots of two interpretation models for Well T313 (Wu et al., 2007,
Permission to publish by the SPE, Copyright SPE). (A) Tri-porosity model and (B) dual-
porosity model.
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3.1.2 Ambiguity of interpretation results
For Well T313 and Well TK609 in the Tahe oilfield, with TVD of over

5000m, the drilling logs, core analysis, and geophysical characteristics all

suggest that the wells encounter typical fractured-vuggy reservoirs. Interpre-

tation of well test data for the two wells shows that both the tri-porosity

model and dual-porosity model can be easily interpreted. For Well T313,

the tri-porosity model is used for the interpretation, indicating that the pres-

sure and pressure derivative are well matched; but the duration of pressure

buildup is insufficient, resulting in the incomplete indication of the second

derivative concave (the stage of flow from the matrix to the fractures).

The dual-porosity model can also be used for this well. When the pressure

derivative decreases in the late stage, a constant-pressure boundary model is

applied, as shown in Fig. 3.7.
3.1.3 Complexity of the well test model
Even the simplest tri-porosity model has 8 parameters (Fig. 3.8). Some

researchers have even proposed the tri-porosity model with more than

10 parameters.

To sum up, the well test of fractured-vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs is

characterized by the diversity of curves, the ambiguity of results, and com-

plexity of models. It is difficult to obtain reliable interpretation results only

by relying on short-term pressure buildup data. A large number of well test

interpretation experiences in gas wells reveal that the lifecycle well test anal-

ysis in a combination of short-term well test data with long-term production

performance data is an effective method to reduce the ambiguity of well test

interpretation results.
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Fig. 3.8 Log-log plot of the tri-porosity model.
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3.2 Well test analysis method

3.2.1 Progress of tri-porosity well test
As more and more fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs in the Tahe and

Tazhong regions are developed, it is important to understand the well test

behaviors for these reservoirs. Here, the progress of well test analysis for

fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs is reviewed according to the available

literature around the world.
3.2.1.1 Physical model
Themedia with two or more pore-structures are called multiporosity media.

Generally, the naturally fractured oil and gas reservoirs are classified into

dual-porosity media and tri-porosity media. For the dual-porosity flow

model, it is assumed that there are two systems in the reservoir; namely

the fractures and the matrix. The matrix is the main accumulation space,

while the fractures serve as the main flow channels. In the past 50years,

the well test of dual-porosity reservoirs was discussed extensively, and

now this technique is mature and perfect. A large number of carbonate rock

development practices around the world demonstrate that, in addition to

matrices and fractures, caves exist in the carbonate reservoirs, suggesting

the existence of tri-porosity media. Here, the well test models and charac-

teristics of the tri-porosity reservoirs will be presented.

Tan (2002) gave specific definitions to caves, fractures, and matrices

based on the actual conditions of the Tahe oilfield. The cave system consists

of huge caves with a diameter larger than 50mm, and fractures
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communicating with these caves; and the super/macrofractures with a width

larger than 5mm, and vugs communicating with these fractures. The frac-

ture system consists of small and medium fractures (visible to the naked eye)

with a width of 0.1–5mm, and vugs communicating with these fractures

with a diameter of 2–50mm. The matrix system consists of a carbonate pore

complex split by smaller fractures (width>0.lmm) with greatly variable

storage-seepage capacity and complicated distribution, where the primary

and secondary pores are mainly composed of microfractures and ultra-

microfractures with a fracture width <0.1mm, and the vugs (mostly dense

intergranular dissolved pores) with a diameter <2mm.
3.2.1.1.1 Fracture+dual-matrix model
The fracture system communicates with the wellbore, serving as the flow

channel. There are two types of matrices (by the permeability): Matrix 1

is well connected with the fracture system, but Matrix 2 is less connected

with the fracture system. The model is layered or massive, as shown in

Fig. 3.9.

For the layered model, the matrix system is horizontally split by the frac-

ture system, and transient crossflow occurs between the two systems. For the

massive model, the matrix system is split by a set of orthogonal fracture

systems, and transient crossflow occurs between the two systems.
3.2.1.1.2 Matrix+dual-fracture model
Depending on the nesting behavior, the model is found in three scenarios:

(1) the pseudo-steady state crossflow from matrix and microfractures to

macrofractures, which is similar to the layered model; (2) the pseudo-steady

state crossflow from matrix to microfractures, and then from microfractures

to macrofractures, with the drainage through the macrofractures to the well-

bore; and (3) the pseudo-steady state crossflow from matrix to microfrac-

tures, and then from microfractures to macrofractures, with drainage

through the microfractures and macrofractures to the wellbore, as shown

in Fig. 3.10.
3.2.1.1.3 Triple-continuum model
The triple-continuum model is mainly composed of fractures, various caves

(directly or indirectly connecting with fractures through small fractures or

matrix), and a matrix (possibly containing some small vugs that are locally

connected with fractures). Fractures are flow pathways, and caves and
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Fig. 3.9 Schematic diagram of fracture+dual-matrix model (Abdullah and Iraj, 1996, Permission to publish by the SPE, Copyright SPE).
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Fig. 3.10 Schematic diagram for dual-fracture+matrix model (Abdullah and Iraj, 1996,
Permission to publish by the SPE, Copyright SPE).
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Fig. 3.11 Tricontinuum model (Wu et al., 2007, Permission to publish by the SPE,
Copyright SPE).
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matrices constitute the accumulation space. Fluid exchange can occur

between matrices and fractures, matrices and caves, and fractures and caves

(Fig. 3.11).

So far, the cognition on the fracture system, vug system, and matrix sys-

tem have been gradually deepened, and the description of the relationship

between them has been increasingly refined.

3.2.1.2 Well test model
Based on the dual-porosity model, Clossman (1975) first proposed the tri-

porosity model. Later, Wu and Ge (1983) and Abdassah and Ershaghi (1986)

performed in-depth studies on the model, and used it extensively, in many

applications. Over the following decade, further research was conducted on

tri-porosity media on the basis of their achievements. In the past 10 years,

Abdullah and Iraj (1996), Camacho et al. (1987), Rodriguez (2004), Pulido

(2006), Wu et al. (2007), Wang et al. (2007), Li et al. (2006b) and other

scholars advanced the study of tri-porosity well testing to a new stage,

and they successively proposed, developed, and improved the tri-porosity

single-permeability and tri-porosity dual-permeability (nested) well test

models for single-phase/multiphase fluid and different well types (vertical

wells, partially perforated vertical wells, and horizontal wells). The crossflow
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between media is pseudo-steady state or transient state. The inner boundary

conditions incorporate wellbore storage and skin effects, while the outer

boundary conditions involve infinite, closed, constant pressure and other

cases. Some models also take into account such factors as variable-wellbore

storage, composite reservoirs, and stress sensitivity (Wang et al., 2007).

There are commonly three interpretation methods for tri-porosity well

testing. First, the log-log analysis method is inherited. The Laplace transfor-

mation is used for numerical solutions, and the log-log curve matching is

used for well test interpretation. In the matching process, in addition to

the traditional LM least mean square algorithm, the evolutionary algorithm,

and genetic algorithm are also applied, achieving ideal results. Second, the

comprehensive analysis method for tri-porosity reservoirs based on Tiab’s

idea is applied in well test interpretation. Third, the boundary element

numerical well test method has grown in recent years, with the advancement

of computing technology. However, relatively sophisticated commercial

well test software has not been developed. ECRIN only has a simple

extended tri-porosity model.

3.2.1.3 Well test type curve
Fig. 3.12 shows the semi-log curves of vertical wells in fractured-vuggy

reservoirs. It can be seen that the three parallel stabilization line segments

are typical for the reservoirs, but they only appear within a certain range

of parameters. The first segment corresponds to the radial flow in the frac-

tures, the second one corresponds to the radial flow in the fractures and vugs,

and the third one corresponds to the radial flow in the entire system. The first

transition period is caused by the vugs (Matrix 1) with a larger crossflow fac-

tor and a smaller elastic storativity ratio, while the second transition period is

caused by the matrix (Matrix 2) with a smaller crossflow factor and a larger

elastic storativity ratio. Due to the influence of the wellbore storage effect,

the first and second stabilization line segments may be hidden, and cannot be

identified. Fig. 3.13 shows the semi-log curves of horizontal wells in

fractured-vuggy reservoirs. It can be seen that there are five flow stages:

(1) wellbore storage flow stage; (2) the first radial flow stage, reflecting

the early radial flow perpendicular to the horizontal wellbore; (3) pseudo-

steady state crossflow in vugs; (4) pseudo-steady state crossflow in thematrix;

and (5) total radial flow in the system. Limited by the parameters, the radial

flow stage between the two transition stages is not obvious.

Since the first tri-porosity model was built by Clossman in 1975, the stud-

ies of tri-porosity media have evolved in two stages. In the 1980s–1990s, the
tri-porosity single-permeability model was mainly used for pressure analysis.
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Since the advent of the 21st century, as knowledge of the fractured-vuggy

reservoirs has increased, the tri-porosity dual-permeability model has

triggered advances in the study of tri-porosity media. Although various

tri-porosity models have been built, most of them are just theoretical, and

relatively sophisticated commercial well test software has not yet appeared.

The well test interpretation of tri-porosity media is much more complicated

than dual-porosity media, with greater ambiguity. In some cases, it is diffi-

cult to distinguish between them, which is also one of the immediate

concerns.
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3.2.2 The multiwell well test analysis method
As discussed in Section 3.2, although the fractured-vuggy carbonate reser-

voirs are highly heterogeneous with less interwell connectivity, there is

still the possibility of connectivity. The gas reservoir with high permeability

and good interwell connectivity is essentially a multiwell system. After it is

put into production, the pressure buildup data for testing wells may be

affected by offset wells. The pressure derivative curve may show obvious

“downwarping” or “upwarping” in the middle and late stages (Deng et al.,

2015). The single-well test analysismethod often interprets this phenomenon

as being influenced by boundaries. The improper interpretation results may

mislead production decision-making (Sun, 2016).

In order to correctly understand the well test characteristics of reservoirs

with multiwell connectivity, and correctly identify the suspected boundary

characteristics, thewell test type curves are plotted for two scenarios: (1) offset

wells producing simultaneously; and (2) offset wells shut in simultaneously.

Accordingly, the multiwell buildup test analysis method is established. The

theoretical analysis of a long-term asymptotic solution shows the results in

two aspects. First, in both of the preceding scenarios, the pressure buildup

derivative curves present a “stepped rise,” with multiple stabilization

lines of radial flow; and the ratio of each stabilization line-height to the first

stabilization line height is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless production

rate of the testing well and the affecting offset wells. Second, when the offset

wells are producing continuously and interferewith the testingwell, the pres-

sure buildup derivative curve of the testing well presents “downwarping”

in the middle and late stages.
3.2.2.1 The multiwell system in infinite homogeneous reservoirs
3.2.2.1.1 The well test model
It is assumed that N wells are producing at a constant rate in an infinite

homogeneous reservoir, the influences of gravity and capillary force are

neglected, and the influences of the skin effect and wellbore storage effect

are considered for the testing well, but not considered for the offset wells.

The definite solution for the testing well (which is represented by subscript

1) based on the effective wellbore radius model can be described as follows:

1

rD

∂

∂rD
rD
∂p1D

∂rD

� �
¼ 1

CDe2S
∂p1D

∂ tD=CDð Þ (3.1)

p1D rD, 0ð Þ¼ 0 (3.2)
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dpwD

d tD=CDð Þ� rD
∂p1D

∂rD

� �
rD¼1

¼ 1 (3.3)

pwD ¼ p1D 1, tD=CDð Þ (3.4)

p1D rD!∞, 0ð Þ¼ 0 (3.5)

The diffusion equation, initial condition, and outer boundary condition
for the definite solution of the remaining N�1 offset wells are the same as

those of the testing well; but the inner boundary condition should be

expressed as follows:

� rD
∂pjD

∂rD

� �
rD¼1

¼ qjD j¼ 2,3…,N (3.6)

3.2.2.1.2 Model solving
In the Laplace space, the exact solution for bottom hole pressure of the

testing well is as follows:

p�wD zð Þ¼ 1

z

K0 σð Þ+
XN
j¼2

qjDK0 σrjD
� �

zK0 σð Þ+ σK1 σð Þ

2
66664

3
77775, σ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z

CDe2S

r
(3.7)

In the Laplace space, the pressure response of an offset well at the testing
well is

p�jD z, rjD
� �¼ qjDK0 σrjD

� �
zσK1 σð Þ , σ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
z

CDe2S

r
, j¼ 2,3…,N (3.8)

The real space solution pwD(tD/CD) for bottom hole pressure can be
obtained by the Stehfest (1970) numerical inversion. If the production of

the offset wells is 0, Eq. (3.7) is the pressure solution for an effective wellbore

radius with the constant rate of a well in an infinite homogeneous reservoir.

If it is a gas reservoir, the dimensionless pressure should be in the form of

normalized pseudo-pressure, and the dimensionless time should be in the

form of normalized pseudo-time. The form of the solution is the same as

Eqs. (3.7), (3.8).
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3.2.2.1.3 Pressure drawdown (PDD) type curves in the case of multiwell
simultaneous production
From Eq. (3.7), it can be seen that the influence of the offset wells on the

bottom hole pressure of the testing well depends mainly on the rate of

the offset wells and the distance between the offset well and the testing well.

Fig. 3.14 shows the PDD type curves of four wells in an infinite homoge-

neous reservoir when they are producing simultaneously. In case (a), the

dimensionless rate of three offset wells is 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0, and the corre-

sponding dimensionless well spacing is 103, 104, and 105. In case (b), the

dimensionless rate of the offset wells is still 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0, but the dimen-

sionless well spacing is 105, 104, and 103. In both cases, the pressure deriv-

ative curves show four horizontal radial flow lines; the closer the offset well is

to the testing well, the earlier the influence on the curves will be.

(1) Different rate and different well spacing for offset wells

In case (a), the part before the first radial flow segment (line 0.5) is a man-

ifestation of the characteristics of the testing well itself; the second radial flow

segment (line 1.0) is a manifestation of the production characteristics of the

testing well and the nearest offset well, similar to the characteristics of the

testing well that is located near a sealed fault; the third radial flow segment

(line 2.5) is a manifestation of the production characteristics of the testing

well, and the two nearest offset wells; the fourth radial flow segment (line 5.0)
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Fig. 3.14 PDD type curves in the case of multiwell simultaneous production with
different rates and different well spacing for the offset well (four wells).
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is a manifestation of the production characteristics of the testing well and

three offset wells. The ratio of the height of the second, third, and fourth

radial flow stabilization lines to the height of the first radial flow stabilization

line is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless rate of the testing well and the

offset well that produces an influence, that is, 1 +
PX

j¼2qjD

� �
, in which X is

the number of offset wells that have an influence on the testing wells. For

example, in case (a), the ratio of the height of the fourth radial flow stabi-

lization line to the height of the first radial flow stabilization line is

5.0/0.5¼10.0, which is equal to the algebraic sum of the dimensionless rate

of 4 wells, that is, 1 +
P4

j¼2qjD

� �
¼ 1:0+ 1:0+ 3:0+ 5:0¼ 10:0: The same

is true in case (b), where 1+
P4

j¼2qjD

� �
¼ 1:0+ 5:0+ 3:0+ 1:0¼ 10:0:

(2) Identical rates and different well spacing for offset wells

If the offset wells have the same rate as the testing well, but different well

spacing from the testing well, there are four horizontal radial flow lines

(Fig. 3.15). The characteristics of the pressure derivative curves are the same

as those shown in Fig. 3.14. The first radial flow segment is a manifestation of

the characteristics of the testing well itself (line 0.5); the ratio of the height

of the second, third and fourth radial flow stabilization lines to the height of

the first radial flow stabilization line is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless

rate of the testing well and the affecting offset wells.
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Fig. 3.15 PDD type curves in the case of multiwell simultaneous production with
identical rates and different well spacing for offset wells (four wells).
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(3) Different rates and similar well spacing for offset wells

If the distance between the offset well and the testing well is roughly the

same, then only two radial flow stabilization lines will appear (Fig. 3.16).

The first radial flow stabilization line is a manifestation of the characteristics

of the testing well itself (line 0.5); and the second radial flow stabilization

line is a manifestation of the production characteristics of the whole system

(line 2.0, 4.0, and 5.0).

(4) An asymptotic solution in the case of multiwell simultaneous

production.

When the variable σ is small enough, the Bessel function is expressed as

K0 σð Þ¼� ln
σ

2
+ γ

� �
(3.9)

K1 σð Þ¼ 1

σ
(3.10)

Substituting Eqs. (3.9), (3.10) into Eq. (3.7) to obtain the inverse Laplace
transform, we have

pwD ¼ 1

2
1+

XN
j¼2

qjD

 !
ln

tD

CD

� �
+0:80908+ lnCDe

2S

	 

�
XN
j¼2

qjD ln rjD

(3.11)
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Fig. 3.16 PDD type curves in the case of multiwell simultaneous production with
different rates and similar well spacing for offset wells (four wells).
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Using Eq. (3.11) to take a derivative with respect to logarithmic time,
we have

dpwD

d ln
tD

CD

� �¼ 1

2
1+

XN
j¼2

qjD

 !
(3.12)

Obviously, in the late stage, the ratio of the radial flow stabilization line
height of the pressure drawdown derivative curve in the case of multiwell

simultaneous production to the single-well radial flow stabilization line

height is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless rate of the testing well

and the connected well, that is, 1 +
PN

j¼2qjD

� �
. Therefore, when the pres-

sure derivative curve presents a “stepped rise,” it may be a manifestation

of characteristics of the radial composite model with an impermeable

boundary or poor peripheral conditions, or it may be caused by interwell

interference.
3.2.2.1.4 Pressure buildup (PBU) type curves in the case of multiwell
simultaneous shut-ins
(1) Characteristics of PBU type curves

When the testing well and the offset wells are shut in simultaneously, the

PBU type curve for the multiwell system is shown in Fig. 3.17.

WhentpD≫ΔtD, the PDD type curve and the PBU type curve are essen-

tially overlapped. When the semi-log approximation condition is satisfied,

the dimensionless shut-in buildup pressure pBUD
ΔtD
CD

� �
takes the derivative

with respect to ΔtD
CD

� �

dpBUD

ΔtD
CD

� �

d
ΔtD
CD

� � ΔtD
CD

� �
tpD +ΔtD

tpD

� �
¼ 1

2
1+

XN
j¼2

qjD

 !
(3.13)

Hence, when the offset wells are shut in simultaneously and interfere
with the testing well, the PBU derivative curve of the testing well will grad-

ually “upwarp” in the middle and late stages.
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(2) Procedure of PBU test analysis

The procedure of PBU test analysis for the multiwell system, essentially the

same as that for the single-well system, is described as follows:

(a) Calculate the pressure difference Δpws(Δt)¼pws(Δt)�pwf(tp) at each

pressure measuring point and its derivative,
dΔpws
dΔt �Δt� tp +Δt

tp
. In the

case of the gas well, the pseudo-pressure should be used for analysis.

(b) Match by using the PDD type curve. According to the x-coordinate

matching value, y-ordinate matching value and curve matching value,

such parameters as the formation capacity Kh, skin factor S and well-

bore storage constant C are calculated, respectively.

(c) Determine the ratio of the height of each radial flow stabilization line to

the height of the first radial flow stabilization line, namely

1+
PN

j¼2qjD

� �
, and then estimate the sequence and number of inter-

ferences from the offset wells.

(d) Where necessary, conduct the history matching analysis of the numer-

ical well test based on the log-log analysis results, to further analyze the

well test results.
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3.2.2.1.5 PBU type curves in the case of offset wells in production
When the testing well is shut in and the offset wells are producing, the deriv-

ative of the asymptotic solution for the pressure buildup of the testing well is

dpBUD

ΔtD
CD

� �

d
ΔtD
CD

� � ΔtD
CD

� �
tpD +ΔtD

tpD

� �
¼ 1

2
1�
XN
j¼2

qjD� ΔtD
tpD

� �" #
(3.14)

Therefore, when the offset wells are producing and interfere with the
testing well, the PBU derivative curve of the testing well will gradually

“downwarp” in the middle and late stages, and the “downwarping” speed

depends on the dimensionless rate
PX

j¼2qjD of the affecting offset wells and

the ratio ΔtD
tpD

of shut-in time to production time, as shown in Fig. 3.18.
3.2.2.2 Multiwell system in infinite dual-porosity reservoirs
3.2.2.2.1 Long-term asymptotic solutions in the case of multiwell
simultaneous production
(1) Long-term asymptotic solutions for pressure drawdown (PDD) in the

case of multiwell simultaneous production

The long-term asymptotic solution for PDD in the case of multiwell simul-

taneous production is
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The pressure derivative is
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(3.16)
(2) An asymptotic solution for pressure buildup (PBU) in case of offset

wells simultaneous shut-in or production

Similar to the homogeneous reservoir, the PBU when both the testing well

and the offset wells are shut in can be expressed as

pBUD
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The pressure derivative is
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The pressure derivative when the testing well is shut in and the offset
wells are producing is
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3.2.2.2.2 PDD type curves in the case of multiwell simultaneous production
Similar to an infinite homogeneous reservoir, in the case of simultaneous

production of the multiwell system in a dual-porosity reservoir, the ratio

of the radial flow stabilization line height of the PDD derivative curve in

the case of multiwell simultaneous production to the single-well radial flow

stabilization line height is also the algebraic sum of the dimensionless rate of

the testing well and the connected wells, as shown in Fig. 3.19. The PBU

case is similar to that of the homogeneous reservoir, so it will not be

described here.

3.2.2.3 Simulation example
3.2.2.3.1 Basic data
Under the assumption that two gas wells in a gas reservoir produce for a long

time simultaneously, the permanent downhole pressure gauge is used for

performance monitoring. The basic parameters of the gas reservoir are

shown in Table 3.2. The first PBU test was conducted after the testing well

produced at an average rate of 40�104m3/d for 10,000h, with the shut-in

time of 1000h. Subsequently, the second PBU test was conducted after the

testing well produced at an average rate of 40�104m3/d for 5000h, with

the shut-in time of 2000h. After the offset well produced at a rate of

120�104m3/d for consecutive 16,000h, it was shut in at the same time

when the second PBU test was conducted in the testing well.

3.2.2.3.2 Well test analysis
The log-log plots of the two PBU tests are shown in Fig. 3.20, illustrating

the completely inverse shape of the derivative curves at the late stage. The

derivative curve for the first PBU test goes down in the late stage, whichmay

be due to: (1) the improving periphery of the reservoir; and (2) interference

of the offset wells.

The derivative curve for the second PBU test “rises,” which may be

caused by: (1) the deteriorating periphery of the reservoir; (2) the character-

istics of edge-water (because the water viscosity is much higher than the gas

viscosity, the gas reservoir of the edge-water drive may show characteristics

similar to the deteriorating periphery of the reservoir); (3) one or more

impermeable boundaries; and (4) interference from simultaneous shut-in

of offset wells.

When the composite model with deteriorating periphery is used for

interpretation, the log-log plot for the second PBU test (Fig. 3.21) is good,
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Fig. 3.19 PDD type curves in the case of multiwell simultaneous production in an
infinite dual-porosity reservoir. (A) Offset wells with different rates and different well
spacing. (B) Offset wells with identical rates and different well spacing (four wells).
(C) Offset wells with similar well spacing (four wells).
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Table 3.2 Basic parameters
Well
spacing
(m)

Initial
pressure
(MPa)

Formation
temperature
(°C)

Net pay
thickness
(m) Porosity

Relative
density of
gas

Pseudo-critical
temperature (K)

Pseudo-critical
pressure (MPa)

3880 35.0 100 100 0.1 0.6 195.697 4.66875

Fig. 3.20 Log-log plots for two PBU tests.

Fig. 3.21 The log-log plot for the second PBU test (composite model).
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but the history matching plot (Fig. 3.23) is not ideal; furthermore, the results

of the two PBU tests run in opposite directions. Therefore, the composite

model is not recommended for interpretation.

The gas reservoir distributes well in the plane, without large faults or

fractures, and the testing well is far away from the boundary of the gas res-

ervoir. The “downwarping” of the pressure derivative curve in the late stage

of the first PBU test might be caused by the production of offset wells,

while the “upwarping” of the pressure derivative curve in the late stage of

the second PBU test might result from the simultaneous shut-in of offset

wells. Therefore, excluding other possibilities, the multiwell model is

preferred for analysis, and the log-log matching results are shown in

Fig. 3.22.

K, S, and C interpretation results are the same as those of the composite

model. The ratio between the heights of the two horizontal segments of the

pressure derivative curve is 8.0/2.0¼4.0, which is exactly the ratio of the

sum of the production rate of the testing well and the offset wells to the pro-

duction rate of the testing well, that is, (40+120)/40¼4.0. The derivative

matching plot is also obviously improved compared with that in Fig. 3.21.

The history matching plot is good, as shown in Fig. 3.23.

The preceding findings show that the interpretation result of the multi-

well model is reasonable. Specifically, the reservoir reflects the characteristics

of an infinite homogeneous reservoir, with the permeability of 500mD,

good interwell connectivity, and production interference.
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Fig. 3.22 The log-log plot for the second PBU test (multiwell model).
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3.2.2.4 A field example
3.2.2.4.1 A gas reservoir survey
For Reservoir A, the porosity is 5.5%–8.0%, the matrix permeability is

0.01–1.0mD, and high-angle fractures are developed. The initial formation

pressure is 89.09MPa, the formation temperature is 128°C, and the relative
density of natural gas is 0.58. So far, six development wells have been drilled,

as shown in Fig. 3.24.
Fig. 3.24 Well location and net pay thickness in Reservoir A.
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3.2.2.4.2 Production history
Six wells were put into production successively in the reservoir, with

an average daily gas production rate of 170�104m3/d, cumulative gas

production of 15�108m3, and daily single-well gas production rate of

(15–45)�104m3/d. During production, Well 2 suffered sand flow, with

significant fluctuation of flow pressure; Well 3, without fractures, revealed

a low production rate and low flow pressure. In May 2016, all the wells in

the reservoir were shut in, with their wellhead static pressure building up to

the same value, except Well 3 (Fig. 3.25). In addition, the static pressure of
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Fig. 3.25 Production curves of six wells in Reservoir A. (A) Production curves of the well
cluster. (B) Partial enlargement of the production curves of the well cluster.



Table 3.3 Static pressure of producing wells in Reservoir A

Well
no.

Date of
initial
production

Initial static
pressure
(MPa)

Net pay
thickness (m) Porosity (%)

Gas
production
rate
(104m3/d)

Well 3 2014-7-16 79.74 87 5.6 16.5

Well 6 2014-9-29 86.06 79 6.2 25.3

Well 5 2014-9-27 84.72 65 7.1 33.0

Well 1 2010-10-30 89.09 82 6.8 33.4

Well 4 2014-7-17 85.83 69 6.9 35.3

Well 2 2012-1-11 86.74 105 7.9 20.7
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the wells that were put into production later gradually decreased (Table 3.3).

Therefore, it is possible that the entire reservoir is connected.
3.2.2.4.3 Well test
In August 2015, the PBU test was conducted in Well 5 after 320days of

production. The first PBU test was carried out with all wells shut in simul-

taneously. Then the modified isochronal test was conducted, during which

Wells 1, 2, and 6 were producing. Finally, the extended PBU test was

conducted, during which Wells 3 and 4 were successively opened for

producing, as shown in Fig. 3.26.
Fig. 3.26 Production curves of wells in Reservoir A from July 2015 to October 2016.
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3.2.2.4.4 Data analysis
The log-log plot of Well 5 is shown in Fig. 3.27. An obvious difference is

found in the pressure derivative curves of the first PBU test and the last PBU
Fig. 3.27 History plot and log-log plot of Well 5 based on test data. (A) History of the test
and (B) log-log curves.



Fig. 3.28 History plot and log-log plot of Well 5 based on well test data with the dual-
porosity model.
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test, revealing an inverse shape. There is an obvious increase in the pressure

derivatives for the modified isochronal test.

When the dual-porosity model is used for interpretation of the gas res-

ervoir that contains fractures, the results are shown in Fig. 3.28. It is difficult

to match the results of the two PBU tests and to interpret the difference in

the shapes of their pressure derivative curves with a set of parameters. Based

on production performance, it is advisable to adopt the multiwell model for

analysis.

According to the production performance, it is indicated that the pro-

duction wells in Reservoir A may be connected. The ratio of the average

production rate in the block to the production rate of the testing wells is

(16.5+25.3+33.4+35.3+20.7)/33¼5.0. The ratio of the log-log stabili-

zation line height in the first PBU test to the step line height is (3.85�107)/

(20�107)¼5.0. Therefore, the multiwell model for the homogeneous res-

ervoir can be used, with the interpretation results shown in Fig. 3.29. When

the well was put into production, the initial formation pressure dropped

from 89to 85MPa, and now the formation pressure is 81.6MPa.

3.2.2.4.5 Comparison with previous tests
Two additional tests were performed to the well in August 2016 and July

2017. The test results were consistent with those in 2015, suggesting the



Fig. 3.29 History plot and log-log plot of Well 5 based on well test data with the
multiwell model for homogeneous reservoirs.
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characteristics of the homogeneous reservoir with the multiwell system

(Fig. 3.30). The test results in 2017 revealed signs of water invasion.
3.2.2.5 Discussion and conclusion
The pressure buildup derivative curves have several rising “steps.” Accord-

ingly, the reservoir model may: (1) be a composite model with a deteriorat-

ing periphery; (2) have one or more impermeable boundaries; (3) reflect the

edge-water in the case of gas wells, and (4) be subject to interwell

interference.

In both cases of multiwell simultaneous production and shut-in, the

PDD and PBU derivative curves present the features of the “stepped

rise,” and the ratio of each stabilization line-height to the first stabilization

line height is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless production rate of the

testing well and the affecting offset wells. In themultiwell system, if the offset

wells are producing continuously, the PBU derivative curve of the testing

well will gradually “downwarp” in the middle and late stages, and the

“downwarping” speed depends on the algebraic sum of the dimensionless



Fig. 3.30 History plot and log-log plot of Well 5 based on well test data with the
multiwell model for homogeneous reservoirs. (A) History of the test and (B) log-log
curves.
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production rate of the affecting offset wells and the ratio of the shut-in time

to the production time.

For a newly discovered gas reservoir, its boundaries and the potential

interference of offset wells can be identified through two PBU tests. The

first PBU test is conducted with offset wells producing, and the second

PBU test is conductedwith the offset wells and the testing well shut in simul-

taneously. The multiwell test analysis can be combined with an advanced
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multiwell production decline analysis to scientifically describe the perfor-

mance of gas reservoirs with good connectivity, thereby providing technical

support for the formulation and optimization of development strategies.

3.2.3 The three-dimensional numerical well test
analysis method
3.2.3.1 Overview of the numerical well test
By the solving for the methods of the flow equation, the well test can be

divided into an analytical well test and a numerical well test. An analytical

well test focuses on how to use such methods as the Bessel function, Laplace

transform, Fourier transform, and Green function to obtain the mathemat-

ical solution of the unsteady flow equation under new boundary conditions.

The numerical well test is used to numerically solve the flow equations

describing the flow of fluids in the formation by adopting the optimized grid

division technique, to realize the real-time calculation of the fluid properties

and saturation changes. Specifically, based on the numerical analysis, the

flow equations are discretized and linearized for a complex reservoir in a grid

system to derive the linear equations, and the linear equations are solved to

determine the downhole pressure at a given time; then, the calculated pres-

sure is matched with the measured pressure to obtain the relevant formation

and wellbore parameters, which are used to evaluate the complex reservoir.

This method, ignoring the superposition theory followed in the traditional

analytical well test, enables the theoretical simulation results to approximate

the actual reservoir performance.

The numerical well test realizes the numerical solution through grid

division, numerical discretization, and an equation solution. Therefore, it

is slower than the analytical well, test but more capable of description. This

method can quickly and reasonably interpret various problems, such as any

boundary shape, faults (including partially permeable faults) in any number

or any shape, multiphase flows, multiple layers (different skin factors), multi-

well interference, and heterogeneity. It is more practical in description and

production performance forecasting of gas reservoirs. For example, different

formation parameters can be set for each specific reservoir to consider the

heterogeneity; the porosity and thickness distribution can be displayed in

two or three dimensions, and the pressure distribution can be expressed

at any time or displayed in animation.

For the fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs with strong heterogeneity,

conventional analytical well tests and two-dimensional numerical well tests

are not sufficient for describing the reservoir performance. It is urgent to
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Fig. 3.31 Flow chart of quantitative description by seismic inversion.
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develop a three-dimensional numerical well test analysis method in combi-

nation with seismic inversion attributes.
3.2.3.2 The three-dimensional numerical well test
3.2.3.2.1 Seismic inversion-derived attributes
The heterogeneous fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs can be identified

and forecasted by using seismic attributes. The flow chart for a quantitative

description of the fractured-vuggy reservoir in the combination of seismic

attributes and seismic inversion is shown in Fig. 3.31.

Fig. 3.32 shows the well-controlled data volume obtained by seismic

wave impedance inversion for Block G262 in the Tazhong gas field. Based

on the correlation between wave impedance and porosity (Fig. 3.33), a seis-

mic inversion-derived porosity model (Fig. 3.34) can be obtained, which is

used to build a three-dimensional numerical model.



Fig. 3.32 Well-controlled data volume obtained by seismic wave impedance inversion.
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Fig. 3.33 Correlation between wave impedance and porosity.
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The seismic inversion-derived porosity model is characterized by poor

continuity and variable dimensions in space, and is restricted by the inter-

pretation accuracy of seismic inversion results. Therefore, this model cannot

be directly applied to numerical simulation analysis, but should be combined

with well test analysis for modeling a heterogeneous reservoir.
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3.2.3.2.2 Building of the three-dimensional model
The reservoir is divided into zones, laterally, and layers, vertically. The lat-

eral heterogeneity is described by way of a two-dimensional numerical well

test, and the vertical heterogeneity is controlled by seismic inversion-derived

attributes. With the log-log analysis and long-term production history

matching as the constraints, the three-dimensional numerical well test anal-

ysis is conducted. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 3.35.

(1) Lateral zoning

The lateral porosity model (Fig. 3.36) obtained by seismic inversion is used

to build a lateral zoning model according to the seismic reflection intensity

and the delineation of porosity. Then, the lateral zoning is made according

to the geological structures and faults, as shown in Fig. 3.37. Finally, the

parameters of zones are preliminarily determined through two-dimensional

numerical well test analysis.

(2) Vertical layering

Vertical layering is conducted on the vertical porosity model (Fig. 3.38)

obtained by seismic inversion. Then, the average inversion-derived porosity

of layers is determined (Fig. 3.39). Finally, the initial values of layer param-

eters are determined according to the correlation between permeability and

porosity in the whole block derived from the well test.

(3) Production splitting

The data for the gas production profile test and the layered production test

are analyzed to determine the initial production of each layer. In the case of

less data, the production of layers can be split empirically based on the initial

formation capacity.

(4) Log-log matching analysis

After the initial parameters of zones and layers are determined, the multilayer

well test model is used for log-log matching analysis to identify the individ-

ual layer parameters.

(5) History matching

Based on the log-log matching analysis results, and with the long-term

production history data as the constraint, the history matching analysis is

conducted to further optimize the individual layer parameters (Fig. 3.40).

The procedure is repeated until the geological reserves of the model are

essentially consistent with the OGIP/OOIP determined by the advanced

production decline analysis technique, as shown in Fig. 3.41. Finally, a

three-dimensional heterogeneous equivalent reservoir model is obtained.
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Fig. 3.36 Superposition of lateral seismic attributes.

Fig. 3.37 Two-dimensional lateral zoning model.
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Fig. 3.38 Vertical porosity model obtained by seismic inversion.
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Fig. 3.39 Inversion-derived porosity.
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(6) Performance forecasting

Based on the three-dimensional heterogeneous equivalent reservoir model,

the production performance can be further forecasted (see Section 5.3 in

Chapter 5 for details).
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3.2.3.2.3 Simulation example
(1) Basic data

The basic parameters used in the simulation are taken from the Tazhong I gas

field. The three-dimensional heterogeneous reservoir model is categorized

into four zones laterally, with the parameters shown in Table 3.4. The res-

ervoir permeability is 0.006–50mD or 5% on average, and the net pay thick-

ness is 20m.

It is assumed that the wells produce at a constant rate for 100days, fol-

lowed by the PBU test for 20days after shut-in, and then they are opened for



Table 3.4 Parameters of the synthetic model

Layer Zone

Net pay
thickness
(m) M D

Permeability
(mD)

Porosity
(%)

Wellbore
storage
factor
(m3/MPa)

Layer1 #1 3 / / 3 2 0.231

#2 5 5 0.6

#3 50 50 0.06

#4 500 500 0.006

Layer2 #1 12 / / 50 7

#2 5 5 10

#3 50 50 1

#4 500 500 0.1

Layer3 #1 5 / / 11.5 3

#2 5 5 2.3

#3 50 50 0.23

#4 500 500 0.023

Total/average 20 / / 33 5 /
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production, with a monthly production decline rate of 5%. The simulation

results of different analysis methods are shown in Fig. 3.42.

(2) Comparison with previous results

The pressure history matching results based on the theoretical forward model-

ing data of the gas reservoir with multiple layers vertically and heterogeneity

laterally suggest that the analytical well test model provides the worst matching

results, and the multilayer three-dimensional numerical well test model pro-

vides the best matching results, while the conventional well test method pro-

vides the results between the two methods, as shown in Fig. 3.43. The results

of three-dimensional numerical well test method are essentially better than

that of the conventional well test method. To sum up, the multilayer,

three-dimensional numerical well test analysis method based on seismic

inversion-derived attributes can effectively describe lateral and vertical hetero-

geneity, laying a foundation for well and cluster productivity evaluation and

index forecasting, and thereby helping greatly improve the reliability of pro-

duction allocation and performance forecasting.
3.2.3.3 Discussion and conclusion
The two-dimensional numerical well test method is used to describe the lat-

eral heterogeneity of the reservoir, and with the seismic inversion-derived



Fig. 3.42 Comparison of different well test analysis methods. (A) Analytical model: simple. (B) 2D numerical model: four zones laterally. (C) 3D
numerical model: four zones laterally, three layers vertically.
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attributes as the constraint, and considering the vertical heterogeneity of the

reservoir, the multilayer three-dimensional numerical well test model is

built. Then, taking the log-log plot and long-term production history

matching as the constraints, the three-dimensional numerical well test anal-

ysis method for multilayer gas reservoirs is established. Thus, the numerical

well test is transited from the two-dimension [single-layerM zone] to three-

dimension [multilayer ΣM (N) zone, whereN is the number of layers]. The

analytical well test model is simple with regular boundaries; the

two-dimensional numerical well test model takes into account the lateral

heterogeneity; the multilayer three-dimensional numerical well test model

considers both lateral heterogeneity and vertical heterogeneity, and provides

a mathematical description more approximate to the actual reservoir

performance.

The combination of the conventional analytical well test, the (2D and

3D) numerical well test, and advanced production decline analysis can

greatly improve the reliability of interpretation results and the forecasting

accuracy of key development indices. The well test, which is used to deter-

mine layer parameters, and advanced production decline analysis, which is

used to determine well-controlled reserves, can be integrated to effectively

describe the reservoir characteristics and forecast the performance of the well

or cluster.

3.2.4 Lifecycle well test analysis method
3.2.4.1 Analysis process
Considering that the well test interpretation results are diverse, ambiguous,

and complex; a well test analysis technique with the constraint of whole his-

tory matching is proposed. Based on the data of a single-well well test and

production test, the history of single-well performance varying by pressure

and flow rate is established to conduct well test analysis; and by reservoir

types, the production performance is forecasted, as shown in Fig. 3.44.

3.2.4.1.1 Test data evaluation
The test data are sorted and evaluated to identify why the data are unsatis-

factory for interpretation. Usually, six aspects are involved. First, because the

test time is short, the pressure derivative curve has no stabilization line seg-

ment, making the obtained parameters unreliable. Second, the pressure

derivative is in disorder due to the influence of the gas-water phase transi-

tion. Third, the pressure test data are fluctuate too much for interpretation.

Fourth, the tested production is very low (only a few hundred or even tens of
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110 Dynamic description technology of fractured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs
square meters), but the production pressure difference is large. Fifth,

channeling occurs during the test due to problems in cementing quality,

leading to uncertainty in the interpretation results. Sixth, the pressure drops

during the test, and the pressure derivative cannot be calculated in the late

stage of buildup.

3.2.4.1.2 Bottom hole flowing pressure conversion
Based on multiphase flow in the wellbore and pressure gradient test results,

the tubing pressure, or casing pressure data, are converted to the depth at

which the pressure gauge is set during the well test, and incorporated with

the short-term well test data, to establish the whole production history data.

3.2.4.1.3 Analytical well test analysis
For the purpose of log-log analysis, a “theoretical dynamical model” for the

reservoir near the wellbore is preliminarily built based on the well test data

analysis using interpretation software, together with the geological condi-

tions. For the purpose of verifying the long-term production pressure his-

tory, a complete dynamical model is created for the reservoir where the gas

well is located after thorough observation (including connectivity and

boundary distribution) of the reservoirs within the well drainage area is

completed.

3.2.4.1.4 Numerical well test analysis
When the analytical well test analysis method is ineffective for reservoir

description, the numerical well test analysis method is adopted for the res-

ervoir in a proper grid system according to the results of geological studies.

3.2.4.1.5 Performance forecasting
Based on the reservoir dynamical model built after the numerical well test or

production performance analysis, the change of pressure or production rate

of the well is forecasted at a constant rate or constant pressure.

3.2.4.2 Field example
Well T622 is a production testing well in the Tazhong gas field, with the

coexistence of oil, water, and gas. Since 2005, 20 flowing pressure gradient

tests have been conducted on this well.

At first, the flowing pressure gradients of 20 tests are calculated, and the

flowing pressure is converted to the depth of 4800m, where the pressure

gauge is set during the PBU test. Then, the flowing pressure at 4800m is
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converted according to the multiphase flow theory and the long-term pro-

duction testing data (Fig. 3.45). It is found that the converted data are well

matched with the measured data.

Well test analysis is conducted using the long-term production data and

the short-termwell test. The well test matching plots are shown in Figs. 3.46

and 3.47. The theoretical model can well match the long-term production

performance, thus achieving the dynamical description of the well.

3.2.4.3 Superiority of lifecycle well test analysis
3.2.4.3.1 Understanding the reservoir characteristics
The combination of long-term production data and short-term well testing

for well test analysis has facilitated the high accuracy of well test analysis and
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performance analysis. As shown in Fig. 3.48, the former does not fully con-

sider the production history, resulting in the abnormalities of the log-log

plot and the intersection of the pressure derivative curve with the pressure

curve; when the production history is considered, the log-log plot is in a

normal state, so the well presents the typical characteristics of a vertically

fractured well with limited connectivity.
3.2.4.3.2 Identifying wellbore and formation reflections
As shown in Fig. 3.49, the log-log plot suggests the reflection of the bound-

ary, which actually should be the reflection of the wellbore. The first-order

derivative curve of pressure versus time can be used to judge the reflections

of the wellbore and formation. The test data are carefully analyzed to sort out

the initial measured pressure data, to provide authentic and reliable data for

identifying the wellbore and formation reflections.
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3.2.4.3.3 Reduce the ambiguity of reservoir evaluation
The long-term production data and the short-term well test are combined

for well interpretation for Well T62-2 (Fig. 3.50). First, analytical well test

analysis is conducted. The analysis results suggest that the data can be

matched, but the permeability is low (only 0.348mD), and the storability

ratio is only 0.003, which is inconsistent with the large volume of fluid loss

and geologic data during the drilling process. Therefore, this method is not

applicable.

The dual-porosity multizone composite model is selected for the numer-

ical well test. There is a dual-porosity reservoir near the wellbore, with the

permeability of 5.2mD and the storability ratio of 0.223, which is consistent

with the drilling and geologic data. Clearly, this method can be used to accu-

rately identify reservoir parameters, with much less ambiguity in well test

interpretation.
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3.2.4.3.4 Scientific performance forecasting
The dynamical model built on the basis of well testing can forecast the

single-well production performance (see Sections 5.2 and 5.3 in

Chapter 5 for details). It promotes the deliverability evaluation from the tra-

ditional empirical method based on absolute open flow to the new level of

low-risk production allocation based on material balance, providing a scien-

tific basis for making development plans.
3.3 Application of the well test analysis

3.3.1 Reservoir performance model
The lifecycle well test matching plots of some typical wells in the Tazhong

gas field are shown in Fig. 3.51. It can be seen that the log-log plot and the

long-term history plot are well matched, revealing multiple characteristics

such as deteriorating periphery, boundary, and macrofractures.

On the basis of the circular bounded dual-porosity model and the

numerical well test method, 13 numerical well test models are built for 6

types of reservoirs, including the radial composite reservoir, the high-

permeability strip reservoir, and the reservoir with multiple (2–3) accumu-

lation bodies. Fig. 3.52 shows these reservoirs and the corresponding log-log

plots. The well location and size of the accumulation may affect the shape of

the well test curves, making the curves play a guiding role in the classification

of reservoir types.

The preceding results are just derived from the analytical well test anal-

ysis. If static geological cognition is combined with the numerical well test

method, together with the geophysical exploration technology and data, it is

believed that the reservoir can be more thoroughly described (Fig. 3.53).

The well test analysis is essentially an inverse problem, which is ambigu-

ous, especially for complex carbonate reservoirs in the Tazhong I gas field.

From the perspective of the log-log plot alone, there may be several perfor-

mance models based on well tests for such carbonate reservoirs. The combi-

nation of the well test and geophysical fracture-vug delineation can achieve a

more accurate description, minimize the ambiguity of well test parameter

evaluation, and enhance the accuracy of performance forecasting for wells.
3.3.2 Reservoir performance evaluation
Compared with conventional sandstone gas reservoirs, the fractured-vuggy

carbonate reservoir is more outstanding because of the substantial difference



Fig. 3.51 Well test matching plots for typical wells in the Tazhong I gas field. (A-1) G43 log-log, (A-2) G43 history match. (B-1) T201C log-log,
(B-2) T201C history match.
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Fig. 3.51, cont’d (C-1) G14-1C log-log, (C-2) G14-1C history match. (D-1) G13 log-log, (D-2) G13 history match.
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in the size of media (pores, vugs, and fractures), complex fluid properties,

and other elements. Fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs are usually cate-

gorized into three types: cave reservoirs, fractured-vuggy reservoirs, and

vuggy reservoirs, which present different characteristics in well logging

interpretation, seismic reflection, drilling/completion engineering, well

testing, production testing, acid fracturing, and well testing. The compre-

hensive identification and performance evaluation of reservoirs is shown

in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5 Comprehensive identification and performance evaluation of fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs
Identification of reservoir type

Geological cognition Performance analysis Reservoir division

No.

Drilling
break
and
mud
loss

Seismic
reflections

Well log
interpretation Well test analysis

Production
test

Production
performance Acid fracturing

Type of
reservoir Reservoir model Classification Description

Comprehensive
description of
reservoir

1 Yes Bead-like Cave Large wellbore

storage

coefficient, fast

pressure

buildup,

favorable

physical

properties of

the inner zone

of the

composite

model, missing

or unobvious

wellbore

storage

High

production

Large OGIP/

OOIP

The pump-off

PDD curve is

almost

straight and

close to the

formation

pressure

Cave Cave reservoir

encountered

I Cave reservoir

+ locally

fractured-

vuggy

reservoir

(1) Favorable

physical

properties,

strong

heterogeneity,

and high

production

according to

well testing and

production

testing.

(2) Large

OGIP/OOIP

and large

drainage radius.

(3) Strong bead-

like reflection in

dominance

2 No Fractured Small wellbore

storage, fast

pressure

buildup, and

obvious

wellbore

storage

Fractured reservoir

encountered,

connecting

with the vuggy

reservoir



II Fractured-

vuggy

reservoir

(1) Moderate

physical

properties, and

relatively

developed

fractures

(2) Moderate

OGIP/OOIP

(3) Weak bead-

like or strong

sheet-like

reflection in

dominance

3 Small

loss

Bead-like Fractured Small wellbore

storage, slow

pressure

buildup, small

difference in

the physical

properties of

the inner zone

of the

composite

model, obvious

wellbore

storage,

partially with

characteristics

of the dual-

porosity

reservoir

Moderate

production

Moderate

OGIP/

OOIP

The pump-off

PDD curve

slowly falls

and is

obviously

higher than

the formation

pressure

Fractured-

vuggy

Fractured-vuggy

reservoir

encountered4 No Nonbead-

like

No

III Vuggy

reservoir

(1) Poor physical

properties and

undeveloped

fractures.

(2) Small OGIP/

OOIP and

limited well

drainage area.

(3) Nonbead-

like reflection in

dominance.

5 No Nonbead-

like

Vuggy Small wellbore

storage, slow

pressure

buildup,

obvious

wellbore

storage,

partially with

the

characteristics

of the pseudo-

homogenous

reservoir

Low

production

Small OGIP/

OOIP

The pump-off

PDD curve is

horizontal

and much

higher than

the formation

pressure

Vuggy Vuggy reservoir

encountered
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3.3.2.1 Cave reservoir
The cave reservoir is the most popular type of fractured-vuggy carbonate

reservoir, with caves and dissolved vugs with a diameter of>20mm serving

as the accumulation space. It presents bead-like reflections on the seismic

profile, and often meets with drilling breaks and lost circulation during dril-

ling. If no cave reservoir is directly encountered, the acid fracturing curve

commonly suggests low pump-off pressure (<10MPa), the pump-off

PDD curve presents as a horizontal stabilization line, and the backflow rate

of the acid liquid is low. Distinct large dark or black patches can be seen on

FMI and EMI images. The conventional logging curve reveals relatively low

resistivity, the deep and shallow lateral resistivity logging curves are signif-

icantly different, and the tri-porosity logging curve reflects great changes,

indicating that the reservoir has favorable porosity and permeability. The

formation capacity obtained by well test interpretation is usually

>100mDm; at the initial stage of production, the tubing pressure is high

(>20MPa), the production is high and stable, and the tubing pressure drops

linearly or exponentially; the performance in oil replacement by water injec-

tion and shut-in pressure coning is good, as shown in Table 3.6.

3.3.2.2 Fractured-vuggy reservoir
The fractured-vuggy reservoir contains secondary vugs as the main accu-

mulation space, and fractures with both seepage and storage capacity to

communicate with the vugs. The reservoir is encountered without drilling

breaks, with a loss of <200m3. If the reservoir is communicated through

acid fracturing, the acid fracturing curve usually shows a high pump-off

pressure, the pump-off PDD curve presents a fast decline or a slow decline,

and the backflow rate of residual acid is 10%–50%. The conventional log-
ging curves are characterized by low resistivity, low GR, and jumping of

acoustic, neutron, anddensity; and the imaging logs demonstrate clearly that

the vugs are connected by fractures or growing along fractures. The forma-

tion capacity obtained from well test interpretation is usually <100mDm.

At the initial stage of production, the tubing pressure is low (<20MPa) and

declines rapidly, and the production is low; the performance in oil replace-

ment by water injection and shut-in pressure coning is poor, as shown in

Table 3.7.

3.3.2.3 The vuggy reservoir
When a gas well is drilled into a vuggy reservoir, there are usually no obvious

engineering anomalies, such as drilling breaks and mud loss, according to the



Table 3.6 Comprehensive identification criteria for cave reservoirs (gas wells)

Type Loss (m3)
Drilling
break Acid fracturing

Formation
capacity
(mD�m)

Production test
performance Logging

Cave Large loss

>500

No Low pump-off pressure

(<10MPa), the

horizontal stabilization

line for the pump-off

PDD curve, and low

backflow rate of acid

liquid

>100 High tubing pressure

(>20MPa), high and

stable production,

linear or exponential

drop of tubing

pressure, suggesting

good performance in

oil replacement by

water injection and

shut-in pressure

coning

Caves, vugs and

fractures-vugs

by electrical

logging

interpretation

Yes Direct production Commonly no

logging



Table 3.7 Comprehensive identification criteria for the fractured-vuggy reservoir (gas well)

Type
Drilling
break Loss (m3) Acid fracturing

Formation
capacity
(mD�m)

Production test
performance Logging

Fractured-

vuggy

No Small

loss

<200

High pump-off pressure,

fast decline or slow

decline of the pump-off

PDD curve, and the

residual acid backflow

rate of 10%–50%

<100 Low tubing pressure

(<20MPa), fast tubing

pressure decline, low

production, poor

performance in oil

replacement by water

injection and shut-in

pressure coning

Fractures-vugs;

imaging logs

present meso-

microfractures

with certain

apertures and

densityNo Direct production
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drilling and completion data. Logging interpretation suggests the dominance

of low-porosity and low-permeability vuggy reservoirs, which present

“chaotic weak reflections” on the seismic profile.
3.3.2.4 Comprehensive evaluation
Based on the analysis of the static and dynamic data for 257 producing wells

in typical blocks in the Tazhong I gas field, the reservoir types are identified

(Table 3.8). The proportion of cave reservoirs is >82% and increases grad-

ually from the east to the west.
3.3.3 Evaluation of flow patterns
The well test interpretation and the statistics of dynamic and static data for

typical wells in the Tazhong I gas field are shown in Table 3.9. In spite of the

bead-like reflections on the seismic profile, the reservoirs are mainly cave

and fractured-vuggy types. According to the well test interpretation, the

average formation capacity is 415mDm and the average permeability is

13.1mD, suggesting medium-low-permeability reservoirs, for which the

classical flow theory is applicable for performance analysis. In addition,

the average production rate and production pressure difference obtained

in the production test and the production index obtained in well testing also

suggest the characteristics of medium-low-permeability reservoirs.
Table 3.8 Reservoir types in typical blocks, the Tazhong I gas field

Block Reservoir type Subtype
Number of
wells Proportion

I Cave Single reservoir body 54 70%

Multiple reservoir

bodies

Fractured-

vuggy

23 35%

II Cave Single reservoir body 115 85%

Multiple reservoir

bodies

Fractured-

vuggy

21 15%

III Cave Single reservoir body 42 95%

Multiple reservoir

bodies

Fractured-vuggy 2 5%



Table 3.9 Well test interpretation and drilling, well testing, and production test results for typical wells in the Tazhong I gas field
Well test interpretation Well testing performance Production test for 1year

Well
no.

Drilling
break

Reservoir
type Model Kh

Skin
factor Nozzle

Tubing
pressure

Daily gas
production

Production
index

Daily gas
production

producing
pressure drop

m mD�m mm MPa 104m3 104m3/MPa 104m3 MPa

G14-1 Cave Composite 1620 1.8 5 49.1 15 3.2 10.8 6.2

G12 2.3 Small

cave

Homogeneous 100.3 11.3 6 43.4 17 1.5 5.2 4.8

G11C 4.7 Small

cave

Dual-porosity

boundary

44 30 5 30 9.5 0.4 5.6 8.6

G462 Cave Dual-porosity

boundary

194 �0.9 4 39.9 7.4 18.5 6.9 4.0

G10 Cave Composite 3540 �2.3 6 49.6 21.9 166.7 13.4 5.5

G43 Cave Composite 583 �6.4 6 39.2 14 81.9 7.7 10.0

T201C Cave Composite 27.8 1.5 4 35 7.6 0.7 8.8 4.5
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YM2 is a typical cave reservoir. Its well test characteristics are shown in

Fig. 3.54, and its interpretation results are shown in Table 3.10. The results

are obviously different from those in the Tazhong I gas field. For example,

the wells that encounter large caves generally demonstrate a large wellbore

storage coefficient, high permeability, and the dominance of pipe flow or

cavity flow.

3.3.4 Reserves estimation
The well test analysis technique with the constraint of whole history match-

ing, which is designed to cope with such challenges as the diversity, ambi-

guity, and complexity of well test interpretation, can greatly improve the

utilization of data, minimize the ambiguity of well test interpretation results,

and estimate the OGIP/OOIP of a single well. This technique is essentially

based on material balance, that is, the short-term well test is combined with

the long-term production performance to estimate the drainage area of a gas

well and calculate the single-well performance-based reserves with the

volumetric method.
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Fig. 3.54 Log-log plots for YM2wells. (A)YM2-15, (B)YM2-16, (C)YM2-20, and (D)YM2-28.



Table 3.10 Characteristic parameters of typical YM2 wells in the well test

Well no.
Type
curve

Wellbore
storage
coefficient
(m3/MPa)

Skin
factor

Permeability
(inner/outer)
(mD) Description

YM2-15 3-54-a 5.65 �4.64 1800/12.5 (1) The well test

curve presents the

“inverted bow

shape,” after radial

flow, the curve

keeps rising and

gradually flattens in

the late stage.

(2) The wellbore

storage coefficient

is large (usually

1–20m3/MPa),

and the

permeability in the

inner zone is in

Darcy order of

magnitude.

(3) Characteristics

of large caves are

observed, and

physical properties

of the reservoir

outside the caves

are poor.

YM2-16 3-54-b 14.2 �4.44 1950/2.5

YM2-20 3-54-c 21.85 �5.0 560/12.5

YM2-28 3-54-d 32.9 �6.4 3100/10.5
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The single-well performance-based reserves can be determined by three

methods. First, for the wells with a boundary reflection on the log-log plot,

the volumetric method can be directly used to calculate the reserves. Sec-

ond, for the wells with no boundary reflection on the log-log plot, the infi-

nite approximation method is adapted to match the long-term production

history to determine the boundary area, and then the performance-based

reserves within the equivalent range of the current pressure wave propaga-

tion are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.55 (where the current drainage radius of

the well is 350m). Third, for the wells with a long production time and the
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PBU test performed, the deconvolution method is used to determine the

boundary, as shown in Fig. 3.56 (where the well presents the obvious char-

acteristics of the closed boundary, which is interpreted to be 500m).

When the analytical well test analysis method is ineffective for reservoir

description, the numerical well test analysis method can be selected to

describe the reservoir by properly adjusting the distribution characteristics

of the reservoir section, as shown in Fig. 3.57.

Well C presents as a dual-porosity multizone composite model. In the

area around the well, there is a dual-porosity reservoir with a radius of
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Fig. 3.57 Reservoir forecasting, classification of numerical well test heterogeneity, and
pressure field distribution for Well C.
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66m, permeability of 5.2mD, and storability ratio ω of 0.223, which are

consistent with the drilling and geological results. The matching results

are shown in Fig. 3.58.

Based on the single-well performance description through the combina-

tion of the short-term well test and long-term production performance, the

volumetric method is used to calculate the single-well performance-based

reserves. The single-well control area is 2.95km2, and the single-well

performance-based reserves calculated by the well test performance descrip-

tion method are 6.0�108m3 (Table 3.11).

The technical process greatly enhances the function of well test analysis,

which can be used not only in evaluating the reservoir stimulation perfor-

mance and identifying reservoir parameters, but also in estimating

performance-based reserves, forecasting production performance, allocating

reasonable production, and analyzing multiwell connectivity.
Table 3.11 Numerical well test interpretation results for Well C

Area
C
(m3/MPa)

Kh
(mD�m) S ω λ M D

A
(km2)

OGIP
(108m3)

1 0.18 221 �3.36 0.22 1.42E�05 0.014 0.040

2 0.01 8.20E�07 40 40 0.06 0.004

3 0.05 2.00E�06 2 0.2 0.17 2.476

4 0.10 2.00E�06 0.25 1 0.19 0.547

5 1.75 1.55 1.41 2.619

6 10 10 1.10 0.317

Total 2.95 6.000
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3.3.5 Deliverability evaluation
The statistical results suggest that there is a clear relationship between well

test characteristics and deliverability, as shown in Table 3.1.

(1) Pseudo-homogeneous model

The derivative curve has an obvious radial flow segment, which shows that

the reservoir has good properties. It also demonstrates the best reservoir

stimulation performance, with the highest success rate, favorable conditions

for stable production, and high cumulative production of the single well.

(2) The dual-porosity model

The fractured-vuggy unit contains rich dissolved pores and microfractures,

thus providing a certain accumulation space.

(3) The fractured model

The matrix porosity and permeability are poor, and the energy supply is

insufficient. Accordingly, the deliverability is low and declines fast.

(4) The fractured-vuggy model

The matrix porosity and permeability are poor, and the deliverability is low.

However, the energy supply is available, contributing to a certain period of

stable production.

(5) Composite model

It is usually a model with poor peripheral conditions. The inner zone is

rather limited, the flowing pressure drops rapidly, and there is essentially

no stable production period.
3.4 Summary

In order to address such challenges as the diversity of well test curves, the

ambiguity of well test interpretation, and the complexity of analytical

models for fractured-vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, the well test analysis

technique, with the constraint of whole history matching, is proposed. It

can effectively characterize the physical properties and heterogeneity of

the reservoir and forecast the reasonable production allocation and produc-

tion performance of gas wells under different conditions. The single-well

performance-based reserves estimation method based on well test analysis

can help to verify the reserves calculated by the advanced production decline

analysis technique, thus minimizing the uncertainty of reserves estimation.

The single-well performance forecasting (for reasonable production alloca-

tion) based on well test analysis facilitates the deliverability evaluation to

upgrade from the traditional absolute open flow method to the material bal-

ance method, thus greatly reducing the uncertainty in production allocation.
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The pressure buildup derivative curves have several rising “steps.”

Accordingly, the reservoir model may: (1) be a composite model with dete-

riorating periphery; (2) have one or more impermeable boundaries;

(3) reflect the edge-water in case of gas wells, and (4) be subject to interwell

interference. In both cases of multiwell simultaneous production and shut-

in, the PDD and PBU derivative curves present the features of “stepped

rise,” and the ratio of each stabilization line-height to the first stabilization

line height is the algebraic sum of the dimensionless production rate of the

testing well and the affecting offset wells. In themultiwell system, if the offset

wells are producing continuously, the PBU derivative curve of the testing

well will gradually “downwarp” in the middle and late stages, and the

“downwarping” speed depends on the algebraic sum of the dimensionless

production rate of the affecting offset wells and the ratio of the shut-in time

to the production time.

The analytical well test model is simple with regular boundaries; the

two-dimensional numerical well test model takes into account the lateral

heterogeneity; the multilayer three-dimensional numerical well test model

considers both lateral heterogeneity and vertical heterogeneity and provides

a mathematical description more approximate to the actual reservoir perfor-

mance. The combination of the conventional analytical well test, the (2D

and 3D) numerical well test, and advanced production decline analysis

can greatly improve the reliability of interpretation results and the forecast-

ing accuracy of key development indices.

Accurate formation pressure data acquired are fundamental for well test

analysis. In conjunction with geological studies, the high-precision pressure

gauge should be landed at a due time in the well test process into the middle

part of the gas reservoir to acquire pressure data in a timely manner.
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4.1 Performance-based reserves estimation

4.1.1 Definition of performance-based reserves
As described by Sun (2015), “performance-based reserves or original gas in

place (OGIP)” refers to cumulative gas production obtained by gas reservoir

engineering methods, provided that the flow rate of the gas well drops to

zero, or the reservoir pressure within the drainage area drops to 1atm. It

is based on the production performance data (e.g., production, and pressure)

of the well or reservoir, and under the condition that the current production

technology and well pattern remain unchanged. The performance-based

reserves: (1) can represent a gas reservoir or gas well; (2) are movable the-

oretically, and usually less than the reserves estimated by the volumetric

method; (3) are obtained using dynamic data; (4) contain both recoverable
135
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and nonrecoverable reserves, and reflect a quantity between the measured

hydrocarbon initially in place and the estimated ultimate recovery, being

dependent on the current well pattern and production technology; and

(5) are time-sensitive.

4.1.2 Estimation methods of performance-based reserves
The performance-based reserves can be estimated by the material balance

method, rate transient analysis method, well test method, and others

(Table 4.1). In oilfield applications, these methods can be combined,

depending on the specific characteristics of the gas reservoirs.

4.1.2.1 Material balance method
The material balance method is used to estimate the original gas in place

(OGIP) based on the shut-in pressure test data of a gas reservoir (or conden-

sate gas reservoir) at different production stages. Its theoretical basis is the law

of conservation of mass.

The material balance method is often used for estimating the

performance-based reserves with consideration of three aspects. First, proper

calculation methods should be selected, depending on the type of gas reser-

voir (e.g., constant-volume gas reservoir, water-drive gas reservoir, ultra-

high-pressure gas reservoir, and condensate gas reservoir). Second, a certain

quantity of cumulative gas production should be available for the gas reser-

voir, and the recovery percent should be greater than 10% for conventional

gas reservoirs, or even greater than 20% for the gas reservoirs in complex

lithologic traps or with the multifracture system, low-permeability, or strong

heterogeneity. Third, there should be adequate shut-in pressure data for the

whole reservoir acquired through at least 3–5 tests. Thus, a reliable estimate

can be ensured.

4.1.2.1.1 Material balance analysis of constant-volume gas reservoir
When the compressibility of rocks/fluids is neglected, and there is no water

drive, the material balance equation for a constant-volume closed gas reser-

voir is expressed as:

GpBg¼G Bg�Bgi

� �
(4.1)

The preceding equation can be converted to a pressure drawdown
(PDD) equation:

p

Z
¼ pi

Zi

1�Gp

G

� �
(4.2)



Table 4.1 Performance-based reserves estimation methods and range of applications

Type Application conditions
Calculation
method Application range

Material balance

method

(1) Gas reservoirs or gas wells have

been produced at a certain

recovery ratio.

(2) Gas reservoirs or gas wells with

shut-in pressure data.

Constant-volume

gas reservoir

Constant-volume closed gas reservoir

Water-drive gas

reservoir

Water-drive index >0.1

High and ultra-

high-pressure

gas reservoirs

Pressure coefficient >1.3

Condensate gas

reservoir

Condensate oil content >50g/m3

Advanced

production

decline

analysis

(1) Some flow rate data are avail-

able and shut-in pressure data

are not necessary.

(2) Gas flow in the wells reaches

the pseudo-steady flow state.

Fetkovich method Various gas reservoirs producing at constant

pressure and a declining rate

Blasingame

method

Variable rate and variable pressure, boundary-

dominated flow state

Agarwal-Gardner

method

NPI method

Flowing material

balance method

Elastic two-

phase

method

(1) Small-scale constant-volume

gas reservoirs

(2) Gas wells with transient well

test data

Elastic two-phase

method

Small-scale constant-volume closed gas reservoir,

pressure drawdown test data under stable

production conditions

Well test

method

(1) Pressure buildup test

(2) Production test

Volumetric

method

Reach boundary
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In a rectangular coordinate system, there is a linear relationship between

p/Z and Gp, and the y-intercept of the straight line is the initial reservoir

pseudo-pressure. When the straight line is extrapolated to p/Z¼0, the

intersection between the straight line and the x-axis represents the

performance-based reserves of the gas reservoir.
Tab

Tim
t (a

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
Example 1
e

For a constant-volume gas reservoir (with the flow rate data shown in

Table 4.2), the initial reservoir pressure is 12.397MPa, the reservoir

temperature is 330K, the relative density of the gas is 0.6, the critical

pressure of the gas is 4.71MPa, and the critical temperature is 193K.

Table 4.2 Average reservoir pressure and cumulative gas production of th
constant-volume gas reservoir
Time
t (a)

Average reservoir pressure
p (MPa)

Cumulative gas production
Gp (108 m3)

0.0 12.397 0

0.5 11.584 0.2717

1.0 10.618 0.6009

1.5 9.846 0.9084

2.0 9.205 1.1094
The performance-based reserves of the reservoir are calculated in the

following procedure:

(1) Determine the deviation factor Z based on the gas properties

(Table 4.3).

(2) Determine p/Z (Table 4.3).

(3) Plot the p/Z vs. Gp relationship curve (Fig. 4.1)

(4) Derive the p/Z�Gp relationship equation by the linear regression

method:

p=Z¼ 13:972�3:39399Gp
le 4.3 Production calculation for the constant-volume gas reservoir

e,
)

Reservoir
pressure, p
(MPa)

Cumulative gas
production, Gp

(108 m3)
Deviation
factor, Z

Apparent
pressure,
p/Z (MPa)

12.397 0 0.8854 14.00

11.584 0.2717 0.8890 13.03

10.618 0.6009 0.8941 11.88

9.846 0.9084 0.8989 10.95

9.205 1.1094 0.9032 10.19
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Fig. 4.1 Relationship between p/Z and Gp of the constant-volume gas reservoir.
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According to the preceding equations, when p/Z¼0, Gp represents the
performance-based reserves:

G¼ 13:972=3:39399¼ 4:12�108 m3

Alternatively, the performance-based reserves are estimated by the linear
extrapolation method to be 4.12�108 m3.
4.1.2.1.2 Material balance analysis of water-drive gas reservoirs
The material balance equation for water-drive gas reservoirs is:

G¼GpBg�10�4 We�WpBw

� �
Bg�Bgi

(4.3)

The PDD equation for the water-drive gas reservoirs is:
p

Z
¼ pi

Zi

G�Gp

G�10�4 We�WpBw

� � piTsc

pscZiT

2
664

3
775 (4.4)

The water influx is calculated by different methods, depending on the
geological conditions. If the natural water is considered to be a transient

flow, then:

We¼BΔpQ tDð Þ
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Eq. (4.3) can be transformed to:
GpBg + 10�4WpBw

Bg�Bgi

¼G+10�4B

Xt

0

ΔpQ tDð Þ

Bg�Bgi

(4.5)

Let
y¼GpBg + 10�4WpBw

Bg�Bgi

(4.6)

x¼ 10�4

Xt

0

ΔpQ tDð Þ

Bg�Bgi

(4.7)

Then
y¼G+Bx (4.8)

Obviously, the material balance equation for a water-drive gas reservoir
can also be simplified to a linear relationship. The intercept of the straight

line is the original gas in place (OGIP) of the gas reservoir, and the slope

of the straight line is the water invasion coefficient.

In Eq. (4.8), the left side is a known quantity, while the right side includes

unknown quantities, so it is difficult to calculate the x value by strictly using

the flow model. In practice, two empirical graphic methods have been

developed for material balance analysis of water-drive gas reservoirs, based

on the Schilthuis steady-state influx model. The product of production time

and reservoir pressure variation is directly proportional to water influx. In

the early and middle stages of gas reservoir development with a lower gas

flow rate, the time variation is much larger than the reservoir pressure var-

iation, and water influx is approximately proportional to time. Thus, it is

inferred that, under the preceding conditions, if the gas reservoir remains

stable, water influx and cumulative gas production are also in a proportional

relationship. Limited by the application scope of the Schilthuis steady-state

influx model and some assumptions in subsequent derivations, the preceding

two methods are not applicable in all cases.

The relationship between y and the production time t, or between y and

cumulative gas production Gp can be plotted. If there is a good linear rela-

tionship, it indicates that the empirical methods are applicable to the
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Fig. 4.2 Relationship between y and Gp (or t) of the water-drive gas reservoir.
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example reservoir. The intercept of the straight line obtained by the regres-

sion method is the original gas in placeG, the difference between the cumu-

lative gas production Gp or production time t on the straight line, and the

stabilization line of OGIP is the corresponding cumulative pseudo-influx

(Fig. 4.2), and the cumulative water influx can be obtained by multiplying

the cumulative pseudo-influx with (Bg�Bgi).

When the unsteady-state water invasion is considered, theoretical

research shows that, for the radial water influx model of an infinite aquifer,

the dimensionless water influxQ tDð Þ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
tD
π

q
when 0< tD<0.01, that is, in

the case of a large edge-water area, the water influx in the early production

stage is positively proportional to
Pt

0Δp
ffiffi
t

p
; for the linear water

influx model of an infinite aquifer, Q tDð Þ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
tD
π

q
at any time. Reserves

and water influx can be calculated by plotting the relationship between

y and

Pt

0
Δp

ffi
t

p

Bg�Bgi
.

Example 2

For a belt-shaped water-drive gas reservoir (with the flow rate data

for the first three years of production shown in Table 4.4), the initial

reservoir pressure is 19.7MPa, the original volume factor is

5.3601�10�3, and the OGIP obtained by the volumetric method is

(339.85�489.94)�108 m3.
Continued
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Example 2—cont’d

Table 4.4 Flow rate data of the water-drive gas reservoir

No.
Time,
t (mon)

Cumulative gas
production,
Gp (108 m3)

Cumulative water
production,
Wp (104 m3)

Reservoir
pressure,
p (MPa)

0 0 0 0 19.7

1 12 6.88 0 19.4

2 20 17.0 0 19.0

3 28 27.5 0 18.7
4 36 37.3 0 18.2
(1) y � t analysis
le
ph
.

(a) Determine Bg under different pressures according to the gas prop-

erties (Table 4.5).

(b) Determine y according to Eq. (4.6) (Table 4.5).

(c) Plot the relationship between y and t (Fig. 4.3), and perform the

linear regression to obtain the performance-based reserves

(432.21�108 m3).
(2) y�Gp analysis

The relationship between y and Gp (Fig. 4.4) is plotted using the data in

Table 4.3, and the linear regression is performed to obtain the

performance-based reserves (438.73�108 m3).

(3) y�Pt
0Δp

ffiffi
t

p
analysis
(a) Determine Bg under different pressures according to the gas prop-

erties (Table 4.6).

(b) Determine y according to Eq. (4.6) (Table 4.6).

(c) Determine
Pt

0Δp
ffiffi
t

p
.

(d) Determine x according to the formula in Table 4.6.
4.5 Basic data of the water-drive gas reservoir obtained by the empirical
ic method
t (mon) Gp (108 m3) Wp (104 m3) p (MPa) Bg y (108 m3)

0 0 0 19.7 0.005360 0

12 6.88 0 19.4 0.005444 445.9

20 17.0 0 19.0 0.005569 453.0

28 27.5 0 18.7 0.005701 459.8

36 37.3 0 18.2 0.005820 471.9
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(e) Plot the relationship between y and x (Fig. 4.5), and perform the linear

regression to obtain the performance-based reserves (413.1�108 m3).
4.1.2.1.3 Material balance analysis of ultra-high pressure gas reservoirs
The material balance equation for ultra-high pressure gas reservoirs is:

GpBg¼G Bg�Bgi

� �
+GBgi

CwSwi +Cf

1�Swi

� �
Δp (4.9)



Table 4.6 Basic data of the water-drive gas reservoir obtained by the approximate solution method

No. t (mon) Gp (108 m3) Wp (104 m3) p (MPa) Bg y (108 m3)

Pt
0Δp

ffiffi
t

p

(MPa
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mon

p
)

x¼
Pt

0
Δp

ffiffi
t

p

Bg�Bgi

(MPa
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mon

p
)

0 0 0 0 19.7 0.005360 0.0 0.0

1 12 6.88 0 19.4 0.005444 445.9 0.52 6190.48

2 20 17.0 0 19.0 0.005569 453.0 1.66 7952.15

3 28 27.5 0 18.7 0.005701 459.8 3.17 9310.85

4 36 37.3 0 18.2 0.005820 471.9 5.18 11,260.87
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The PDD equation is:
p

Z
¼ pi

Zi

1�Gp=G

1�CeΔp

� �
(4.10)

where, Δp¼pi�p.
Apparent reservoir pressure correction method Eq. (4.10) can be

transformed to:

p

Z
1�CeΔpð Þ¼ pi

Zi

� pi

Zi

Gp

G
(4.11)

According to Eq. (4.11), on the
p

Z
1�CeΔpð Þ versus the Gp relationship
curve, the intercept of the straight line is a¼pi/Zi and the slope of the

straight line is b¼� pi
Zi

1
G
. When the straight line is extrapolated to

p

Z
1�CeΔpð Þ¼ 0, the intersection between the straight line and the x-axis

is the original gas in place G of the gas reservoir.
Example 3

For an ultra-high pressure gas reservoir in offshore Louisiana, in the United

States (with the flow rate data shown in Table 4.7), the burial depth is 4055m,

the initial reservoir pressure is 78.904MPa, the reservoir temperature is

128.4°C, the relative density of gas is 0.6, the initial water saturation is

0.22, and the compressibility of formation water is 4.41�10�4 MPa�1.
Continued
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Example 3—cont’d

Table 4.7 Flow rate data of the ultra-high pressure gas reservoir in offshore
Louisiana (Billy and Fred, 1981, Permission to publish by the SPE,
Copyright SPE)
No. Date Gp (108 m3) p (MPa)

0 Jan. 25, 1966 0 78.904

1 Feb. 1, 1967 2.809 73.595

2 Feb. 1, 1968 8.105 69.851

3 June 1, 1969 15.180 63.797

4 June 1, 1970 21.997 59.116

5 June 1, 1971 28.723 54.510

6 June 1, 1972 34.087 50.883

7 Sep. 1, 1973 41.067 47.208

8 Aug. 1, 1974 45.491 44.044

9 Aug. 1, 1975 51.640 40.176

10 Aug. 1, 1976 55.998 37.294

11 Aug. 1, 1977 61.076 34.474

12 Aug. 1, 1978 66.763 31.026

13 Aug. 1, 1979 69.640 28.751
The reserves of the ultra-high pressure gas reservoir are calculated in the

following procedure:

(1) Determine Z under different pressures according to the gas properties

(Table 4.8).

(2) Determine the rock compressibility of the reservoir using the empirical

formula depending on the burial depth:

cf ¼ 8:82�10�3H�2:51
� ��10�4

cf ¼ 8:82�10�3�4055�2:51
� ��10�4¼ 3:325�10�3 MPa�1
(3) Determine ce:

ce¼ 4:41�10�4�0:22+ 33:25�10�4
� �

= 1�0:22ð Þ
¼ 4:387�10�3 MPa�1
(4) Determine p(1� ceΔp)/Z, as shown in Table 4.8.

(5) Plot the relationship between p(1� ceΔp)/Z and Gp (Fig. 4.6), and

obtain the performance-based reserves (126.16�108 m3).
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Fig. 4.6 Apparent reservoir pressure of the ultra-high-pressure gas reservoir.

Table 4.8 Reservoir pseudo-pressure of the ultra-high pressure gas reservoir
No. Date GP (10

8 m3) p (MPa) Z p(12ceΔp)/Z (MPa)

0 Jan. 25, 1966 0 78.904 1.496 52.743

1 Feb. 1, 1967 2.809 73.595 1.438 49.987

2 Feb. 1, 1968 8.105 69.851 1.397 48.015

3 June 1, 1969 15.180 63.797 1.330 44.789

4 June 1, 1970 21.997 59.116 1.280 42.175

5 June 1, 1971 28.723 54.510 1.230 39.574

6 June 1, 1972 34.087 50.883 1.192 37.440

7 Sep. 1, 1973 41.067 47.208 1.154 35.220

8 Aug. 1, 1974 45.491 44.044 1.122 33.252

9 Aug. 1, 1975 51.640 40.176 1.084 30.766

10 Aug. 1, 1976 55.998 37.294 1.057 28.842

11 Aug. 1, 1977 61.076 34.474 1.033 26.868

12 Aug. 1, 1978 66.763 31.026 1.005 24.387

13 Aug. 1, 1979 69.640 28.751 0.998 22.470
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Linear regression method Eq. (4.10) is modified to:

1�ψ

ψΔp
¼�ce +

1

G

Gp

ψΔp

� �
(4.12)

where,
ψ ¼ p=Z

pi=Zi

(4.13)
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Let
y¼ 1�Ψð Þ=ΨΔp (4.14)

x¼Gp=ψΔp (4.15)

a¼�ce (4.16)

b¼ 1=G (4.17)

Then
y¼ a+ bx (4.18)

According to Eqs. (4.16), (4.17), the absolute value of the intercept a in
Eq. (4.18) is equal to the effective compressibility of the gas reservoir, and

the reciprocal of the slope is equal to the OGIP of the gas reservoir.

The simple regression analysis is conducted as follows:

(1) Determine Z under different pressures according to the gas properties

(Table 4.9).

(2) Determine ψ according to Eq. (4.13) (Table 4.9).

(3) Determine x and y according to Eqs. (4.14), (4.15) (Table 4.9).

(4) Plot the relationship between x and y (Fig. 4.7), and calculate the

performance-based reserves, that is, G¼1/0.00763¼131.06�108 m3.

The intercept obtained by the graphic method, that is, the effective

compressibility, is 0.00332MPa�1.

Analytical method For a constant-volume closed ultra-high-pressure

gas reservoir, the p/Z versus Gp relationship curve is usually manifested in a

fold line. The first straight line segment represents the influence of the recom-

paction of the ultra-high-pressure gas reservoir, and the original gas in place

derived by extrapolating this segment to p=Z¼ 0 is the pseudo-OGIP

Gpseudo. The second straight line segment indicates the normal pressure

change after the recompaction of the reservoir disappears, and the original

gas in place derived by extrapolating this segment to p=Z¼ 0 is the real-OGIP

Greal.Greal can be obtained according toGpseudo with the following equation:

Greal¼ Gpseudo

1 +
ce pi� pwsð Þ
pi=Zi

pws=Zws

�1

(4.19)

The real-OGIP can be obtained according to the intercept a1 and slope
b1 of the first straight line segment using the following equation:



Table 4.9 Data of the ultra-high gas reservoir obtained by the linear regression method

No. Date
Gp

(108 m3)
p
(MPa) Z Ψ

y (1/
MPa)

x(108

m3/MPa)

0 Jan. 25,

1966

0 78.904 1.496 1.000

1 Feb. 1,

1967

2.809 73.595 1.438 0.970 0.0058 0.5453

2 Feb. 1,

1968

8.105 69.851 1.397 0.948 0.0061 0.9444

3 June 1,

1969

15.180 63.797 1.330 0.909 0.0066 1.1049

4 June 1,

1970

21.997 59.116 1.280 0.876 0.0072 1.2695

5 June 1,

1971

28.723 54.510 1.230 0.840 0.0078 1.4013

6 June 1,

1972

34.087 50.883 1.192 0.809 0.0084 1.5031

7 Sep. 1,

1973

41.067 47.208 1.154 0.776 0.0091 1.6705

8 Aug. 1,

1974

45.491 44.044 1.122 0.744 0.0099 1.7534

9 Aug. 1,

1975

51.640 40.176 1.084 0.703 0.0109 1.8975

10 Aug. 1,

1976

55.998 37.294 1.057 0.669 0.0119 2.0118

11 Aug. 1,

1977

61.076 34.474 1.033 0.633 0.0131 2.1726

12 Aug. 1,

1978

66.763 31.026 1.005 0.585 0.0148 2.3824

13 Aug. 1,

1979

69.640 28.751 0.998 0.546 0.0166 2.5422

Fig. 4.7 Linear regression analysis for the ultra-high pressure gas reservoir.
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Greal¼ a1=b1

1 +
ce pi� pwsð Þ
pi=Zi

pws=Zws

�1

(4.20)

The analytical analysis is completed in the following procedure:
(1) Determine Z under different pressures according to the gas properties

(Table 4.10).

(2) Determine p/Z (Table 4.10).

(3) Plot the p/Z�Gp relationship curve, and perform regression analysis

for the first straight line segment (Fig. 4.8).

(4) Calculate the performance-based reserves.

At the burial depth of 4055m, the hydrostatic pressure is 40.55MPa, the devi-

ation factor is 1.09, and the hydrostatic apparent-pressure is 37.202MPa.

After regression, the intercept and slope of the first straight line segment

are 52.3448 and�0.28255, respectively. The pseudo-OGIP of the gas reser-

voir is:

Gpseudo¼ 52:3448=0:28255¼ 185:26�108 m3

Substituting the preceding parameters into Eq. (4.20), the performance-
based reserves are obtained:
Table 4.10 Data of the ultra-high pressure gas reservoir obtained by the
analytical method
No. Date Gp (108 m3) p (MPa) Z p/Z

0 Jan. 25, 1966 0 78.904 1.496 52.743

1 Feb. 1, 1967 2.809 73.595 1.438 51.179

2 Feb. 1, 1968 8.105 69.851 1.397 50.001

3 June 1, 1969 15.180 63.797 1.330 47.968

4 June 1, 1970 21.997 59.116 1.280 46.184

5 June 1, 1971 28.723 54.510 1.230 44.317

6 June 1, 1972 34.087 50.883 1.192 42.687

7 Sep. 1, 1973 41.067 47.208 1.154 40.908

8 Aug. 1, 1974 45.491 44.044 1.122 39.255

9 Aug. 1, 1975 51.640 40.176 1.084 37.063

10 Aug. 1, 1976 55.998 37.294 1.057 35.283

11 Aug. 1, 1977 61.076 34.474 1.033 33.373

12 Aug. 1, 1978 66.763 31.026 1.005 30.872

13 Aug. 1, 1979 69.640 28.751 0.998 28.809
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Fig. 4.8 Analysis of the first straight line segment of the ultra-high pressure gas
reservoir.
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Greal¼ a1=b1

1 +
ce pi� pwsð Þ
pi=Zi

pws=Zws

�1

¼ 185:26

1+
4:387�10�3 78:904�40:55ð Þ

52:743

37:202
�1

¼ 132:07 108 m3
� �

4.1.2.1.4 Material balance analysis of condensate gas reservoirs
The PDD equation used for estimating the reserves of the dry gas reservoir is

adopted. Assuming that the initial reservoir pressure is higher than the dew

point pressure, the rock compressibility is ignored, there is no water vapor,

and the adsorption of the porous medium is not considered; then the

material balance equation is:

GiBgi¼ Gt�Gpt

� �
Bg +

So Gt�Gpt

� �
Bg

1�So
(4.21)

The condensate oil saturation in the core after the occurrence of
retrograde condensation can be determined through multiple tests.

The PDD equation is:

1�Soð Þ p
Z
¼ pi

Zi

1�Gpt

Gt

� �
(4.22)
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There is a linear relationship between (1�So)p/Z and Gpt. Then, the
OGIP can be calculated by extrapolating the PDD curve and linear

regression.

Gpt¼Gsg + 10�4NoEog (4.23)

Where,
Eog ¼ 24,056� γo
Mo

(4.24)

The average molecular weight of the condensate can be calculated by the
following equation:

Mo¼ 44:29γo
1:03� γo

(4.25)

If the reservoir pressure is lower than the dew point pressure, or the
condensate gas reservoir contains an oil rim, then it is two-phase in the

original state, and the corresponding material balance equation can be

expressed as:

GtB2gi ¼ Gt�Gpt

� �
B2g (4.26)

Converting the volume factor, then:
p

Z2g

¼ pi

Z2gi

1�Gpt

Gt

� �
(4.27)

At present, Z2g and Z2gi can only be determined through laboratory
experiments.

It can be seen that p/Zg2 is in a linear relationship with Gpt, through

which the OGIP can be determined.
4.1.2.2 Elastic two-phase method
For small-scale constant-volume elastic gas-drive closed gas reservoirs,

single-well fracture systems, small faulted gas reservoirs, or a single well with

a relatively small drainage area, the fluid flow canmore easily reach a pseudo-

steady state. Based on the test data of pressure drawdown (straight line seg-

ment in Fig. 4.9) under stable production conditions, the elastic two-phase

method can be adapted to estimate the OGIP.

Through pseudo-pressure analysis, we have:

m pwfð Þ¼ a� bt (4.28)



Fig. 4.9 PDD curve obtained by the elastic two-phase method.
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Where,
a¼m pRð Þ�3:684�104q

Kh

pscT

Tsc

ln
re

rwa

� �
�3

4

� �
(4.29)

b¼ 2qpR 1�Swð Þ
GctμZ

(4.30)

Therefore, the OGIP in the well drainage area can be calculated based on
the slope b of the straight line:

G¼ 2qpR 1�Swð Þ
bctμZ

(4.31)

The solution of Eq. (4.31) is the remaining reserves in the well drainage
area under the reservoir pressure at the initial stage of the stable production.

Z, μ, and ct in the equation are parameters corresponding to this reservoir

pressure.

Within the lower pressure range, there is an approximately linear rela-

tionship between pressure-squared and pseudo-pressure; the pressure-

squared equation can help realize simplified and reliable calculation. Within

the higher pressure range, there is an approximately linear relationship

between pressure and pseudo-pressure; the pressure equation can be directly

adopted for analysis. See Table 4.11 for details.



Table 4.11 Pressure, pressure-squared, and pseudo-pressure equations for the elastic
two-phase method
Pressure Pressure-squared Pseudo-pressure

pwf � t

G¼ q 1�Swð Þ
bct

p2wf � t

G¼ 2qpR 1�Swð Þ
bct

ψ pwfð Þ� t

G¼ 2qpR 1�Swð Þ
bctμZ

ct¼Sgcg+Swcw+ cf
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The equations in the table take into account the water saturation of the

reservoir, but they are not applicable to the gas-water two-phase flow with

variable water saturation.

4.1.2.3 Lifecycle well test method
The well test analysis with the constraint of “whole history matching” can

greatly improve the data utilization, minimize the ambiguity of well test

interpretation results, and estimate the performance-based reserves of

single-wells. This technique is essentially based on material balance; that

is, the short-term well test is combined with the long-term production

performance to estimate the drainage area of a gas well and calculate the

single-well performance-based reserves with the volumetric method.

The single-well performance-based reserves can be determined by three

methods. First, for the wells with a boundary response on the log-log plot,

the volumetric method can be directly used to calculate the reserves. Sec-

ond, for the wells with no boundary response on the log-log plot, the infinite

approximation method is adapted to match the long-term production his-

tory to determine the boundary area, and then the performance-based

reserves within the equivalent range of the current pressure wave propaga-

tion are obtained. Third, for the wells with a long production time and the

PBU test performed, the deconvolution method is used to determine the

boundary. See Section 3.3.4 in Chapter 3 for details.

4.1.2.4 Advanced production decline analysis method
This series of methods uses the gas well production performance data and

type-curve matching to quantitatively analyze the single-well performance-

based reserves and relevant formation parameters. The gas well production

performance data must cover transient flow at an early stage and boundary-

dominated flow at a late stage. The methods mainly include the traditional

Fetkovich type curve and the modern Blasingame, Agarwal-Gardner, and

NPI type curves (Sun, 2015).
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The Fetkovich type-curve method only requires the flow rate data under

constant pressure in the boundary-dominated flow production period, while

the Blasingame, Agarwal-Gardner, and NPI type-curve methods use the

performance data (e.g., bottom hole pressure and flow rate) during the pro-

duction period for analysis, and also require the boundary-dominated flow

production period (or the pseudo-steady flow in the case of constant-rates).

All these methods are based on the theory of single-phase gas flow. If there is

water invasion or retrograde condensation in the formation, these methods

should be selected, depending on the actual situations. Because the bottom

hole flowing pressure (BHFP) is not monitored continuously for most gas

wells during production, it is usually converted from the wellhead pressure

(WHP). If there is a two-phase flow in the wellbore, or the calculation by

the flow gas column method in case of a high flow rate may cause a signif-

icant conversion error, the test data of the flow pressure gradient are used for

the constraint.
4.1.2.4.1 Fetkovich method
Fetkovich introduced the transient flow equations applied in well test anal-

ysis into the decline analysis and established a log-log type-curve matching

method that is very similar to the well test analysis. The dimensionless time

for the decline curve is:

tDd¼ 3:6Kt

ϕμctr2w
� 1

1

2

re

rw

� �2

�1

" #
ln

re

rw

� �
�1

2

� � (4.32)

The dimensionless decline flow rate function qDd is
qDd ¼ q tð Þ
qi

¼ qD ln
re

rw

� �
�1

2

� �
(4.33)

In the boundary-dominated flow period, the Fetkovich-Arps type
curve consists of two parts (Fig. 4.10). The first part represents the tran-

sient flow period, with the curve shape depending on the value of reD.

The second part follows the Arps decline equation, with the curve shape

depending on the value of the decline exponent b. When the actual pro-

duction data are matched with the Fetkovich-Arps type curve, the

second part is used to determine the Arps decline parameters qi, Di,

and b, and the first part is used to determine reD; then, such parameters

as the permeability K, skin factor S, drainage radius re, single-well



Fig. 4.10 Fetkovich type curve (Fetkovich, 1980, Permission to publish by the SPE,
Copyright SPE).
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performance-based reserves, and cumulative production upon abandon-

ment are determined. Fetkovich-Arps type curve matching is performed

as follows:

(1) Plot the q� t log-log type curve.

(2) Match the q� t type curve with theoretical type curve, similar to the

log-log well test analysis.

(3) Record the values of the dimensionless drainage radius reD and the

decline exponent b according to the matching result.

(4) Select any match point and record the actual match point (t,q)M and the

corresponding theoretical match point (tDd,qDd)M.

(5) Determine the initial flow rate qi¼ q

qDd

� �
M

based on the rate

match point.

(6) Determine the initial decline rate Di based on the time match point

Di¼ tDd

t

	 

M
.

(7) Determine the permeability K based on reD and qi obtained in Step (3).

K ¼ μB ln reD�0:5ð Þ
2πh pi�pwfð Þ

q

qDd

� �
M
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(8) Determine the effective wellbore radius rwa based on the time match

point and reD obtained in Step (3).

rwa ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2K=ϕμct

r2eD�1ð Þ ln reD�1

2

� � t

tDd

� �
M

vuuut
then get the skin factor S by S¼ ln rw

rwa
.

(9) Determine the estimated ultimate recovery (EUR).

For exponential decline, the EUR is calculated by,

EUR¼Np +Qf ¼Np +
qf�qab
Di

And the production time upon abandonment is

Δt¼ tab� tf ¼ 1

Di

ln
qf

qab

� �

For hyperbolic decline, the EUR is calculated by
EUR¼Np +Qf ¼Np +
qi
b

1� bð ÞDi

qf
1�b� qab

1�b
� �

And the production time upon abandonment is
Δt¼ tab� tf ¼
qi

qab

� �b

� qi

qf

� �b

bDi

For harmonic decline, the EUR is calculated by
EUR¼Np +Qf ¼Np +
qi

Di

ln
qf

qab

� �

And the production time upon abandonment is
Δt¼ tab� tf ¼ qi

Di

1

qab
� 1

qf

� �
(10) Determine the well drainage volume or reservoir pore volume.

The reservoir pore volume Vp can be determined based on time and rate

match points.

Vp ¼ B

ct pi� pwfð Þ
t

tDd

� �
MP

q

qDd

� �
MP
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(11) Determine the effective drainage radius.

The effective drainage radius is calculated by, re¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vp

πhϕ

q
(12) Determine the reserves within the drainage area.

The reserves within the drainage area are determined by converting the

subsurface volume to the surface standard state, that is, N ¼ Vp 1�Swð Þ
Bi

Or, based on the Arps matching results, that is,

N ¼
ðt∞
0

qi

1 + bDitð Þ1=b
dt¼ qi

1� bð ÞDi

1� 1

1+ bDit∞ð Þ1=b�1

" #
� qi

1� bð ÞDi

4.1.2.4.2 Blasingame method
Both the Arps and Fetkovich methods assume that the BHFP is constant

to mainly analyze the production data without considering the change of

gas PVT with pressure. The Blasingame method introduces the pseudo-

pressure normalized rate (q/Δpp) and the material balance pseudo-time tca
to generate type curves, which considers the production at variable BHFP

and the PVT variation with the change of reservoir pressure. As shown

in Fig. 4.11, three types of curves in relation to the flow rate and material

balance time can be plotted, that is, normalized rate curve, normalized rate

integral curve, and normalized rate integral derivative curve. The three

curves can be used collectively or individually for type curve analysis of

actual production data. They are a set of curves with variable re/rwa in the
Fig. 4.11 Blasingame type curve (Sun, 2015). (This article was published in Sun Hedong,
Advanced production Decline analysis and application [M], Copyright © 2015 Petroleum
Industry Press. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved).
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early transient flow period, and converge to one harmonic decline curve in

the boundary-dominated flow period. By way of type curve matching, such

parameters as permeability, skin factor, drainage radius, and original gas in

place (OGIP) can be determined. The Blasingame method is superior for

the application of rate integral for derivation, which allows for a smooth

and identifiable derivative curve of the measured data point. However,

the rate integral is very sensitive to the error at the early data point.

A minor error at the early data point may lead to significant cumulative

errors in the rate integral or the rate integral derivative curve.Matching anal-

ysis is performed as follows:

(1) Determine the material balance pseudo-time.

Assuming a value of G, the material balance pseudo-time is calculated for

each data point:

tca¼ μctð Þi
q

ðt
0

q

μ pð Þct pð Þdt¼
Gcti

q
ppi �pp
� �
(2) Determine the normalized rate.

q

Δpp
¼ q

ppi �ppwf
(3) Determine the normalized rate integral.

q

Δpp

� �
i

¼ 1

tca

ðtca
0

q

Δpp
dτ

where, the subscript i represents the integral.
(4) Determine the normalized rate integral derivative.

q

Δpp

� �
id

¼�
d

q

Δpp

� �
i

d ln tca
¼�tca

d
q

Δpp

� �
i

dtca

where, the subscript i represents the integral and d represents the
derivative.

(5) Plot the
Δpp
q
� tca curve in a rectangular coordinate system, and perform

linear regression. DetermineG according to the slope of the regression

straight line. Repeat Steps (1)–(5) for iterative calculation until conver-
gence, to satisfy the allowable error for G.
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(6) Plot the log-log type curves between the normalized rate, normalized

rate integral, and normalized rate integral derivative and the material

balance time in the condition of G, that is,
q

Δpp � tca,
q

Δpp

� �
i

� tca,

and
q

Δpp

� �
id

� tca.

(7) Match the preceding three curves, or any combination thereof, with the

theoretical type curve to ensure each match realizes a favorable result.

(8) Record the dimensionless drainage radius reD according to the

matching results.

(9) Select any match point, and record the actual match point (tca,q/Δpp)M
and the corresponding theoretical match point (tcaDd,qDd)M. Given the

net pay thickness, total compressibility and effective wellbore radius,

the parameters such as reservoir permeability, skin factor, drainage area,

and OGIP can be determined.

(10) According to the rate match point, the permeability is determined.

K ¼ q=Δpp
� �

M

qDdð ÞM
μB

2πh
ln reD�1

2

� �
(11) Based on the time match point and reD determined in Step (8), the

effective wellbore radius rwa is determined.

rwa ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2K=ϕμct

r2eD�1ð Þ ln reD�1

2

� � tca

tcaDd

� �
M

vuuut
r
(12) Determine the skin factor S, S¼ ln w

rwa
(13) Determine the drainage radius and drainage area, that is, re¼ rwareD

and A¼ πre2, and then calculate OGIP.

G¼ 1

ct

tca

tcaDd

� �
M

q=Δpp
qDd

� �
M

1�Swð Þ

4.1.2.4.3 Agarwal-Gardner method
Agarwal et al. established the Agarwal-Gardner decline type curve based on

the relationship between the pseudo-pressure normalized rate (q/pp) and

material balance pseudo-time tca and the dimensionless parameters in tran-

sient well test analysis. Due to a different definition of the dimensionless



Fig. 4.12 Agarwal-Gardner type curve (Sun, 2015). (This article was published in Sun
Hedong, Advanced production Decline analysis and application [M], Copyright © 2015
Petroleum Industry Press. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved).
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quantity, the early part of the type curve is relatively scattered compared

with the Blasingame type curve, which is helpful in reducing the ambiguity

of the matching analysis (Fig. 4.12).

(1) Determine the material balance pseudo-time.

Assuming a value of G, the material balance pseudo-time is calculated for

each data point:

tca¼ μctð Þi
q

ðt
0

q

μ pð Þct pð Þdt¼
Gcti

q
ppi �pp
� �

q q

(2) Determine the normalized rate, Δpp ¼ ppi�ppwf

(3) Determine the normalized rate integral,
Δpp
q

� �
i

¼ 1
tca

Ð tca
0

Δpp
q
dτ

(4) Determine the normalized rate integral derivative,

Δpp
q

� �
id

¼
d

Δpp
q

� �
i

d ln tca
¼ tca

d
Δpp
q

� �
i

dtca

(5) Determine the reciprocal of the normalized pressure derivative,

1

DER
¼ 1

∂
Δpp
q

� �
∂ ln tca

¼ 1

tca

∂
Δpp
q

� �
∂tca
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(6) Determine the reciprocal of the normalized pressure integral derivative,

1

DERI
¼ 1

∂
Δpp
q

� �
∂ ln tca

¼ 1

tca

d
Δpp
q

� �
i

dtca

Δpp
(7) Plot the
q
� tca curve in a rectangular coordinate system, and perform

linear regression. DetermineG according to the slope of the regression

straight line. Repeat Steps (1)–(7) for iterative calculation until

convergence, to satisfy the allowable error for G.

(8) Plot the log-log type curves between the normalized rate, reciprocal of

the normalized pressure derivative, and reciprocal of the normalized

pressure integral derivative and the material balance time in the condi-

tion of G, that is,
q

Δpp � tca,
1

DER
� tca, and

1
DERI

� tca.

(9) Match the preceding three curves, or any combination thereof, with

the theoretical type curve to ensure each matching realizes a favorable

result.

(10) Record the dimensionless drainage radius reD according to the

matching results.

(11) Select any match point, and record the actual match point

(tca,q/Δpp)M and the corresponding theoretical match point

(tcaDd,qDd)M. Given the net pay thickness, total compressibility, and

effective wellbore radius, the parameters such as reservoir per-

meability, skin factor, drainage area, and OGIP can be determined.

(12) According to the rate match point, the permeability is determined,

K ¼ q=Δppð Þ
M

qDð ÞM
μB
2πh.

(13) Based on the time match point and K determined in Step (12), the

drainage radius re is determined.

re¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
K

πϕμct
tca

tcaDA

� �
M

s

(14) Based on the matching result of the dimensionless radius reD deter-

mined in Step (10), the effective wellbore radius rwa is determined,

rwa ¼ re
reD
.

(15) Determine the skin factor S, S¼ ln rw
rwa
.

(16) Determine the OGIP by the volumetric method, G¼ πr2eϕhSg
Bgi

.
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4.1.2.4.4 NPI method
Both Blasingame and Agarwal-Gardner methods use the pseudo-pressure

normalized rate (q/Δpp) and material balance pseudo-time function

tca to plot type curves, whereas the NPI (normalized pressure integral)

method uses rate normalized pressure integrals to develop an analysis

method that is relatively reliable and not affected by the scatters of data

(Fig. 4.13).

The x-coordinate of an NPI type curve is the material balance pseudo-

time tca, identical to the Blasingame and Agarwal-Gardner type curves;

the three y-coordinates are:

Rate normalized pseudo-pressure,
Δpp
q

Rate normalized pseudo-pressure integral,
Δpp
q

� �
i

¼ 1
tca

Ð tca
0

Δpp
q
dt

And the derivative of rate normalized pseudo-pressure integral,

Δpp
q

� �
id

¼
tcad

Δpp
q

� �
i

dtca
.

Through the NPI type-curve matching based on actual production data,

K, S, re, and OGIP can be obtained in the same procedure as the Agarwal-

Gardner method.
Fig. 4.13 NPI type curve (Sun, 2015). (This article was published in Sun Hedong, Advanced
production Decline analysis and application [M], Copyright © 2015 Petroleum Industry
Press. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved).
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4.1.2.5 Flowing material balance (FMB) method
The FMB method, essentially based on the material balance theory, only

analyzes the production data after the gas well production reaches the

boundary-dominated flow state (or the pseudo-steady state in case of a

constant rate).
4.1.2.5.1 Mattar method
Under the conditions that the flow rate of the gas well is constant and the

BHFP is consistent with the reservoir pressure decline rate, the material bal-

ance curve based on the BHFP pwf should be parallel to the material balance

curve based on the average static reservoir pressure pR (Fig. 4.14). There-

fore, the BHFP data can be used to plot the relationship between pwf/Z

and the cumulative gas production, and thus to obtain the slope of the

straight line. Then, a straight line passing the point (0,pi/Zi) is plotted with

this slope. The intersection between the straight line and the x-axis is the

original gas in place (OGIP), as shown in Fig. 4.15. As a precondition,

the flow should have reached the pseudo-steady flow state.

In the case of a variable rate, we have

ppi � ppwf
q

¼ tca

Gcti
+

μBð Þi
2πKh

1

2
ln

4A

CAeγr2w

� �
(4.34)

that is,
Δpp
q

¼matca + ba,pss (4.35)
Fig. 4.14 FMB type curve at constant rate (Mattar and McNeil, 1998, Permission to
publish by the SPE, Copyright SPE).



Fig. 4.15 FMB type curve for gas well at a constant rate.
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where,
Δpp ¼ ppi �ppwf (4.36)

ma ¼ 1

Gcti
(4.37)

ba,pss¼ μBð Þi
2πKh

1

2
ln

4A

CAeγr2w

� �
(4.38)

According to the preceding equation, after the gas well reaches the
pseudo-steady flow state, the total pressure drawdown (from the initial res-

ervoir pressure to the BHFP) consists of two parts. One part is the pressure

drawdown formed by depletion development, that is, tca
GCti

, and the other part

is the pressure loss when the gas flows from the reservoir to the bottom hole,

that is, ba,pss¼ μBð Þi
2πKh

1
2
ln 4A

CAeγ r2w

h i
.

According to Eq. (4.35),
Δpp
q
� tca presents a linear relationship in the

rectangular coordinate system. The FMB curve of the gas well at a variable

rate can be obtained by the following steps:

(1) Convert the pressure data into the normalized pseudo-pressure Δpp
(2) Assuming the value of G, determine the normalized pseudo-time tca
(3) Plot the

Δpp
q
� tca curve, with the intercept of the straight line being ba, pss.

(4) Calculate the average normalized pseudo-pressure of the reservoir.

(5) Convert the average normalized pseudo-pressure of the reservoir into

the average reservoir pressure pR.

(6) Determine the value of pR/Z and plot the relationship between pR/Z

and the cumulative gas production Gp, just like the conventional
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material balance curve of the gas reservoir, with the intercept on the

x-axis being the original gas in place G.

(7) Repeat Steps (2)–(6) based on the new G value until convergence.
4.1.2.5.2 Agarwal-Gardner (A-G) method
Assuming a vertical well is in the center of a columnar gas reservoir with the

radius re, in case of variable-rate or variable-pressure production, by normal-

izing the rate and material balance pseudo-time based on the normalized

pseudo-pressure, we can obtain the following relationship.

For a gas well,

q

Δpp
¼ 1

ba,pss
� q

Δppcti
1

Gba,pss
tca (4.39)

If the
q

Δpp �
q

Δppcti tca curve is plotted, the intercept of the straight line on the
x-axis is the original gas in place G. The procedure of the A-G method is

similar to that of the Mattar method, as follows (Fig. 4.16):

(1) Estimate the OGIP.

(2) Determine the normalized pseudo-time, normalized pseudo-pressure,

and cumulative gas production,. that is,
q

Δpp , tca,
q

Δppcti tca.
Fig. 4.16 Agarwal-Gardner FMB type curve.
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(3) If the
q

Δpp �
q

Δppcti tca curve is plotted, the intercept of the straight line on

the x-axis is the original gas in placeG.

(4) Obtain the optimum match, and extrapolate G.

(5) Repeat Steps (1)–(4) based on the new G value until convergence.

4.1.3 Performance-based reserves (OGIP) estimation of
fractured-vuggy carbonate gas reservoir
4.1.3.1 Selection of estimation methods
Fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs are diverse in types, including cave

reservoirs, fractured-vuggy reservoirs, and vuggy reservoirs, and correspond

to complex flow mechanisms, such as pore flow, fracture flow, and cave

flow. By fluid properties, they can be divided into condensate gas reservoirs

with low and medium-high condensate content, and volatile oil reservoirs.

With poor operability, the reservoirs are often produced at variable pressure

or variable rates. The difference between reservoir pressure and dew point

pressure is minor, retrograde condensate exists in the reservoir, and multi-

phase flow exists in the wellbore, so the converted BHFP may suffer from

significant errors. The static pressure test points are limited, and do not

descend monotonically, so the traditional material balance method is not

applicable. Accordingly, it is challenging to accurately evaluate the

performance-based reserves or original gas in place (OGIP) of complex car-

bonate condensate gas wells/reservoirs in complex production conditions.

4.1.3.1.1 Adaptability of estimation methods
For the fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs in the Tazhong I gas field,

which are complex in types and flow mechanisms, it is important to first

judge whether the reserves estimation methods based on the flow theory

are applicable. According to the seismic reflections of the wells, drilling

breaks, and well tests and production test data, the gas field is found to have

the characteristics of low production index, low formation capacity, and

interstitial flow (but no tubular flow or cavity flow); and the reservoirs

are mainly of medium-low permeability. Therefore, the reserves estimation

methods based on the flow theory are applicable to the Tazhong I gas field

(Table 4.12).

According to its definition, “performance-based reserves or original gas

in place (OGIP)” is a quantity between the hydrocarbon initially in place and

the estimated ultimate recovery. Therefore, it can be estimated in accor-

dance with the Estimation Methods of Recoverable Natural Gas Reserves

(SY/T 6098-2010), provided that the abandonment condition is adjusted to



Table 4.12 Data of the Tazhong I gas field

Well
Seismic
reflection

Drilling
break (m)

Well test
model

Formation
capacity
(mDm)

Well testing Production index

Nozzle
(mm)

Tubing
pressure
(MPa)

Daily oil
production
(m3)

Daily gas
production
(m3)

Daily water
production
(m3)

Gas well
(m3/
MPa2/d)

Oil well
(m3/
MPa/d)

G14 Bead-

like

5 45.7 74.4 130,921 0 154.4

G14-

2H

Flake-

like

3 24.5 22.9 29,556 0 9.0

G12 Bead-

like

2.3 Homogeneous 100 6 43.4 15.3 169,537 22.6 111.2

G22 5 21.4 40.8 70,260 1.4 20.2

G21 5 40.4 37.7 146,082 0 80.9

G111 5 42.7 62.9 114,366 1.9 91.5

G11 4.7 Dual-porosity 44 5 30.0 52.5 95,440 0 32.4

G48 4 35.8 25.1 69,485 / 40.6

G441 5 41.4 38.1 134,935 / 435.6

G431 4 31.2 85.4 35,890 / 30.5

G432 4 14.9 76.2 3276 / 7.8

G23 Flake-

like

5 9.0 42.0 15,576 11.1 1.3

G44C 0.4 4 27.1 32.4 45,102 / 16.7

G462 Dual-porosity 194 4 39.9 52.0 74,006 / 234.4

G45 Composite 338 5 23.8 79.9 45,301 / 27.2

G461 Chaotic 5 5.7 9.2 36,201 / 9.8
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“the flow rate is zero, and the pressure is 1atm”. However, the extrapolated

estimation methods of recoverable gas reserves are not applicable to the Taz-

hong I gas field, where the reservoirs are complex, with only limited static

pressure test data, and the variable pressure, variable rate, and production

performance are difficult to forecast (Table 4.13).
4.1.3.1.2 Selection of optimal estimation methods
Method based on lifecycle well test As mentioned in Section 3.2 in

Chapter 3, the well test analysis with the constraint of “lifecycle history

matching” can greatly improve the data utilization, minimize the ambiguity

of well test interpretation results, and estimate the performance-based

reserves of single-wells. This technique is essentially based on material bal-

ance; that is, the short-term well test is combined with the long-term pro-

duction performance to estimate the drainage area of a gas well and calculate

the single-well performance-based reserves with the volumetric method.

Method based on advanced production decline analysis The

advanced production decline analysis based on the type-curve match and

using the daily production data of gas wells provides a new method to esti-

mate the performance-based reserves. The advanced production decline

analysis methods, represented by the Blasingame method, can deal with

the complex data of fractured-vuggy carbonate gas wells at variable pressure

and variable rates (Table 4.14).

For heterogeneous gas reservoirs that are characterized by strong hetero-

geneity, complex fluid properties, multiphase flow in wellbore, production

at variable pressure or variable rate, and poor quality of performance data, a

performance-based reserves estimation method integrating well test analysis

and advanced production decline analysis has been proposed, depending on

the geological characteristics of the reservoirs. Its process is shown in

Fig. 4.17.
4.1.3.2 Advanced production decline analysis method
4.1.3.2.1 Basic data

Data preparation Reservoir, well completion, and daily production

data are mainly collected, as shown in Table 4.15.

Data diagnosis Before production data analysis and interpretation, it is

important to understand the common issues therein (Table 4.16).



Table 4.13 Adaptability of the extrapolated estimation methods of recoverable natural gas reserves subject to SY/T 6098-2010

No.
Estimation
method Application conditions Well Unit Actual conditions Conclusion

1 Material

balance

method

At least 2 static-pressure test points ✓ ✓ Insufficient static-

pressure test points,

not decline

monotonically

✕

2 Elastic two-

phase

method

Constant-rate plus closed boundary ✓ Variable rate+fracture

+multiple reservoir

bodies

✕

3 Production

decline

method

Constant-pressure ✓ Variable pressure ✕

4 Improved

production

decline

method

Cumulative production-time relationship ✓ ✓ Multiple segments, large

uncertainty

✕

5 Prediction

model

method

Annual production-time relationship ✓ ✓ Multiple segments, large

uncertainty

✕

6 Numerical

simulation

method

Geological model ✓ ✓ Difficult modeling ✕

7 Analogy

method

New blocks/reservoirs that have not been put

into production or that have been

developed for a short period of time

Old blocks that are short of performance

data

✓ ✓ ✕
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Table 4.14 Adaptability of the advanced production decline analysis methods

No. Development phase
Estimation
method Application conditions Actual conditions Conclusion

1 Empirical

method

Arps Constant-

pressure+boundary-

dominated flow

Variable pressure and

variable rate

Not applicable

2 Type-curve

matching

Classical Fetkovich Constant-rate+closed

boundary

Not applicable

3 Modern Blasingame Boundary-dominated flow Applicable

4 A-G (Agarwal-

Gardner)

Applicable

5 NPI Applicable

6 Numerical

method

Numerical

method

Solution based on the

analytical matching

Applicable
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Fig. 4.17 Process of performance-based reserves, or OGIP estimation, for complex
carbonate condensate gas reservoirs in the Tazhong I gas field.

Table 4.15 Basic data for advanced production decline analysis

Reservoir

properties

Porosity, net pay thickness, rock compressibility, total

compressibility

Physical properties

of oil

Volume factor, solution gas-oil ratio (SGOR), viscosity,

compressibility

Physical properties

of gas

Volume factor, deviation factor, viscosity, compressibility,

the relative density of gas, CO2%, H2S%, N2%

Wellbore-related

parameters

Mid-depth of reservoir, initial reservoir pressure, tubing/

casing size, formation temperature, wellhead flowing

(static) temperature

Daily production

data

Wellhead tubing/casing pressure, oil/gas/water flow rate,

measured flowing pressure gradient and measured static

pressure gradient
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Table 4.16 Common issues in production decline analysis (Anderson et al., 2010,
Permission to publish by the SPE, Copyright SPE)
Issue Severity

Pressure No pressure measurement High

Incorrect initial pressure estimate High

Poor ptf � pwf conversion Moderate

Liquid loading (influencing ptf � pwf
conversion)

Moderate

Incorrect location of pressure measurement Very high

Flow rate Rate allocation (possibly causing errors) Moderate

Liquid loading Moderate

Well

completion

Change of horizon (new and old perforated

horizons)

Very high

Change of wellbore diameter High

Change of wellhead equipment Moderate/

high

Stimulation measures High

General Reservoir properties Moderate

Physical properties of oil Moderate

Physical properties of gas Moderate

Poor time-pressure-rate synchronization Moderate

high

Poor time-pressure-rate correlation Very high
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A simple visual inspection of the production data report (flowing pres-

sure, rate, and time) may reveal evident or potential inconsistencies, and the

time-pressure-rate data should be checked as follows:

If the rate suddenly increases or drops, the flow pressure should drop or

rise accordingly. If not, the rate and pressure data may be unmatched. This

may result from: a change in completion conditions, liquid supply frommul-

tiple reservoir bodies, an incorrect measuring position of flow pressure, liq-

uid loading in the wellbore, and so forth. The discordant distribution of

tubing pressure and casing pressure may result from liquid loading in a well-

bore, or leaking on the tubing.

As for pressure and rate, it is usually acceptable to take the average rate,

but it makes no sense to take the average pressure. The rate distribution may

conform to the flow rate on site, or of the pipe manifold; but it may possibly

be incapable of representing the single well performance, especially when

the rate interferes in such cases as shut-in or short-term nonuniform flow.

If the rate and flow pressure data are widely scattered, it indicates that the

flow is unstable in the wellbore. If the measured value or split value of
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the rate appears as a step change for a long time, it usually indicates that the

measuring frequency is low and the measurement is likely inaccurate. Such

flow rate data would reduce the accuracy of calculated BHP value, even if

the WHP measurement quality is quite high. If the measured value of flow

pressure assumes a step change for a long time, it usually indicates that the

measuring frequency is low. In such a case, the pressure data should be com-

pared with the flow rate data to ensure that the pressure data meet the

requirements.

Model diagnosis The decline type curves mainly have two functions:

(a) to determine the reservoir permeability by matching the production

decline curve with it, which belongs to quantitative analysis; and (b) to diag-

nose the production performance characteristics, that is, to qualitatively

judge the flow state, change of production index, interwell interference,

extraneous energy supply, and so on.

Fig. 4.18A shows how to use the production decline curves to diagnose

the production performance of a gas well, and the solid line represents a nor-

mal decline curve in the constant volume reservoir. In the early transient

flow period, if the real production curve gradually goes upward to approach

the normal curve, it indicates that the skin factor of the well is dropping

gradually, that is, the cleaning up process; otherwise, it indicates that the well

is being damaged more and more seriously. In the late boundary-dominated

flow period, if the real production data skews from the harmonic straight line

segment and gradually moves leftward, it indicates that there is interwell

interference, which reduces the original gas in place of the well; otherwise,

if the real production data curve gradually shifts rightward, it indicates that

there is an extraneous energy supply, as shown in Fig. 4.18B.
4.1.3.2.2 Analysis procedure
Theoretically, the advanced production decline analysis is the same as the

well test analysis. Their correlation comes down to the quality of real data

(the production data belong to “low frequency/low resolution” data,

whereas the well test analysis data belong to “high frequency/high

resolution” data) and the data acquisition (the production data are passively

collected as “routine monitoring” data, whereas the well test analysis data are

acquired according to the design requirements, so as to ensure the reservoir

characterization is accurate and representative). To improve the results of

production data analysis, the production data can be diagnosed, analyzed,

and interpreted in the following procedure.



Fig. 4.18 Diagnostic plots for production decline analysis. (A) Diagnostic plots-1 and
(B) diagnostic plots-2.
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(1) Flow rate conversion: In a high gas-liquid ratio, convert the condensate oil

into condensate gas, and conduct processing as a pseudo single-phase; if

the flow time is less than 24h, convert the flow rate into a daily rate.

(2) Flow pressure conversion: If there are no BHFP data, use the related

wellbore pipe flow software to convert the tubing pressure or casing

pressure data into BHFP data under the constraint of the measured

pressure gradient.

(3) Data review: review the data quality/correlativity of the production curve.

(4) Data removal/reduction: remove the anomalous data points on the log-

log plot used by diagnosis.

(5) Characteristic flow behavior identification: similar to the pressure derivative

curve in the well test analysis, the pressure and rate integral derivative

curves can also be used to identify the flow behavior in the transient

flow period, for example, the NPI method and Blasingame method.

(6) Type-curve matching: match the measured data with the corresponding

theoretical decline curves in the reservoir model to obtain relevant

parameters.

(7) History matching: conduct ultimate “history matching” of the model and

original data of single well performance (pwf and q).

(8) If the analytical solution cannot be matched very well, then make a

numerical analysis on this basis to derive relevant parameters.

(9) Production performance forecasting: based on the performance model

established previously, conduct performance forecasting at a constant

pressure or rate according to the matching results, to guide the

production.

As mentioned byMattar and Anderson (2003), the production decline curve

analysis technique is developing rapidly, and a variety of methods can be

applied, but there is no definite method that is always capable of providing

the most reliable interpretation. In practice, various methods should be

combined and balanced rationally, to reduce the uncertainty of the reserves

estimate.

4.1.3.2.3 Field examples
Gaswell ForWell A (gas well), the initial reservoir pressure is 9.20MPa,

the reservoir temperature is 48.9°C, the net pay thickness is 6.04m, the

porosity is 0.20, and the gas saturation is 0.80. The gas flow rate is much

higher than the critical unloading rate. The data in the example are taken

from continuous measurements of the gas flow rate and BHFP, as shown

in Fig. 4.19.



Fig. 4.19 Production history type curve of Well A.

Fig. 4.20 Arps method of Well A.
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Step 1: First, use the “production history curve” to review the data. In

this example, the correlation between the flow rate and pressure is very

good, which indicates that the data quality is higher and favorable for

reliable analysis (Fig. 4.20).

Step 2: Conduct an Arps decline analysis, which shows that, if calculated

according to the exponential decline, when the flow rate is zero, the

cumulative production is forecasted as only 0.82�108 m3 (Fig. 4.21).



Fig. 4.21 Blasingame type curve of Well A.
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Step 3: Conduct type-curve matching, which shows that the type-curve

matching results of Blasingame, Agarwal-Gardner, and NPI methods are

consistent, the production is in a boundary-dominated flow period, and

the OGIP is close to 6.5�108 m3.

Step 4: Plot the flowing material balance curve, as shown in Fig. 4.22,

where the OGIP is calculated as 6.3�108 m3, close to the type-curve

matching result. If the abandonment pressure is assumed to be

2.1MPa, the EUR will be around 5.1�108 m3.
Seemingly, the results of the Arps method differ greatly from other methods.

Mattar and Anderson (2003) pointed out that such a difference could be eas-

ily explained if the influence of flow pressure was taken into account. Essen-

tially, the Arps decline analysis is associated with production conditions, and

theEUR depends on themagnitude of pressure drawdown (which is minor).

Once the influence of flow pressure (magnitude and trend) is taken into

account (according to FMB), it can be noted that the actual OGIP is much

higher than that forecasted by the Arps method. Therefore, under current

production conditions (i.e., “no any stimulation is adopted”), the recovery

ratio would be very low (0%–13%). On the contrary, the EUR proposed by

the FMBmethod is not restricted by the lower pressure drawdown, indicat-

ing much larger recoverable reserves.

Oil well For Well A (oil well), the initial reservoir pressure is 70.8MPa,

the reservoir temperature is 136.4°C, the net pay thickness is 26.0m, the



Fig. 4.22 FMB analysis of Well A.
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porosity is 0.03, the gas saturation is 0.80, and there are data from 6 gradient

tests. The production data are shown in Fig. 4.23.
Step 1: There is a very good correlation between flow rate and pressure.

Use the wellbore pipe flow software to convert the wellhead tubing pres-

sure into the flowing pressure at the mid-point of the reservoir, as shown

in Fig. 4.23. In conversion, the gradient test data points are used for

correction.

Step 2: Combine various methods for analysis to determine the reservoir

parameters and the original oil in place (OOIP). The FMB type curve

obtained by the Agarwal-Gardner method is shown in Fig. 4.24, and

the OOIP is calculated as 9.2�104 m3.
The type-curve matching results of Blasingame, Agarwal-Gardner, NPI,

and Transient methods suggest a boundary-dominated flow, as shown in

Fig. 4.25. Such results are basically consistent, and the OOIP is close to

9.2�104 m3, as shown in Table 4.17.

A large number of analysis examples show that no single advanced pro-

duction decline analysis method is applicable for treating all types of data, and

flow pressure affects analysis quality almost as much as flow rate. If the flow

pressure is ignored, inaccurate interpretation is highly possible. Therefore,

regular monitoring of BHFP is essential for medium- and high-yield wells

with complex fluid flow, to lay a foundation for the performance forecasting



Fig. 4.23 Production data and pressure conversion of Well A.

Fig. 4.24 OOIP estimation of Well A by the Agarwal-Gardner method.
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and stimulation adjustment of the well. The well performance model based

on the preceding process can be used to forecast the performance of a single

well, as shown in Fig. 4.26.

Deconvolution analysis Applying the deconvolution algorithm in the

production decline analysis can effectively reduce the influence of data noise,

but also obtain more data so that the data matching effect can be significantly

improved, and the uncertainty of the interpretation results can be greatly



Fig. 4.25 OOIP estimation of Well A by type curve matching. (A) Blasingame,
(B) Agarwal-Gardner, (C) NPI, and (D) Transient.
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reduced. Currently, the relatively mature and stable well test deconvolution

algorithms include the von Schroeter algorithm (2004), Levitan algorithm

(2005), and ILK algorithm (2005) and their improved algorithms (Liu

et al., 2018).

It can be seen from Fig. 4.27 that the result of the improved deconvolu-

tion algorithm accords well with the accurate flow data, which verifies the

correctness of the improved algorithm. However, the result of the original

deconvolution algorithm based on the cumulative flow data shows a large

deviation in the early and late stages of the flow change. Because the flow

rate changes rapidly under the unit pressure difference in the early stage,

and approaches zero in the late stage, the calculations in both stages are

greatly affected by the accuracy of the algorithm.

Through deconvolution, the flow data under the bottom hole pressure are

converted into the flow data under the unit bottom hole pressure difference,

and then the production decline analysis is performed. The characteristic

parameter data points will form three clearer and smoother characteristic

straight line segments with longer duration (boundary-dominated),



Table 4.17 Type-curve matching results of Well A

Method

Matched
radius OOIP

Drainage
area Permeability

Skin
factor

reD N (104 m3) A (104 m2) K (mD) S

Blasingame 7 9.27 27.8 0.21 �5.26

Agarwal-

Gardner

7 8.84 26.5 0.23 �5.96

NPI 7 9.70 26.8 0.25 �5.97

Transient 7 8.94 29.1 0.19 �6.01

Average 9.19 27.6 0.22 �5.80

Fig. 4.26 Performance forecasting for Well A.
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Fig. 4.27 Comparative verification for the deconvolution algorithms (Liu et al., 2018).
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which can improve the matching effect of the characteristic parameter data to

reduce the uncertainty of the interpretation results. The deconvolution flow

rate data calculated by the improved algorithm and the original algorithm are

respectively analyzed by FAST RTA software, as shown in Fig. 4.28. From

the comparison between Fig. 4.28A and B, it can be seen that the data points

of the characteristic parameters are more concentrated, and the data curve is

smoother, when using the Blasingame method to perform production decline

analysis to the flow rate data output by the improved ILK deconvolution algo-

rithm, and it has a very high degree of matching with the type curve, which

significantly improves the matching effect of the characteristic parameters.

However, when the ILK original algorithm is used to calculate the output

flow rate data, the calculated data points are scattered, the normalized rate

and rate integral data are missing, and the length of the characteristic straight

line segment of the pseudo-steady state flow is shorter, which makes interpre-

tation more difficult, and is not conducive to data matching in the production

decline analysis. This weakens the role of deconvolution in production

decline analysis.

The performance-based reserves calculated by the original ILK algo-

rithm are 8.36�104 m3, and that calculated by the improved ILK algorithm

are 8.78�104 m3. It can be seen that the performance-based reserves

obtained by the Blasingame decline analysis based on the improved ILK

deconvolution algorithm are closer to the average of performance-based

reserves calculated by the preceding five advanced production decline anal-

ysis methods.
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Fig. 4.28 Blasingame production decline analysis based on the deconvolution
algorithm (Liu et al., 2018). (A) Improved ILK deconvolution algorithm and (B) ILK
deconvolution algorithm.
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4.1.3.2.4 Sensitivity analysis
Basic parameters According to the analysis procedure, the accuracy of

the performance-based reserves estimation is mainly sensitive to two factors:

(1) the error caused by the inaccurate conversion of BHFP; and (2) the errors

resulting from the initial reservoir pressure, PVT of fluids, and reservoir

parameters. The latter factor will be explained herein. In the advanced pro-

duction decline analysis, the OGIP is calculated by the following equation

G¼ α
Sgpi

μgZcti
	 
 fmatch (4.40)

Therefore, such parameters as initial reservoir pressure, gas saturation,
porosity, and relative density of gas impact the estimation results.

A dry gas scenario is considered for illustration. A set of production data

are simulated using well test software, and then the influence of each param-

eter on the estimation result is analyzed. It is assumed that a well is located in

the midpoint of the gas reservoir, the reservoir thickness is 10m, the drainage

radius is 1000m, the reservoir temperature is 140°C, the initial reservoir

pressure is 65MPa, the formation flow capacity is 300mD�m, the reserves

within the drainage area are 10.1�108 m3, and the well is produced at

the rate of 15�104 m3/d for 3.5 years (Fig. 4.29).
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Fig. 4.29 Production curve for the dry gas scenario.
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Fig. 4.30 Influence of initial reservoir pressure on OGIP estimate.

Table 4.18 Influence of porosity on the OGIP estimation
Porosity Total compressibility (ct) OGIP

Value (%) Error (%)
Value
(kPa21) Error (%)

Value
(108 m3) Error (%)

5 �50 6.93E�06 3.59 9.76 �3.4

8 �20 6.76E�06 1.05 10.00 �0.97

9 �10 6.72E�06 0.45 10.06 �0.39

10 0 6.69E�06 0.00 10.10 0.00

11 10 6.66E�06 �0.45 10.14 0.39

12 20 6.64E�06 �0.75 10.18 0.78

15 50 6.58E�06 �1.64 10.27 1.65
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First, the influence of the initial reservoir pressure is discussed. In

Fig. 4.30, if the input value of the initial reservoir pressure is larger than

the real value, the OGIP estimate is larger than the real value; otherwise,

the OGIP estimate is smaller than the real value.

Porosity, a static parameter, may also influence the estimation, because it

is relevant to rock compressibility (Table 4.18). Given the other parameters

remain unchanged, the porosity will lead to a deviation, mainly in the total

formation compressibility, with an error of less than 5%. If the compressibil-

ity is 5% larger, the OGIP will be 5% lower; otherwise, the OGIP will be

5% higher.
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Gas saturation influences the estimation in total compressibility, similar

to the porosity (Table 4.19). Given other parameters remain unchanged, the

error in the OGIP is positively proportional to the error in the ratio of gas

saturation to total compressibility.

The relative density of gas exerts influence as shown in Fig. 4.31. If the

input value of the relative density of gas is greater than the real value, the

OGIP estimate is greater than the real value; otherwise, the OGIP estimate

is smaller than the real value.
PVT A condensate gas scenario is considered to illustrate the influence of

PVT data on the performance-based reserves estimation. It is assumed that a

well is located at the midpoint of the gas reservoir, and the simulation param-

eters are shown in Table 4.20.

In this model, the original gas in place is 1.29�108 m3, and the original

condensate oil in place is 10.8�104 t. Upon abandonment, the recovery

percent of natural gas is 62.01%, and the recovery percent of condensate

oil is 32.2%. The production curve is shown in Fig. 4.32.

First, the flow rate data are processed according to the pseudo-single-

phase method, and the oil and gas two-phase production is converted into

the condensate gas production. The empirical formula of the condensate oil

molecular weight is,

Mo¼ 44:29γo
1:03� γo

(4.41)

The equation for the gas equivalent of condensate oil is,
Ge¼ 8:3093γoTsc

Mopsc
(4.42)

The equation for the conversion of condensate gas is
qog¼ qg 1+
Ge

Rs

� �
(4.43)

By loading the converted data to relevant software, the OGIP is calcu-
lated to be 0.93�108 m3, which is 28% smaller than the real value. If the

influence of PVT is considered, the OGIP is 1.34�108 m3, which is 4%

larger than the real value. Therefore, for condensate gas wells, the data can-

not be simply treated by the pseudo single-phase method, and the influence

of PVT must be considered.



Table 4.19 Influence of gas saturation on the OGIP estimation
Saturation (Sg) Total compressibility (ct) Sg/ct ratio OGIP

Value (%) Error (%) Value (kPa21) Error (%) Value (% kPa) Error (%) Value (108 m3) Error (%)

60.0 �25.0 5.31E�06 �20.63 11,299,435 �5.51 9.53 �5.64

65.0 �18.8 5.66E�06 �15.40 11,484,099 �3.96 9.73 �3.69

70.0 �12.5 6.00E�06 �10.31 11,666,667 �2.44 9.83 �2.70

75.0 �6.3 6.34E�06 �5.23 11,829,653 �1.07 9.98 �1.17

76.5 �4.4 6.45E�06 �3.59 11,860,465 �0.82 10.01 �0.89

80.0 0.0 6.69E�06 0.00 11,958,146 0.00 10.1 0.00

83.5 4.4 6.93E�06 3.59 12,049,062 0.76 10.17 0.69

85.0 6.3 7.03E�06 5.08 12,091,038 1.11 10.22 1.17

90.0 12.5 7.38E�06 10.31 12,195,122 1.98 10.32 2.14
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Fig. 4.31 Influence of relative density of gas on OGIP estimate.

Table 4.20 Simulation parameters for the condensate gas scenario
Parameter Unit Value Parameter Unit Value

Top/bottom

depth

m 6293–6308 Abandonment

production

m3 3000

Net pay

thickness

m 15.00 Wellbore

diameter

mm 89

Porosity % 1.85 Relative

density of

gas

0.6210

Permeability mD 11.00 GOR m3/m3 1945.9

Saturation (Sg) % 75.00 Separator

pressure

MPa 1.5

Compressibility kPa�1 1.50E�06 Separator

temperature

°C 26.8

Initial reservoir

pressure

MPa 68.11 Dewpoint

pressure

MPa 51.8

Reservoir

temperature

°C 151.86 Dewpoint

temperature

°C 151.9

Drainage radius m 1000 Relative

density of oil

0.7681

Production

proration

104 m3 10 Molar content

of N2

% 3.090

Abandonment

pressure

MPa 18 Molar content

of CO2

% 2.664
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4.1.3.2.5 Influencing factors
The influence of converted BHFP, production time, working system, water

production, and other factors on the OGIP estimation are discussed herein

(Table 4.21).

4.1.3.2.5.1 Converted BHFP The accuracy of BHFP conversion may

significantly affect the estimation of OGIP. If the converted BHFP is smal-

ler than the real BHFP, that is, the production pressure drawdown

increases, then the estimated OGIP will be smaller. If the converted BHFP

is larger than the real BHFP, that is, the production pressure drawdown

decreases, then the estimated OGIP will be larger. Here, some typical wells

with reliable flow rate and abundant static and flow pressure data are

selected from the Tazhong I, II, and III gas fields for sensitivity analysis.

The data include the entire history because these wells were put into pro-

duction so that the reserves estimation for the wells, under the base case, is

likely to be more reliable.

An error of �5% in BHFP may bring an error of �(5%–10%) in the

reserves (Table 4.22). Therefore, the accuracy of BHFP conversion is crucial

to the reserves estimation.

Figs. 4.33 and 4.34 show the production curves and OGIP at variable

BHFP of Wells G43 and G15-5H.

Production time For fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs, short

production time will result in a smaller OGIP of the single well when the

boundary-dominated flow state is not reached.



Table 4.21 Factors influencing the OGIP estimation
Influence

RemarkFactor High Small

BHFP Higher BHFP ✓

Smaller BHFP ✓

Production

time

Multiple

fractured-

vuggy units

✓ In case of short

production time,

the reservoir bodies

far away from the

wellbore are not

connected

Low

permeability,

fractured

✓ Gas supply near the

wellbore is

insufficient; the

BHFP drops rapidly

and becomes gentle

in the late stage

Water

production

Connected with

large bottom

aquifer

✓ Since connecting with

the large bottom

aquifer, the illusion

of steady pressure

and high yield

appears in the early

stage of production

Connected with

fractures

✓ Water energy is

insufficient, and the

flowing pressure

drops immediately

after water

breakthrough

Working

system

Large pressure

difference

✓ Similar to low-

permeability

conditions

Retrograde

condensate

✓ Gas-liquid two-phase

flow, fast flowing

pressure drop
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For multireservoir wells, when the production time is short, the OGIP

estimated is obviously smaller. As shown in Fig. 4.35, for Well T622, after

day 68 and day 123 of production, the daily oil production increased by two

magnitudes consecutively in the condition of the smaller nozzle, and the cal-

culated OGIP rose from 2.66�104 to 10�104 and 21.2�104 t, respectively.



.22 Influence of BHFP conversion error on OGIP estimation
Typical well
(gas well) Factor BHFP

OGIP of condensate
gas (104 m3)

Qty. of increase/
decrease (104 m3)

Percentage of increase/
decrease (%)

T62-6H Base case 35,200 / /

BHFP decrease 5% 32,800 �2400 �7

BHFP increase 5% 37,000 1800 5

T62-7H Base case 29,800 / /

BHFP decrease 5% 26,900 �2900 �10

BHFP increase 5% 31,600 1800 6

T201C Base case 33,400 / /

BHFP decrease 5% 30,800 �2600 �8

BHFP increase 5% 36,300 2900 9

G43 Base case 31,100 / /

BHFP decrease 5% 28,300 �2800 �9

BHFP increase 5% 33,800 2700 9

G11 Base case 9966 / /

BHFP decrease 5% 8978 �988 �10

BHFP increase 5% 10,810 844 8

Continued
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Table 4.22 Influence of BHFP conversion error on OGIP estimation—cont’d

Field
Typical well (oil
well) Factor BHFP

OOIP of oil
(104 t)

Qty. of increase/decrease
(104 t)

Percentage of increase/
decrease (%)

TZ III G15 Base case 201.0 / /

BHFP

decrease

5% 188.0 �13 �6

BHFP

increase

5% 211.2 10.2 5

G15-1H Base case 90.4 / /

BHFP

decrease

5% 82.9 �7.52 �8

BHFP

increase

5% 96.0 5.6 6

G15-4H Base case 53.4 / /

BHFP

decrease

5% 50.9 �2.56 �5

BHFP

increase

5% 56.3 2.88 5

G15-5H Base case 65.2 / /

BHFP

decrease

5% 61.4 �3.84 �6

BHFP

increase

5% 72.0 6.8 10
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Fig. 4.33 Production curve and OGIP of Well G43. (A) Production curve, (B) OGIP in the base case, (C) OGIP when BHFP decreases by 5%, and
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For low-permeability reservoirs, the initial pressure drops quickly; if the

production time is short, the calculated OGIP will be smaller. Fig. 4.36

shows the results of a typical well (Well T242). For details, see

Section 5.2 in Chapter 5.

Most wells in the Tazhong II gas field reveal the production character-

istics of peripheral energy supply (Table 4.23).

For medium- and high-yield wells that are producing for less than half a

year, the OGIP tends to increase with production time (Table 4.24). After
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Table 4.23 Peripheral energy for single wells in the Tazhong II gas field

Well
Net pay thickness
(m)

Porosity
(%)

Energy supply

Well
test RTA

G48 9.5 2.18 Constant

volume

G44-

H2C

12 3.19 Constant

volume

G441 9.5 2.18 ✓

G46 9.5 2.18 Constant

volume

G462 10.5 5.34 ✓

T201C 16 2.97 Constant

volume

G43 10 2.80 ✓ ✓

G14-1 14 3.39 ✓ ✓

G111 79.5 6.06 ✓

G11-H7 42.16 4.96 ✓

G8 14.5 4.96 ✓

G22 4.5 2.50 ✓
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Table 4.24 Influence of production time on the OGIP estimation

Well

OGIP
Growth multiple (compared with

180d)

180d 300d Current 300d 400d+
108 m3 108 m3 108 m3 Decimal

G43 1.2 2.8 2.9 2.3 2.4

T201C 1.4 3.1 3.2 2.2 2.3

G462 1.3 2.6 2.7 2.0 2.1

G8 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2 1.2

G111 1.8 2.2 2.2 1.2 1.6

G10 2.7 3.5 4.0 1.3 1.5

Average 1.5 2.5 2.6 1.7 1.8
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the production enters the boundary-dominated flow period, the production

time essentially has no impact on the OGIP estimation.

To sum up, for low-permeability or fractured reservoirs, if the produc-

tion time is short and the gas supply near the wellbore is insufficient, result-

ing in a rapid decline in the BHFP, the OGIP will be underestimated when

the early data are used; for multireservoirs, if the production time is short and

the reservoirs far away from the wellbore are not communicated, the OGIP

may also be underestimated.

(1) Working system

A large production pressure drawdown may cause retrograde condensate,

which will result in underestimation of OGIP. The simulation results show

that the OGIP is 1.65�108 m3 at the flow rate of 4�104 m3/d, and

1.30�108 m3 at the flow rate of 8�104 m3/d.

(2) Water breakthrough

Water invasion in a single well presents obvious behaviors on the production

decline type curve (Fig. 4.18). Similar behaviors can also be observed on the

curve of the relationship between static pressure and cumulative production

(Fig. 4.37). Generally, the single-well production performance reveals three

stages: (1) normal production without water invasion; (2) production with

water invasion and water energy supply; and (3) deteriorating production

due to water coning. The reserves are calculated for the three stages. In Stage

1, the calculation reflects the real reserves. In Stage 2, the energy supply, due

to the water invasion, results in the illusion of stable pressure and high flow

rate, which gives rise to the overestimation of reserves. In Stage 3, multi-

phase flow and a rapid drop of BHFP cause the illusion of insufficient for-

mation energy, which leads to underestimation of reserves. For details, see

Section 4.1.4.3.
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4.1.3.2.6 Well interference
For a well-connected gas reservoir, the material balance curve of a single

well often bends inward, revealing characteristics similar to the material bal-

ance equation of ultra-high-pressure gas reservoirs. The Blasingame type

curve of a single well also bends inward during the boundary-dominated

flow period (Fig. 4.18). The material balance curve of the whole gas reser-

voir actually manifests the characteristics of the constant-volume gas reser-

voir. In this case, it is not acceptable to get the OGIP of the gas reservoir

simply by adding the single-well performance-based reserves (which are

often overestimated). The influence of well interference should be consid-

ered, and it is only necessary to redefine the system-based material balance

time for the advanced production decline analysis of the well cluster. For

example, the dynamic and static analysis results show that the three wells

in Cluster G15 are connected, and the Blasingame type curve of a single well

suggests obvious well interference, as shown in Fig. 4.38A; the Blasingame

type curve of the cluster, as shown in Fig. 4.38B, presents the characteristics

of the constant-volume gas reservoir.

For a single well, the sum of OGIP of the three wells is 3.222 million

tons, while for the cluster, the total OGIP is 2.576 million tons. Obviously,

the former is 25% larger than the latter (Table 4.25).
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Fig. 4.38 Blasingame type curves of Cluster G15. (A) Single well and (B) cluster.

Table 4.25 OGIP with/without considering well interference

No. Well
OGIP Drainage area Cumulative production
104 t km2 104 t

1 G15 201.6 4.13 19.8

2 G15-4H 53.52 1.1 8.9

3 G15-5H 67.12 1.41 7.9

Total 322.2 6.64 36.6

4 Cluster analysis 257.6 5.06 /
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4.1.3.2.7 Discussion
Advanced production decline analysis is a new technique to forecast the pro-

duction performance of wells and clusters. Essentially, based on the transient

flow theory, the relationship between pressure and the flow rate is analyzed

using the routine production data of wells, and finally, the reservoir param-

eters and reserves within the drainage area are determined through matching

type curves (e.g., Blasingame type curve). Hydraulic fracturing is a common

measure for stimulating the single-well production of low-permeability gas

reservoirs. The advanced production decline analysis technique can also be

used as a fracturing evaluation method to obtain the fracture parameters. In

all flow models, for the advanced production decline analysis of fractured

wells, the fracture is assumed with constant flow conductivity. When they

are used for fractured wells with variable conductivity, a substantial error

will occur.

Variable fracture conductivity can be divided into spatially variable con-

ductivity and temporally variable conductivity. The spatially variable con-

ductivity means that the conductivity of the wedge-shaped fractures

generated in the fracturing operation changes with the propagation of frac-

tures due to an uneven filling of proppant. The temporally variable conduc-

tivity means that the conductivity of fractures changes with time due to

factors such as proppant crushing, nesting of proppant in the formation,

and blockage of cuttings. The variation of fracture conductivity is mainly

related to proppant concentration, physical properties of proppant, fracture

closure stress and rock hardness; but is also related to reservoir temperature,

fluid properties, and salinity environment. Due to so many influencing fac-

tors, theoretically, the fracture conductivity can hardly be characterized by

the general mathematical formula. Currently, the effect of variable fracture

conductivity is measured through a laboratory proppant conductivity test,

and then regression analysis is performed on the test data by various func-

tions. According to the pilot tests, the spatially variable conductivity usually

presents three forms of variations, that is, linear, exponential, and logarith-

mic; while the temporally variable conductivity demonstrates two forms of

variations, that is, logarithmic and exponential. Many scholars have estab-

lished transient flowmodels of oil and gas wells based on the variable fracture

conductivity formula and applied them in well test interpretation and pro-

duction performance analysis.

Here, a mathematical flowmodel of a fracturing vertical well considering

spatially temporally variable conductivity and stress sensitivity of fractures is

established, and a new exponential temporally variable conductivity formula

is proposed, with the clear physical meaning of the variable conductivity,
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which can facilitate the type-curve matching. The Blasingame type curve

under the conditions of variable conductivity and stress sensitivity is

obtained by the mixed finite element method. The influences of spatially

variable conductivity, temporally variable conductivity, spatially temporally

variable conductivity, and stress sensitivity on the Blasingame type curve are

discussed.
Mathematical model

(1) Assumptions
(a) The original reservoir is homogeneous, bounded, and stress-

sensitive. The permeability stress sensitivity is considered, but

the porosity stress sensitivity is ignored.

(b) The gas reservoir is a dry gas reservoir, or a low-water-saturation

reservoir. The water is in a bound water state, and there is no

threshold pressure gradient effect. The flow of gas in the reservoir

is single-phase flow and meets Darcy’s law.

(c) Through hydraulic fracturing, a finite conductivity fracture is

induced. The fracture features spatially variable conductivity

and temporally variable conductivity. The flow of gas in the frac-

ture is a one-dimensional flow. The damage of the fracturing fluid

to the reservoir is considered, and the degree of damage is mea-

sured by the skin factor of the fracture.

(d) The fracture volume is very small relative to the reservoir pore

volume. The permeability of the fracture is much larger than

the permeability of the reservoir. The fracture pressure drawdown

causes the gas volume expansion in the fracture to have little effect

on the whole flow, so the derivative of the pseudo-pressure versus

time in the fracture control equation can be ignored.

(e) The gas compressibility and viscosity changed with pressure are

considered, the gas compressibility and the deviation factor are cal-

culated by the DPR method (Dranchuk et al., 1973), and the gas

viscosity is determined by the Lee method (Lee et al., 1966).

(f ) The influence of the wellbore storage effect, temperature change,

and other factors on the flow are ignored.
(2) Building of the mathematical model

Reservoir control equation:

∂
∂x

Kr pð Þ∂m
∂x

� �
+

∂
∂y

Kr pð Þ∂m
∂y

� �
�α3Tqf ¼ α1ϕct pð Þμ pð Þ∂m

∂t
(4.44)
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Fracture control equation:
∂

∂l
Kf l, tð Þ∂m

∂l

� �
+ α3Tqf ¼ 0 (4.45)

Initial condition:
m x, y, 0ð Þ¼mi (4.46)

Inner boundary condition:
Known wellhead production :
∂m

∂l

����
Γin

¼ α2qsc tð ÞT
wfKf 0, tð Þh (4.47)

Known bottom hole pressure : mjΓin
¼mw tð Þ (4.48)

Closed outer boundary:
∂m

∂n

����
Γout

¼ 0 (4.49)

Material balance equation:
p

Z
¼ p

Z

	 

i
1�Gp

G

� �
(4.50)

Pseudo-pressure definition:
m pð Þ¼ 2

ðp
0

p

μZ
dp (4.51)
(3) Variable fracture conductivity

Spatially variable conductivity: The fracture conductivity (Kfwf) changes with

the fracture length in a linear, exponential, or logarithmic manner (Mou and

Fan, 2006). The calculation equations are:

Fcl¼Fc0 1� aslDð Þ (4.52)

Fcl¼Fc0e
�bslD (4.53)

Fcl¼Fc0 1� cs ln 1+ lDð Þ½ � (4.54)

Temporally variable conductivity: The fracture conductivity changes with
the production time in a logarithmic or exponential manner (Wen et al.,

2005). The calculation equations are:

Fct¼Fci 1� χ ln 1+ tð Þ½ � (4.55)

Fct¼Fcie
�γt +Fcr (4.56)
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The commonly used exponential variation formula (Eq. 4.56) is modi-
fied to Eq. (4.57), which can derive a conductivity with clearer physical

meaning, thus being conducive to the production data interpretation and

analysis.

Fct¼Fci ηe�
t

8760C +1�η
	 


(4.57)

Spatially temporally variable conductivity: The spatially variable conductivity
and the temporally variable conductivity are simultaneously considered; that

is, the fracture conductivity not only changes with the position of the fracture,

but also changes with time. Here, taking the exponential variation scenario as

an example, the calculation equation of spatially temporally variable conduc-

tivity is derived (Eq. 4.58). Similarly, the calculation equations of spatially

temporally variable conductivity under other scenarios can be obtained.

Fc l, tð Þ¼Fci0e
�bl ηe�

t
8760C +1�η

	 

(4.58)
(4) Stress sensitivity

Tight gas reservoirs may have nonlinear flow characteristics, such as stress

sensitivity, threshold pressure gradient, and slippage effect. As to the stress

sensitivity, the reservoir permeability is no longer constant, but decreases

with the increase in effective stress. Numerous experiments have shown that

tight gas reservoirs have strong stress sensitivity, whichmust be considered in

the production decline analysis for wells with long production history. The

threshold pressure gradient in the gas reservoir is mainly generated due to the

gas-water reaction, which is essentially different from the threshold pressure

gradient in the oil reservoir. Therefore, water existing in the gas reservoir is a

necessary condition for the generation of the threshold pressure gradient.

Moreover, the slippage effect may occur in tight gas reservoirs. The slippage

effect will cause the increase of the apparent permeability. The tighter the

reservoir is, the smaller the reservoir pressure, and the stronger the slippage

effect will be. The flow model considering the slippage effect is mainly

applied to shallow coalbed methane reservoirs. The influence of the slippage

effect on tight sandstone gas reservoirs with generally high reservoir pressure

needs to be investigated.

According to the Klinkenberg (1941) formula (Eq. 4.59), the slippage

effect is mainly determined by the slippage factor and average reservoir pres-

sure. In order to identify the influence of the slippage effect on flow in a tight

sandstone gas reservoir, 96 slippage effect experiments were conducted on
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the core samples from the Sulige gas field, and the relationship between the

slippage factor and the absolute permeability was obtained (Eq. 4.60), as

shown in Fig. 4.39.

Kg¼K∞ 1+
b

pm

� �
(4.59)

b¼ 0:00911K
�0:6061

∞ (4.60)

It is assumed that the absolute permeability of the reservoir is 0.1mD, the
initial reservoir pressure is 30MPa, and the average reservoir pressure in the

late stage of production is 10MPa. According to Eqs. (4.59), (4.60), it is

determined that the slippage effect influences the early and late apparent per-

meability of the reservoir by 0.12% and 0.37%, respectively. Even if the

absolute permeability is 0.01mD, the influence is only 0.50% and 1.50%,

respectively. Fig. 4.40 shows the influence of the slippage effect on the Blas-

ingame type curve. It can be observed that the slippage effect has little influ-

ence on the production decline curve. Thus, the slippage effect can be

neglected in the production decline analysis.

There are many methods for evaluating reservoir stress sensitivity (Luo

et al., 2008). The exponential relation and power-law relation are the most

popular. Considering the higher relevance of the power-law regression test
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data, the formula (Eq. 4.61) reflecting the permeability changes with the

effective stress in a power-law relationship is adopted herein.

Kr pð Þ¼Kri

σe
σei

� ��Sp

¼Kri

σ�p

σ� pi

� ��Sp

(4.61)
(5) Model solution

The model is solved by the mixed finite element method (Wan et al., 2016).

As shown in Eq. (4.62), the whole computational domain is divided into

two parts. One is a two-dimensional flow reservoir region, and the other

is a one-dimensional flow fracture region.ðð
Ω
FEQdΩ¼

ðð
Ωm

FEQdΩm +wf �
ð
�Ωf

FEQd �Ωf (4.62)

Where, FEQ represents the fluid flow equation, Ω represents the whole
flow region, Ωm represents the reservoir flow region, and �Ωf represents the

fracture flow region.

Using the Galerkin weighted residual method (Zhang et al., 1991) to dis-

cretize the control equations of reservoir and fracture, we obtain the two-

dimensional finite element equation of the reservoir region as follows:
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AKr pð Þ bibi + cici +
α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ

6ΔtKr

� �
mn+1
i

+AKr pð Þ bibj + cicj +
α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ

12ΔtKr

� �
mn+1
j

+AKr pð Þ bibk + cick +
α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ

12ΔtKr

� �
mn+1
k

�Kr pð ÞL
3

∂mn+1
i

∂n
�Kr pð ÞL

6

∂mn+1
j kð Þ
∂n

¼ α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ
6Δt

mn
i

+
α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ

12Δt
mn
j +

α1ϕμ pð Þct pð Þ
12Δt

mn
k

(4.63)

The one-dimensional finite element equation of the fracture region is:
Fc l, tð Þ
L

mn+1
i �Fc l, tð Þ

L
mn+1
j +Fc l, tð Þ∂mi

∂l
¼ 0 (4.64)

where,A represents the area of the triangular grid, m2; bi, bj, bk, ci, cj and ck

represent the coefficients of finite element units; i, j, and k represent the node

numbers of the triangular grid; Δt represents the time step, h; L represents

the one-dimensional grid length of fracture, m.

The finite element stiffness matrix of the reservoir region and the stiffness

matrix of the fracture region are established by Eqs. (4.63), (4.64), and then

they are combined into a system stiffness matrix. According to the interpor-

osity flow expression, the boundary between the fracture and the reservoir is

eliminated by superimposing the reservoir and the fracture unit to obtain the

last two terms of the left side of Eq. (4.63) and the last term of Eq. (4.64) (see

the literature for details). As the fracture conductivity, reservoir permeabil-

ity, gas viscosity, and compressibility change with time, each time step is cal-

culated according to the specific calculation method for each parameter in

practice. In addition, the model adopts two methods to calculate the average

reservoir pressure; namely, the combined material balance Eq. (4.50) when

the OGIP G is iteratively obtained from the production data, and the

weighted averaging of grid unit pressure in case of the whole history match-

ing. Finally, the linear equations solver is used to solve the combined linear

equations to obtain the solution of the model.

Theoretical analysis (1) Type curve under spatially variable

conductivity

It is assumed that the reservoir permeability is 0.1mD, the initial reservoir

pressure is 30MPa, the reservoir temperature is 100°C, the net pay thickness
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is 8m, the porosity is 10%, the circular closure radius is 500m, the relative

density of gas is 0.7, the fracture half-length is 100m, and the spatially var-

iable conductivity of the fracture is considered separately, which is assumed

to be 200mD�m. For the purpose of comparative analysis, the values of the

variable conductivity coefficients as, bs, and cs are set to ensure the fracture

gap conductivity is 20mDm. The Blasingame type curves under different

spatially variable conductivities are obtained, as shown in Fig. 4.41. Accord-

ing to the comparison, it is found that the variable conductivity mainly

affects the production decline type curve in the early stage. The spatially var-

iable conductivity will reduce the value of the early-stage type curve, similar

to the influence of the fracture skin factor; the interpretation using conven-

tional models without considering variable conductivity will give rise to a

larger skin factor. The late-stage type curves are almost coincidental under

different variable conductivities, indicating that the variable conductivity

does not affect the pressure diffusion rate, nor the occurrence time of the

pseudo-steady state. In addition, given the same conductivity at fracture

tip and fracture gap, a descending order of influence on the decline of the

type curves is found among the exponential variation, the logarithmic

change, and the linear variation.
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Fig. 4.41 Influence of spatially variable conductivity on the Blasingame type curve.
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(2) Type curve under temporally variable conductivity

With the same reservoir parameters as those listed in the previous section,

the influence of temporally variable conductivity on the Blasingame type

curve is discussed. It is assumed that the fracture conductivity is 200mD�m
initially, and decays to 20mD�m after 1 year of production, and thereafter

the conductivity is basically stable. The influence is calculated under the log-

arithmic change and exponential variation scenarios, as shown in Fig. 4.42.

It can be seen that compared with the constant conductivity, the temporally

variable fracture conductivity has a more obvious influence on the produc-

tion decline curve, especially in the middle stage, when the flow rate curve

and rate integral curve “downwarp” to form S-shaped curves. Similar to the

spatially variable conductivity, the temporally variable conductivity has little

influence on the late-stage type curve, because the temporally variable con-

ductivity also does not affect the pressure diffusion rate of the reservoir. In

addition, the type curve under the logarithmic change is not as smooth as

that under the exponential variation, and the influence of the logarithmic

change is less than that under the exponential variation. Essentially, the log-

arithmic change is relatively gentle in the whole process, while the exponen-

tial variation descends.
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Fig. 4.42 Influence of temporally variable conductivity on the Blasingame type curve.
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With the logarithmically variable conductivity as an example, the influ-

ence of the variable conductivity coefficient on the type curve is analyzed.

Fig. 4.43 shows the type curves at the same variable conductivity time coef-

ficient of 0.1 a, and different conductivity decay coefficients η. Fig. 4.44
shows the type curves at the same conductivity decay coefficient of 0.9,

and different variable conductivity time coefficients. It can be seen that

the larger the conductivity decay coefficient η, the larger the

“downwarping” amplitude of the flow rate curve and the rate integral curve,

and the more obvious the S-shaped curve. The larger the conductivity time

coefficient, viz. the smaller the decline rate of the fracture conductivity, the

later the downwarping of the flow rate curve and rate integral curve, and the

smaller the influence on the type curve. When the conductivity time coef-

ficient is very large (as shown in the fourth set of curves in Fig. 4.44), the

influence is obscure or negligible. Clearly, the conductivity decay coefficient

in the temporally variable conductivity model controls the downwarping

amplitude of the type curve, while the conductivity time coefficient controls

the downwarping start time of the type curve. This is significant for the type

curve matching of fractured wells with temporally variable conductivity.
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(3) Type curve under spatially temporally variable conductivity

Fig. 45 shows the Blasingame type curves under different variable conduc-

tivity conditions. The spatially variable conductivity and the temporally var-

iable conductivity are both exponentially changing. The variable

conductivity coefficients bs, η, and C are 2, 0.9, and 0.2a, respectively. It

is seen that, in the early stage, curve 1 and curve 3 coincide, while curve

2 and curve 4 coincide, which indicates that the type curve is mainly subject

to the influence of the spatially variable conductivity in the early stage. In the

middle stage, curve 2 and curve 4 differ greatly, while curve 3 and curve 4 do

not vary so much, which indicates that the type curve is subject to the influ-

ence of both temporally variable conductivity and spatially variable conduc-

tivity in the middle stage, with the temporally variable conductivity in

dominance. Comparison of curves 1–4 reveals that the type curve is gener-
ally not subject to the influence of the variable conductivity, and all the

curves are basically coincident. Through mono-factor analysis of spatially

variable conductivity and temporally variable conductivity, it can be found

that the Blasingame type curve, considering both spatially variable conduc-

tivity and temporally variable conductivity, is a superposition of the two

effects.
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(4) Type curve under stress sensitivity and spatially temporally variable

conductivity

In practice, the wells in tight gas reservoirs may be exposed to both spatially

temporally variable conductivity and stress sensitivity, which should be con-

sidered in the model. Under the assumption that the overburden pressure is

60MPa, the Blasingame type curves at different stress sensitivity coefficients

under the spatially temporally variable conductivity are calculated by using

spatially temporally variable conductivity coefficient (Fig. 4.46). It can be

seen that the curves at different stress sensitivity coefficients basically coin-

cide in the early stage, but vary gradually after a period of time. Similar to the

temporally variable conductivity, the stress sensitivity will reduce the value

of the type curve in the middle and later stages; the larger the stress sensitivity

coefficient is, the greater the reduction will be. Different from the tempo-

rally variable conductivity, the stress sensitivity will reduce the formation

permeability, thereby slowing down the pressure diffusion and delaying

the boundary response. The β-curve can clearly reflect this behavior. The

stronger the stress sensitivity is, the later the pseudo-steady state will occur.

This will be a primary measure to distinguish stress sensitivity and temporally

variable conductivity.
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After the production enters the pseudo-steady state in the late stage, the

effects of the variable conductivity and the stress sensitivity are minimal; that

is, the variable conductivity and the stress sensitivity do not affect the match-

ing of OGIP.

Field example The spatially temporally variable conductivity flow

model proposed herein is used to analyze the production data a gas well, and

compared with the conventional model. For this well, the initial reservoir

pressure is 32MPa, the reservoir temperature is 107°C, the porosity is

0.137, the net pay thickness is 5.3m, the gas saturation is 74%, the relative

density of gas is 0.6, the production time is about 2.5 years, and the cumu-

lative production is 848�104 m3. The results of the conventional model and

the proposedmodel are shown in Figs. 4.47 and 4.48, and the history match-

ing results of daily production and cumulative production are shown in

Fig. 4.49. The reservoir parameters and fracture parameters obtained by type

curve matching are given in Table 4.26. According to the Blasingame type

curve of measured production, the production curve of this well suddenly

“downwarps” after producing for not more than 1000h, thus presenting an

obvious S-shape, which is very consistent with the behavior caused by



Fig. 4.48 Blasingame type curve based on the proposed model.
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Table 4.26 Production decline analysis results of the well

No. Parameter
Conventional
model

The proposed
model

1 Reservoir permeability (mD) 0.0235 0.1088

2 Fracture half-length (m) 165 98

3 Initial fracture conductivity at the gap

( mD�m)

860 580

4 Skin factor of fracture 0 0.03

5 Spatially variable conductivity

coefficient, b

/ 1.6

6 Fracture conductivity decay

coefficient, η
/ 0.989

7 Temporally variable conductivity

coefficient, C (a)

/ 0.045

8 Stress sensitivity coefficient / 1.15

9 Drainage radius (m) 197 203

10 OGIP (108 m3) 0.162 0.172

11 Current average reservoir pressure

(MPa)

13.8 14.8

12 Recovery percent (%) 52.5 49.4
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Fig. 4.49 History matching curve of the well.
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temporally variable conductivity. The proposed model can efficiently match

the type curve and the production curve. However, the conventional model

cannot match the sudden decline of fracture conductivity, but can roughly

match the variation of the early-stage type curve by increasing the fracture

half-length and fracture conductivity, and reducing the reservoir permeabil-

ity, which apparently corresponds to larger fracture half-length and fracture

conductivity. In addition, the interpretation results of both models on drain-

age radius and OGIP are basically consistent, which further clarifies that the

variable conductivity and stress sensitivity will not substantially influence the

estimation of OGIP. According to the variable conductivity coefficient

interpreted, it can be seen that in the early stage of production, the conduc-

tivity decay of the well is significant, and the temporally variable conductiv-

ity coefficient reaches 98.9%, which is also a major driver for the rapid

decline of production.

Conclusion The spatially variable conductivity affects the Blasingame

type curve mainly by reducing the value of the curve in the early stage,

which is similar to the influence of the skin factor. The exponential varia-

tion, logarithmic variation, and linear variation stay in a descending order of

influence.

The temporally variable conductivity will make the flow rate and rate

integral curves “downwarp” to form S-shaped curves, which is a key indi-

cator to judge whether the temporally variable fracture conductivity exists.

The influence of spatially temporally variable conductivity on the type curve

is the superposition of the influence of spatially variable conductivity and

temporally variable conductivity. The stress sensitivity will also reduce

the value of the Blasingame type curve, but will not make the curve

“downwarp” suddenly; moreover, the stress sensitivity may delay the start

of the pseudo-steady state, which is obviously different from the variable

conductivity effect. If variable conductivity and stress sensitivity are

neglected, the estimation of performance-based reserves will not be affected

greatly, but big errors may appear in the evaluation of fracture parameters

and reservoir permeability.
4.1.4 Application of reserves estimation results
4.1.4.1 Performance-based reserves or OGIP estimation
The combination of advanced production decline analysis with a well test

can accurately evaluate the performance-based reserves, or OGIP, of a single
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well (Fig. 4.50). The two methods are combined and balanced rationally to

reduce the uncertainty of the reserves estimate.

As shown in Fig. 4.51, the seismic amplitude energy RMS, porosity,

fluid volume, and hydrocarbon accumulation coefficient of the highly effi-

cient well, efficient well, and inefficient well tend to decrease.

As shown in Fig. 4.52, the OGIP is basically proportional to RMS, and

linearly related to the delineated volume (except for outliers). When RMS is

greater than 4000, the probability of highly efficient and efficient wells is

88%.

4.1.4.2 Multiple reservoirs evaluation
For fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs, the reservoir heterogeneity is

strong. If multiple reservoirs are communicated during production, the pro-

duction decline curve shows a stepped rise (Fig. 4.35). The reserves are

2.66�104, 10.0�104, and 21.2�104 m3, respectively, when the data of

the first, second, and third segments are matched with the normalized rate

curves.

4.1.4.3 Early warning of water breakthrough
For oil and gas wells with edge and bottom water, the production perfor-

mance of a well presents a trend in four stages: normal production, water

energy supply, deteriorating production due to water coning, and liquid car-

rying (Fig. 4.53). The behaviors of the four stages of the production decline

analysis curve and the FMB curve are as follows:

(1) In the stage of normal production, the normalized rate curve is consis-

tent with the type curve, and the FMB curve is an initial straight line.

(2) In the stage of production with water energy supply, the normalized

rate curve deviates from the boundary-dominated flow straight line

segment to the upper right, and the FMB curve deviates from the initial

straight line segment to the upper right.

(3) In the stage of deteriorating production due to water coning, the nor-

malized rate curve deviates from the boundary-dominated flow straight

line segment to the lower left, and does not intersect with theoretical

type curve; the FMB curve deviates from the initial straight line seg-

ment to the lower left.

(4) In the stage of production with liquid carrying, the normalized rate

curve falls below the theoretical type curve.

Based on the comprehensive analysis of flow rate, pressure, and production

decline curves, the wells can be divided into two classes by water invasion,



Fig. 4.50 Determination of single-well OGIP through the combination of production.
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Fig. 4.51 Dynamic and static parameters of highly efficient well, efficient well, and inefficient well.
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Fig. 4.52 Relationship between OGIP and RMS or volume. (A) OGIP vs. RMS and (B) OGIP
vs. volume.
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Fig. 4.53 Blasingame type curve in case of water invasion.
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namely, wells with water breakthrough andwells without water breakthrough.

The wells without water breakthrough fall into three subclasses: wells without

water invasion, wells in the early stage of water invasion, and wells in the

middle-late stage of water invasion. The flow rate, pressure, and production

decline curves are different for these classes of wells (Table 4.27).

A well (T63-C) with water breakthrough in the gas field was analyzed.

According to the production decline type curve, the data points shift to the

upper right, and then to the lower left. The upward shift represents the



Table 4.27 Classification of wells by water invasion
No. Class Production characteristics Production decline analysis curve behaviors

1 Without water

breakthrough

Without water invasion Flow rate: stable

Pressure: a decline in consistent trend

Type curve: coincide with a type curve

FMB curve: straight line

2 In the early stage of

water invasion

Flow rate: stable or rises

Pressure: drop at a lower rate than

before, with significant inflection

Type curve: the data points deviate from

the type curve to the upper right

FMB curve: deviate from the straight line

and upwarp

3 In the middle-late stage

of water invasion

Flow rate: drop gradually or keep stable

Pressure: drop at a higher rate than

before

Type curve: deviate from the type curve to

the lower left

FMB curve: deviate from the straight line

and downwarp

4 With water

breakthrough

With water

breakthrough

Flow rate: drop gradually

Pressure: drop

Type curve: data points migrate downward

FMB curve: deviate from the straight line

and upwarp and then downwarp
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energy supply, and the downward shift represents the poorer gas production

capacity, which is a manifestation of water breakthrough (Fig. 4.54).

The type curve is used to judge the water breakthrough, and proper mea-

sures are taken in a timely manner to prolong the water-free production

period. Fig. 4.55 shows the analysis of water breakthrough for Well G503

in the Tazhong I gas field. It is suggested that there is water invasion, and

water breakthrough may occur. Accordingly, proper measures, such as

managed-pressure production, are taken, so that the cumulative recoverable

reserves are increased.

For the purpose of OGIP estimation, matching should be carefully con-

ducted, and the early data should be preferred; otherwise, the OGIP may be

overestimated. As shown in Fig. 4.56, the OGIP is 1.1�108 m3 when the

early data are used, and 1.4�108 m3 when the latter data are used, suggesting

a difference of 27%.
4.1.4.4 Estimation of production pressure drawdown
Because there are only limited static pressure data in the Tazhong I gas field,

the reservoir pressure is predicted according to the result of single well

decline curve analysis, so as to derive the production pressure drawdown

of the single well (Fig. 4.57).
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Fig. 4.54 Type curve of Well T63-C with water breakthrough.



Fig. 4.55 Water breakthrough analysis for Well G503. (A) Production curve,
(B) Blasingame type curve, and (C) FMB curve.
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4.1.4.5 Estimation of new well reserves
According to the result of performance-based reserves estimation for wells in

the Tazhong I gas field, the production index (the production per unit of

pressure drop) is not highly correlated to the OGIP (Fig. 4.58); while the

cumulative gas production per unit of pressure drop is well correlated to

the OGIP (Fig. 4.59). For wells with shorter production time, the

performance-based reserves, or OGIP, can be preliminarily evaluated

according to Fig. 4.59.
4.2 Recoverable reserves estimation

4.2.1 Recoverable reserves (or ultimate recovery) estimation of
single well
The performance-based estimation of single-well recoverable reserves (or

ultimate recovery) will be expounded upon in Chapter 5. Fig. 4.60 shows

the relationship between recoverable reserves and performance-based

reserves in the Tazhong gas field. The average recoverable reserves per well
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are 0.62�108 m3 and the average condensate oil reserves per well are

2.0�104 t. The recovery percent of natural gas is 57.3% and that of conden-

sate oil is 28.8%.

4.2.2 Relationship between initial flow rate and recoverable
reserves
Fig. 4.61 shows a poor relationship between initial flow rate and recoverable

reserves of gas wells in the Tazhong gas field. This reflects the production
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characteristics of carbonate reservoirs, that is, high yield, but not necessarily

highly efficient.

Fig. 4.62 shows the correlation among decline rate, recoverable reserves,

and flow rate for different blocks. Highly efficient wells are characterized by

high initial flow rate, low decline rate, and large recoverable reserves; and

they are mainly distributed in the upper left of the figure. Inefficient wells

are characterized by high decline rate and small recoverable reserves, and
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they are mainly distributed in the lower right of the figure. Efficient wells are

located in the middle. Therefore, it can be preliminarily inferred that the

wells with high initial flow rate and slow production decline are basically

highly efficient wells, and the wells with high initial flow rate but fast pro-

duction decline or low initial flow rate and fast production decline are basi-

cally efficient or inefficient wells.
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For Tazhong I, the production time is long and the decline rate is stable;

the relationship between single-well decline rate and recoverable reserves of

gas is shown in Fig. 4.63, suggesting a negative linear correlation; that is, the

larger the single-well decline rate is, the smaller the single-well recoverable

reserves are. For Tazhong III, the relationship between decline rate and

recoverable reserves of oil is shown in Fig. 4.63, suggesting a negative linear

correlation, which is consistent with the law in Tazhong I.
4.3 Producing reserves estimation

A large number of proven reserves have been booked. To estimate the pro-

ducing reserves and the productivity thereof, static data are not valid, but

only dynamic data are applicable. Here, the producing reserves estimation

is discussed with the Tazhong I as an example.
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4.3.1 Analysis procedure
According to the type of fluid production, the data preprocessing flow is

optimized. First, the single-well reserves are estimated. Then, the producing

reserves of the block are evaluated according to the area of different reflec-

tion types (Fig. 4.64).

Based on single-well production test data, the single-well performance-

based reserves and single-well reserves abundance (the abundance of reserves

with bead-like and flake-like reflections) are determined by reservoir engi-

neering methods. Based on static data, the reserves abundance and area of

different reflection types are determined, the proved reserves are classified

and evaluated, and the producing reserves are worked out. Using single-well
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production data, the single-well recoverable reserves are determined, and

then combined with the performance-based reserves to determine the aver-

age recovery factor of the block. Depending on the recovery factor and pro-

ducing reserves of the block, the recoverable reserves in the producing area

are determined.
4.3.2 Reserves abundance
If the single-well performance-based reserves have been estimated, the pro-

ducing reserves of the block can be calculated by combining the average

reserves abundance of different reflection types with the corresponding area.

The average reserves abundance of a single well are determined comprehen-

sively based on the results of well test analysis (WTA) and rate transient

analysis (RTA).
4.3.2.1 Reserves abundance based on WTA
If the gas saturation is considered, the average drainage radius is 473 m, and

reserves abundance is 3.6�108 m3/km2 in Block II of the Tazhong I gas

field, according to the WTA interpretation. The vertical wells commonly

present bead-like and flake-like reflections, so the calculated abundance is

for the bead-like and flake-like sections (Table 4.28).
4.3.2.2 Reserves abundance based on RTA
The reserves abundance of these wells based on RTA is shown in

Table 4.29. It is found that the reserves abundance based on RTA is 1.50

times of that based on WTA.

Why is the reserves abundance based on RTA larger? According to the

WTA results, most of the wells show the characteristics of the composite

model with deteriorating periphery (Fig. 4.65); that is to say, the WTA

method takes into account the heterogeneity of the reservoir. However,

the RTA method cannot take into account the heterogeneity. Accordingly,

the reserves abundance based on RTA is higher than that based on WTA,

given the same reserves (Fig. 4.66).

Because there are few well test data, the reserves abundance based on

RTA are corrected by this coefficient, and then the reserves abundance

in the case of bead-like and flake-like reflections is (3.4–3.6)�108 m3/

km2. According to the results of geological studies, the reserves abundance

in cases of “pure flake-like” reflection is 0.95 times of the reserves abundance

in cases of “bead-like and flake-like” reflections.



Table 4.28 Reserves abundance of Block II based on WTA

Well
Seismic
attribute

WTA Gas saturation considered

Drainage
radius (m)

Area
(km2)

Performance-
based
reserves
(108 m3)

Reserves
abundance
(108 m3/
km2)

Saturation
(f )

Drainage
radius (m)

Area
(km2)

Reserves
abundance
(108 m3/
km2)

G14-1 Bead-

like

1500 7.07 3.67 0.52 0.75 1730 9.42 0.39

G11 Bead-

like

310 0.3 1.13 3.75 0.68 370 0.44 2.55

G462 Flake-

like

330 0.34 2 5.85 0.73 380 0.47 4.27

T201C Flake-

like

500 0.79 3.06 3.9 0.73 580 1.08 2.85

G43 Bead-

like

490 0.75 2.93 3.88 0.76 560 0.99 2.95

Average 408 0.55 2.28 4.34 473 0.75 3.06
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Table 4.29 Reserves abundances based on WTA and RTA

Well

WTA RTA

Drainage
radius (m)

Area
(km2)

Reserves
abundance
(108 m3/km2)

Performance-based
reserves (108 m3)

Drainage
radius (m)

Area
(km2)

Reserves
abundance
(108 m3/km2)

G14-1 1730 9.42 0.39 3.4 480 0.72 4.7

G11 370 0.44 2.55 1.0 320 0.32 3.1

G462 380 0.47 4.27 2.0 300 0.28 7.1

T201C 580 1.08 2.85 2.5 400 0.5 5.0

G43 560 0.99 2.95 2.3 450 0.64 3.6

Average 470 0.75 3.06 1.95 370 0.44 4.5
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4.3.3 Producing reserves estimation
If the area of different reflection types is known, the producing reserves of

the whole block can be calculated according to the reserves abundance.
4.4 Summary

For fractured-vuggy carbonate reservoirs that are characterized by strong

heterogeneity, complex fluid properties, multiphase flow in a wellbore, pro-

duction at variable pressure or variable rate, and poor quality of dynamic

data, the traditional material balance method fails to estimate the single-well

performance-based reserves. Therefore, a performance-based reserves esti-

mation method integrating well test analysis and advanced production
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decline analysis has been proposed. The new method can be used to effec-

tively estimate the single-well performance-based reserves in fractured-

vuggy gas reservoirs.

Main factors affecting the accuracy of single-well performance-based

reserves estimation include BHFP conversion, production time, working

system, water production, interwell interference, initial reservoir pressure,

PVT, and reservoir parameters. If variable conductivity and stress sensitivity

are neglected, the estimation of performance-based reserves will not be

affected greatly, but significant errors may appear in the evaluation of frac-

ture parameters and reservoir permeability.

The seismic amplitude energy RMS, porosity, and delineated volume of

highly efficient, efficient, and inefficient wells tend to decrease generally.

The performance-based reserves are proportional to RMS and linearly

related to the delineated volume.

The performance-based reserves estimation technique of condensate gas

reservoirs proposed considering the characteristics of carbonate reservoirs

and the complexity of production conditions in the Tazhong area achieves

a lower uncertainty of reserves estimation. In combination with static data,

the technique can effectively evaluate reservoir parameters and producing

reserves, thereby providing a scientific basis for the compilation of a devel-

opment plan and recovery enhancement in the middle and later stages.
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5.1 Overview of performance forecasting methods

Fractured vuggy carbonate condensate gas reservoirs contain abundant pores,

vugs, and fractures, and feature extremely strong heterogeneity. They are

often characterized by complicated development patterns and fast changes

in production and pressure. Generally, the reservoirs are poorly connected,

and usually one reservoir is deployed with one well. More than 90% of the

producing wells are not communicated, except for certain clusters.

Thematerial balance method and numerical simulationmethod are often

used for early performance forecasting of gas reservoirs. However, for frac-

tured vuggy carbonate gas reservoirs, it is hard to perform three-dimensional

geologic modeling and numerical simulation for the entire reservoir. Only

the gas reservoir engineering method can be used to forecast the production

performance of a well or clusters. As mentioned previously, the production

performance technique of gas reservoirs based on modern well testing anal-

ysis and advanced production decline analysis can be used to forecast single
233
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well development indices, such as oil and gas production, reservoir pressure,

and recoverable reserves. The forecasting process is shown in Fig. 5.1.

First, the dynamic oil and gas reserves of single wells or clusters are deter-

mined as the basis of the development indices forecasting. Then the numer-

ical well testing, or simulation method, of single wells or clusters, the

advanced production decline analysis method, or the gas reservoir engineer-

ing method are adopted, depending on the availability of data. Finally, the

recoverable reserves of natural gas and condensate oil are determined under

the constraint of the abandonment pressure.
5.2 Performance forecasting method of single wells

This section introduces four performance forecasting methods of single

wells, including the material balance method, the numerical well testing

method, the advanced production decline analysis method, and the

single-well numerical simulation method.
5.2.1 Material balance method
This method is often used for four cases; that is, stress-sensitive reservoirs,

low-permeability reservoirs, gas reservoirs with recharge capacity, and con-

densate gas reservoirs.
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5.2.1.1 Stress-sensitive gas reservoirs
5.2.1.1.1 Deliverability evaluation method
The pseudo-pressure, considering stress sensitivity, is defined as:

m pð Þ¼ pi +
μZ

pK

� �
i

ðp
pi

pK

μZ
dp (5.1)

Where
K ¼Ki exp �γΔpð Þ
γ refers to the permeability modulus, and the preceding pseudo-pressure
refers to the standardized pseudo-pressure, featuring the dimension of pres-

sure. For high-speed non-Darcy gas flow, the pressure gradient equation can

be expressed as:

dp

dr
¼ μ
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2 (5.2)

The gas flow velocity in any section of the reservoir is expressed as:
v¼� qscpscTZ

2πrhT scp
(5.3)

After differentiating Eq. (5.1), we have
dm

dr
¼ μZ

pK

� �
i

Tpscqsc

2πhT sc

1

r
+

μZ

pK

� �
i

K

μ

βM

R

p2scq
2
sc

T 2
sc

T

4π2h2
1

r2
(5.4)

Converting the preceding equation to SI units, and according to the rela-
tionship between the D value and β value, we have

D¼ Kγgpsc

1:8738�1012μhrwTscR
β (5.5)

After integration, we have
Δm¼Aq+Bq2 (5.6)

Where
Δm¼ μZ

p

� �
i

ðpi
pw

exp �γ pi� pð Þ½ �p
μZ

dp

A¼ 6:345
μZ

pK

� �
i

T

h
ln

re

rw
+ S

� �
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B¼ 6:345
μZ

Kp

� �
i

T

h
D

After sorting out the preceding equation, we have
Δm
q

¼A+Bq (5.7)

Δm
q
� q meets the linear relation. Their relationship is plotted, with the
line slope as B and the line intercept as A. After A and B are obtained,

the absolute open flow potential of gas well qAOF can be obtained according

to the following equation:

qAOF¼�A+
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 + 4BΔm

p

2B
(5.8)

5.2.1.1.2 Performance forecasting method
The material balance equation of ultra-high pressure gas reservoirs and the

turbulent flow deliverability equation considering stress sensitivity are com-

bined to establish a performance forecasting model of stress-sensitive ultra-

high pressure gas reservoirs, which is expressed as:

p

Z
¼ pi

Zi

1�Gp

G

� �
1

1� ce pi�pð Þ (5.9)

Where
ce ¼ cwSwi + cf

1�Swi
(5.10)

According to experimental results, the empirical equation based on the
matching of pore compressibility and effective stress is

cf

cfi
¼ 7:4945p�0:8435

eff (5.11)

According to the actual deliverability test data, we can obtain the turbu-
lent flow deliverability equation through the regression of Eq. (5.7).

Eqs. (5.7), (5.9), (5.10), and (5.11) are solved simultaneously to forecast

the long-term production performance of a single well (Sun, 2007).
5.2.1.1.3 Field Example
Well X is an ultra-high pressure gas well in the Tarim Oilfield. The perme-

ability modulus is 0.01MPa�1, according to the well testing interpretation
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results. The initial reservoir pressure is 105.06MPa. The minimum bottom-

hole flow pressure is 10.0MPa. The economic limit production is

10�104 m3/d and the production allocation is 45�104 m3/d. The forma-

tion temperature is 405K. The geological reserves are 50�108 m3. The rel-

ative density of natural gas is 0.63. The pseudo-critical temperature is 203K,

and the pseudo-critical pressure is 4.601MPa. The water saturation is 0.33.

The rock compressibility is 4.3659�10�4 MPa�1 and the water compress-

ibility is 3.05�10�4 MPa�1. Table 5.1 provides the deliverability well test-

ing data under four working systems. Before the absolute open flow

potential is calculated, the condensate oil flow rate needs to be converted

to the condensate gas flow rate.

The absolute open flow potential is 147.97�104 m3/d, according to the

conventional turbulent flow pseudo-pressure method, and it is

127.3�104 m3/d when γ¼0.01MPa�1. The normalized turbulent flow

pseudo-pressure deliverability equation is

Δm¼ 0:14954q+0:00246q2

The absolute open flow potential when γ¼0.01MPa�1 is about 86% of
that, without considering stress sensitivity. The IPR curves under different

permeability moduli are shown in Fig. 5.2. The results show that the per-

meability modulus γ has a significant influence on deliverability forecasting.

The performance is forecasted by taking γ as 0, 0.01, and 0.02MPa�1,

respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5.3. It is seen that stress sensitivity

significantly impacts all indices of single well performance forecasting.

The bigger the permeability modulus γ is, the shorter the stable production
period is, and the lower the forecasted recovery degree at the end of the

period is. Under the three γ cases, the stable production period is 19 years,

13.5, years and 9 years, respectively, and the forecasted recovery degree is

75.77%, 67.44%, and 57.73% respectively.
Table 5.1 Deliverability well testing data of Well X

Working
systems

Flow
pressure
(MPa)

Condensate
oil rate (m3/d)

Gas flow rate
(104 m3/d)

Condensate gas
flow rate (104 m3/d)

1 99.2272 26.88 26.28 26.62

2 94.4251 43.68 40.34 40.89

3 89.0139 47.52 54.68 55.28

4 80.4079 60.00 65.00 65.76
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5.2.1.1.4 Simplification of method
If the influence of stress sensitivity is not considered, the preceding method

can be simplified as the conventional production performance forecasting

method combining the material balance equation and the turbulent flow

deliverability equation. However, the biggest drawback of this method is

that the indices tend to be optimistic.
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5.2.1.2 Performance forecasting method for low-permeability gas
reservoirs
For a low-permeability gas reservoir, the result of production performance

forecasting combining the material balance equation and the turbulent flow

deliverability equation is too optimistic. On one hand, the deliverability

equation of the low-permeability gas reservoir is time-sensitive. On the

other hand, the material balance equation is too simple, and cannot ideally

represent the actual situation of the reservoir.

Accordingly, the pressure solution at any position of the rectangular

boundary of the well and the material balance equation are combined to

forecast the changes of bottomhole flow pressure and average reservoir pres-

sure at the constant rate condition, so that the effectiveness of the deliver-

ability equation is avoided. Based on the material balance equation and the

deliverability equation, the production decline equation, under a constant-

pressure condition, is built, and the performance of production under con-

stant pressure is forecasted by using the Wattenbarger constant-pressure

shape factor (Helmy and Wattenbarger, 1998).

5.2.1.2.1 Constant-rate production performance forecasting model
It is assumed that a well in a homogeneous rectangular gas reservoir produces

at a stable rate qg. Under the constant-rate condition, the change of bottom-

hole flow pressure can be determined according to the superposition prin-

ciple, and the average reservoir pressure can be obtained by the material

balance equation.

5.2.1.2.2 Constant-pressure production performance forecasting model
Mathematical model The flow of real gas is nonlinear, so the pseudo-

pressure is introduced

m pð Þ¼ 2

ðp
0

p

μZ
dp¼ 2

ðp
0

1

μcg
d

p

Z

� �
(5.12)

The flow equation is linearized. When the production reaches a pseudo-
steady state, the turbulent flow deliverability equation expressed in the

pseudo-pressure form is

Δm pð Þ¼Aqg +Bq2g (5.13)

The coefficients A and B of the turbulent flow deliverability equation
are, respectively
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A¼ 12:69T

Kh
ln

2:2458A

CAr2w

� �
(5.14)

B¼ 12:69T

Kh
D (5.15)

For a closed constant-volume gas reservoir, the material balance
equation is

p

Z
¼ p

Z

� �
i
1�Gp

G

� �
(5.16)

Eqs. (5.12)–(5.16) constitute the basic equations for forecasting the
production performance of constant-volume gas reservoirs under constant

pressure (Sun and Xu, 2011).

Model solution After differentiating Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), and (5.16)

respectively, we have

dm¼ 2

μCg

d
p

Z

� �
(5.17)

dm¼ A+2Bqg

� �
dqg (5.18)

d
p

Z

� �
¼� p

Z

� �
i

qg

G
dt (5.19)

After combining the preceding three equations, we have
A

qg
+ 2B

� �
dqg¼�2

p

Z

� �
i

1

Gμcg
dt (5.20)

After integration, we have
ln
q

qg

� �
+
2Bqg

A

q

qg
�1

� �
¼�2

p

μcgZ

� �
i

1

AG
ta (5.21)

Where
ta ¼
ðt
0

μcg
� �

i

μcg
dt (5.22)

If B¼0, Eq. (5.21) can be simplified as the Fraim model (Fraim, 1989).
According to Eq. (5.21), the decline law of a closed gas reservoir is closely

related to the initial reservoir, in addition to well-controlled reserves,

geometrical shape, and reservoir pressure.



Fig. 5.4 Schematic diagram of gas reservoir parameters.
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Decline law For a gas reservoir, the thickness is 30m, the porosity is 0.2,

the formation temperature is 80°C, the initial reservoir pressure is 30MPa,

the relative density of natural gas is 0.6, and the permeability is 10mD.

A well is deployed at 1/4 of the length of the rectangular gas reservoir, as

shown in Fig. 5.4. The wellbore radius is 0.1m, the non-Darcy coefficient

D is 0.1�(104 m3/d)�1, the well-controlled reserves are 3.846�108 m3,

and the absolute open flow potential pseudo-pressure is 97.4�104 m3/d.

Thus, the deliverability equation is

Δm pð Þ¼ 341:583qg + 1:13048q2g (5.23)

The forecasting results are shown in Fig. 5.5. Given the material balance
time, the time and production of the Fraimmodel show an exponential rela-

tionship. The curve of the proposed model in this section is parallel to that of

the Fraimmodel at the later stage, and the distance between the two curves is

controlled by the deliverability equation coefficient, the initial flow rate, and

other factors. Given the real time, the decline curve conforms to the expo-

nential decline law at the later stage.
5.2.1.2.3 Example and discussion
Conventional index forecasting method For a gas reservoir, the thick-

ness is 10m, the porosity is 0.1, the permeability is 1.0mD, and the well-controlled

reserves are 0.641�108 m3; other parameters are the same as those in the

preceding example. The single-well numerical simulation is conducted. The shape
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factors and forecasted absolute open flowpotential are shown inTable 5.2. In a low-

permeability reservoir, it takes a long time for the gaswell to reach the pseudo-steady

state, so the flow is unsteady during the earlywell testing period.Thewell-controlled

geometry is different, but the absolute open flow potential calculated through simu-

lation is basically the same. There is a significant difference between the simulation

result and the results calculated by the pseudo-steady state Eqs. (5.14), (5.15), and

the former is 1.8–2.5 times of the latter.



Table 5.2 Forecasting of absolute open flow potential

Reservoir
shape, well
location

Shape factor
of constant
rate, CA

Shape factor of
constant
pressure, CACP

Dimensionless
time to start of
PSSF, tDA

Time
(d)

Absolute open flow potential (104 m3/d)

Simulated
(well test
design)

Calculated
(PSSF)

Simulated/
calculated
(%)

30.88 29.34 0.1 14 13.06 7.0 187.8

12.99 10.92 0.7 101 13.06 6.6 198.1

21.84 19.88 0.3 43 13.06 6.8 191.9

10.84 9.5 0.4 58 13.06 6.5 200.3

4.51 2.5 1.5 217 13.06 6.2 210.8

5.38 3.95 0.8 116 13.06 6.3 208.6

2.69 1.97 0.8 116 13.06 6.0 217.0

0.232 0.029 4.0 579 13.06 5.3 246.5
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Now, the single-well numerical simulation method is used to analyze the

recovery percent at the end of the stable production period and the stable

production time. It is assumed that a well produces at a rate of

2�104 m3/d, and the bottomhole flow pressure at the end of the stable pro-

duction period is 3.0MPa. Then, the stable production period determined

by the turbulent flow deliverability equation using well testing design data is

obviously longer, which is about 1.3–1.6 times of that calculated by the

pseudo-steady state theory (Table 5.3).
Comparison between the proposed method and
conventional method The length-width ratio of the well geometry is 1:4,

as shown in Fig. 5.4. It is assumed that the well produces at a rate of

2.0�104 m3/d, and the bottomhole flow pressure at the end of the stable

production period is 3.0MPa. The results of the proposed method and con-

ventional method are shown in Fig. 5.6. It is known that the conventional

method provides much longer stable production time and a higher recovery

percent than the proposed method, showing optimistic indices.
5.2.1.2.4 Summary
The production performance of a single well is often forecasted under two

conditions: constant rate and constant pressure. The forecasting at a constant

rate can be further divided into unsteady state and pseudo-steady state. Due

to the physical properties of reservoirs and the well-controlled geometry, it is

hard to reach a pseudo-steady state during the gas well deliverability test;

thus, the forecasting result may be biased when the conventional method

is used.

In the case of material balance time, the time and flow rate of the Fraim

model show an exponential relationship. The decline model proposed in this

section is an improved Fraim model. The curve of the proposed model is

parallel to that of the Fraimmodel at the later stage, and the distance between

the two curves is controlled by the deliverability equation, the initial flow

rate, and other factors. In the case of real time, the decline curve conforms

to the exponential decline law at the later stage.

The proposed model in this section is combined with the unsteady-state

well testing theory, avoiding the errors caused by the time-sensitive produc-

tivity equation, and errors caused by the shape factor. In this way, the fore-

casting results conform to the actual situations.



Table 5.3 Comparison of stable production time forecasted by conventional method and PSSF method

Reservoir shape,
well location

Reservoir pressure
Degree of reserve

recovery Period of stable production

PSSF
theoretic
(MPa)

Well test
design (MPa)

PSSF
theoretic

Well test
design

PSSF
theoretic
(a)

Well test
design (a)

Well test design/
PSSF theoretic

16.1 11.7 0.46 0.61 4.5 5.9 1.3

16.6 0.45 0.61 4.3 5.9 1.4

16.3 0.46 0.61 4.4 5.9 1.3

16.7 0.44 0.61 4.3 5.9 1.4

17.1 0.43 0.61 4.2 5.9 1.4

17.0 0.43 0.61 4.2 5.9 1.4

17.4 0.42 0.61 4.1 5.9 1.4

18.5 0.38 0.61 3.7 5.9 1.6
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Fig. 5.6 Comparison of performance forecasting results between two methods.
(A) Conventional method and (B) the proposed method.
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5.2.1.3 Gas reservoir with recharge capacity
The traditional material balance method takes the entire gas reservoir as a

container, neglecting the heterogeneity and the flow resistance of forma-

tions. Therefore, the results tend to be optimistic when the turbulent flow

deliverability equation and the material balance equation are used to forecast

the early performance of heterogeneous gas reservoirs. In this circumstance,
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the concept of the semi-permeable wall model (Gao and Sun, 2017) is pro-

posed, and the material balance equation and theoretical model on perfor-

mance forecasting are developed for heterogeneous gas reservoirs with

recharge capacity according to the principle of mass conservation. It is

assumed that a gas reservoir is divided by a low-permeability zone into

two relatively homogeneous blocks that are interconnected. Imagining that

the plane flow resistance is concentrated on the contact surface between the

two blocks, and the flow resistance in blocks is zero, the wall surface can be

considered semi-permeable. When fluids flow through the semi-permeable

wall, the pressure jumps. The resistance of the semi-permeable wall to the

flow can be calculated according to the principle of equivalent flow resis-

tance (Fig. 5.7). The semi-permeable wall model can be used to ensure

the pressure balance in each block at any time, so that each block can

meet all conditions necessary for the traditional material balance method.

This model considers the regional heterogeneity changes and flow resistance

in the gas field, enabling the material balance model to be closer to practical

cases. Also, it can easily and quickly forecast the performance trend of

gas wells.
5.2.1.3.1 Material balance equation with recharge capacity
The traditional material balancemethod is too simply designed. It takes the gas

field as a homogenous container, neglecting the heterogeneity of gas reservoirs,

so its forecasting results are generally optimistic.Anearly performance forecast-

ing method, which considers the regional heterogeneity change of gas
Fig. 5.7 Two-block material balance physical model with recharge capacity.
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reservoirs and also easily and quickly forecasts the performance trend of gas res-

ervoirs, is urgently needed in both production and research. Many researchers

around the world worked on thematerial balancemethod of gas field partition

andcomplementarity (HowerandCollins, 1989;Lordet al.,1992;Payne,1996;

Hagoort andHoogstra, 1999;Gaoet al., 2006; Sun, 2011) by incorporating this

theory into the performance forecasting and parameter determination of real

gas reservoirs, and theycompared the resultswith thoseobtainedby thenumer-

ical simulation method. It is indicated that the material balance method of gas

field partition and complementarity is reliable and practical. This method is the

development of the traditional material balance method, preliminarily addres-

sing the regional heterogeneity.

Physical model According to the principle of equivalent flow resistance,

the flow resistance recharged to the low-pressure block from the high-

pressure block consists of three parts: resistance that flows to the low-

permeability zone from the high-pressure block, resistance that flows in the

low-permeability zone, and resistance that flows in the low-pressure block.

Given the same viscosity, then

R¼ μ

h

L1

2K1

+
L2

2K2

+
W

K

� �
(5.24)

The semi-permeable wall model can be used to ensure the pressure bal-
ance in each block at any time, so that each block can meet all conditions

necessary for the traditional material balance method.

To make the study easier, the semi-permeable wall model is used to

replace the real formation. (1) The reservoir in each block is a homogenous

gas reservoir of equal thickness; the permeability is respectively K1 and K2,

and the permeability in the transition area isK; and the formation thickness is

h. (2) The reserves in the two blocks are G1 and G2, and the reserves in the

low-permeability zone is ignored. (3) The production of a single well is qg.

(4) The gas flow in the reservoir meets the Darcy law, which is recharged to

the low-pressure block from the high-pressure block. The recharge volume

between blocks is in direct proportion to their pressure difference, and the

recharge flow distance is W +(L1+L2)/2. (5) The influence of water is not

considered.

Mathematical model and solution According to the material balance

theory, the flow in the production area can be expressed as:
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G1

dρ1
dt

¼�ρscqg +
K∗Lh

μ
ρ
∂p

∂x
(5.25)

The flow in the recharge area can be expressed as:
G2

dρ2
dt

¼�K∗Lh

μ
ρ
∂p

∂x
(5.26)

Where, K∗ is the average permeability within the recharge flow
distance. According to the principle of equivalent flow resistance, it can

be expressed as

K∗ ¼
W +

L1 +L2

2
L1

2K1

+
W

K
+

L2

2K2

(5.27)

The initial condition is:
ρ2 t¼ 0ð Þ¼ ρ1 t¼ 0ð Þ¼ ρ0 (5.28)

After solving Eqs. (5.25)–(5.28), we have:
p

Z

� �
1
¼ p

Z

� �
i

1� qgt

G1 +G2

� qg

G1β 1+ αð Þ2 1� e�β 1+αð Þt
h i( )

(5.29)

p

Z

� �
2
¼ p

Z

� �
i

1� qgt

G1 +G2

+
qg

G2β 1+ αð Þ2 1� e�β 1+ αð Þt
h i( )

(5.30)

Where
α¼G1

G2

,β¼ K∗Lh

G1μCgW

Under the condition of variable rate, according to the Duhamel’s prin-
ciple, we have

p

Z

� �
1, j

¼ p

Z

� �
i

1� 1

G1 +G2

Xj

k¼1

qk� qk�1ð Þ� tj� tk�1

� �

� 1

G1 1 + αð Þ2
Xj

k¼1

qk� qk�1ð Þ
βk

1� e�βk 1+αð Þ tj�tkð Þh i
8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
(5.31)
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p

Z

� �
2, j

¼ p

Z

� �
i

1� 1

G1 +G2

Xj

k¼1

qk� qk�1ð Þ� tj� tk�1

� �

+
1

G2 1 + αð Þ2
Xj

k¼1

qk� qk�1ð Þ
βk

1�e�βk 1+ αð Þ tj�tkð Þh i
8>>>><
>>>>:

9>>>>=
>>>>;
(5.32)

Determination of performance forecasting parameters Assuming

that there is only 1 well in the block, the following turbulent flow deliver-

ability equation is obtained through deliverability testing.

Δp2¼Aq+Bq2 (5.33)

The recharge volume between blocks is in direct proportion to the pres-
sure difference between the two blocks, so we have

qc¼Δp2

R
(5.34)

Eqs. (5.29)–(5.32) can be combined to forecast the long-term production
performance of a single well.
5.2.1.3.2 Example and discussion
Example For a gas reservoir, the thickness is 10m, the porosity is 0.1,

the formation temperature is 80°C, the initial reservoir pressure is 30MPa,

the relative density of natural gas is 0.6, the permeability of the production

area is 10mD, the permeability of the recharge area is 5mD and the perme-

ability of the intermediate low-permeability zone is 0.1mD. The well is

located in the middle part of the production area, as shown in Fig. 5.8.

The absolute open flow potential is 59�104 m3/d, thus the deliverability

equation is

Δp2¼ 7:74344qg + 0:127014qg
2

Characteristics of p/Z curve It is assumed that this well produces at a

rate of 10.0�104 m3/d. The relationship between the apparent formation

pressure and the cumulative gas production in the production area is shown

in Fig. 5.9. The curve shows an obvious two-segment feature.

In the early stage of production, the pressure difference between the pro-

duction area and the recharge area is very small, so the recharge volume can

be neglected. At this moment, the first straight line segment appears on the



Fig. 5.8 Schematic diagram of gas reservoir parameters.

Fig. 5.9 p/Z curve of material balance of the two blocks with recharge capacity.
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p

Z

� �
1
�Gp curve, with the slope of � p

Z

� �
i

1
G1
. Taking the derivative of

Eq. (5.29), and assuming that the flow rate is a constant, then we have

d
p

Z

� �
1

d qgt
� � ¼� p

Z

� �
i

1

G1 +G2

1 +
G2

G1

e�β 1+ αð Þt
	 


(5.35)

In the late stage of production, the exponential term of the preceding
equation can be neglected. Next, the second straight line segment appears,

with the slope of� p

Z

� �
i

1
G1 +G2

. Themiddle is a transitional period, as shown

in Fig. 5.9.
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Due to the flow resistance in the low-permeability zone, the reserves

calculated according to the p/Z curve by block are ΔG smaller than that

calculated according to the traditional p/Z curve. According to

Eq. (5.29), we have

ΔG¼ μCgW

K∗ Lhð Þ
G2

2

G1 +G2

� �
qg (5.36)

According to Eq. (5.36), given certain reserves in the blocks, ΔG is not
only sensitive to the characteristic parameters of the gas reservoir, but also

related to the initial production allocation of the production area

(Hower, 1989). On one hand, the larger the gas reservoir permeability

and the contact area between blocks are, the smaller the low-permeability

zone width between two blocks and the residual reserves will be. On the

other hand, the larger the initial production allocation is, the larger the resid-

ual reserves will be. This is consistent with the experimental result

(Hu et al., 2007).
Well performance forecasting It is assumed that this well produces at

a rate of 10.0�104 m3/d. The comparison between the traditional material

balance method and the proposed method in this section is illustrated in

Fig. 5.10. The proposed method corresponds to a stable production period

of 0.85 year, while the traditional material balance method corresponds to a

stable production period of 1.32 years, revealing a big difference.
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Fig. 5.10 Comparison between the proposed method and the classic method.
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The proposed model is calculated by the numerical well testing method.

If the flow rate is 10.0�104 m3/d, the stable production period is 0.90 years.

The result obtained by the proposed method is close to this value.

Essentially, the traditional material balance method takes the sweep range

of a single well as a big homogeneous container, completely neglecting the

heterogeneity of the reservoir, so the pressure balance declines during the

production, ultimately leading to an optimistic index. According to

Fig. 5.11, because of a low-permeability zone, there is a big pressure differ-

ence between the production area and the recharge area, which leads to the

nonbalanced exploitation. The proposed method considers the heterogene-

ity of the reservoir and the flow resistance, so it conforms to the real

conditions. This is also verified by the numerical simulation result.

It is assumed that this well produces at a rate of 10.0�104 m3/d. The

changes of bottomhole flow pressure and flow rate of the production area

and the recharge area are shown in Fig. 5.12. As the production continues,

the recharge area continues to play its role. Particularly, in the decline stage,

the recharge area contributes an increasing proportion to the total produc-

tion, so it cannot be neglected.

5.2.1.3.3 Summary
The proposed material balance equation, considering the regional heteroge-

neity and flow resistance, is the development of the material balance equa-

tion with recharge capacity. It is closer to real conditions and can provide

more accurate results. This proposed model can be easily extended to the

N blocks model, and can be used to simulate the production performance

of multiple wells, or the whole block.

It is worth noting that the performance forecasting is based on the accu-

rate deliverability equation of a single well. The traditional deliverability
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equation of gas wells can only be representative when the production

reaches a pseudo-steady state. For low-permeability gas reservoirs, however,

several months, years, or an even longer time is usually needed to reach the

same state. Therefore, for low-permeability tight gas reservoirs, the pseudo-

steady state is often hard to reach during the deliverability test. In this cir-

cumstance, deviation appears when the pseudo-steady state method is used

for performance forecasting.

5.2.1.4 Fractured-vuggy condensate gas reservoir
5.2.1.4.1 Deliverability evaluation
Taking the Tazhong gas field as an example, the relationship between the

absolute open flow potential of a gas well in a fractured vuggy carbonate

gas reservoir, and the average flow rate in the first year, is shown in

Fig. 5.13, and the production allocation coefficient is 3%–36%. Therefore,
it is hard to use the deliverability test to determine the reasonable production

of a single well. For example, the absolute open flow potential of Well G462

is 118�104 m3/d. The production allocation is 20.0�104 m3/d on a 1/5

basis, which is much larger than the average flow rate in the first year, that

is, 7.5�104 m3/d (Deng et al., 2015).

The relationship among the productivity index, production level, and

RMS is shown in Fig. 5.14. The productivity index of gas wells is irrelevant

to the distribution of high, medium, and low-productivity wells. Therefore,

it is inadvisable to use the deliverability test to determine the reasonable
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deliverability. In addition, for the carbonate gas wells in the Tazhong gas

field, the initial productivity is high, and the production rate declines fast.

Therefore, in the practical application, we must break through the conven-

tional thought of the productivity evaluation of a sandstone gas reservoir,

weaken the function of absolute open flow potential in the productivity

evaluation, and evaluate the productivity by blocks, reservoir types, and well

types. Meanwhile, the function of the dynamic reserves in the productivity
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evaluation should be highlighted, and the well testing dynamical description

method, the production performance statistical method, and the empirical

method should be combined to determine the productivity, as shown in

Fig. 5.15. In the process of productivity evaluation, dynamic and static

research results should be combined, as shown in Fig. 5.16.

Determination of the decline rate Once the producing well in frac-

tured vuggy condensate gas reservoirs is put into production, the production

begins to decline—rapidly in the early stage, and slowly in the late stage. The

method to determine the decline rate in the forecasting period will directly

influence the production performance forecasting result. If the producing well

has reached the late stage of decline, the decline rate at the late stage can be

used to forecast the subsequent production performance. If the producingwell

is put into production for a short time, the average decline rate in the block can

be used to forecast the production rate.

The three oil wells in the Tazhong gas field have been producing for

more than 2100 days. The decline curve is shown in Fig. 5.17A after the

production of the three wells is averaged. The decline rate is 30% in the first

year, 25% in the second to fourth years, and 20% after the fifth year. The

seven gas wells have been producing for more than 1650 days (5 years),

as shown in Fig. 5.17B. The decline rate is 25% in the first year, 20% in

the second to fourth years, and 15% after the fifth year.

Determination of the production rate of condensate oil In the

development process of condensate gas reservoirs, the decline rate can be

used to forecast the condensate oil production at different stages. When

the reservoir pressure is higher than the dewpoint pressure, the decline

law at the wellhead is analyzed according to the converted condensate

gas, and the condensate gas production rate is forecasted; then, the conden-

sate oil production is converted according to the stable gas-oil ratio (GOR).

When the reservoir pressure is lower than the dewpoint pressure, the decline

law is analyzed according to the natural gas production rate at the wellhead

(the average decline law of a well or a block), and the natural gas production

rate is forecasted; then, the condensate oil production is determined accord-

ing to the relationship between pressure and GOR.

When the average reservoir pressure is higher than the dewpoint pres-

sure, the GOR is relatively stable. Accordingly, the condensate oil produc-

tion is forecasted by the constant volume depletion test. When the average

reservoir pressure is lower than the dewpoint pressure, the retrograde con-

densation appears in the formation. In this circumstance, the reservoir
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pressure is determined according to the material balance analysis, and then

the condensate oil production is forecasted through the constant volume

depletion test.

GOR¼ f p,Zð Þ (5.37)

When the reservoir pressure is higher than the dewpoint pressure, the
material balance equation of constant volume gas reservoirs is used directly.
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When the reservoir pressure is lower than the dewpoint pressure, the single-

phase volume factor and the deviation factor are considered as the two-phase

volume factor and the two-phase deviation factor (ZT), respectively, which

can be determined by the laboratory test.

Determination of reservoir pressure When the reservoir pressure is

higher than the dewpoint pressure, the average reservoir pressure is:

p¼ piZ

Zi

1�Gp

G

� �
(5.38)

When the reservoir pressure is lower than the dewpoint pressure, the
two-phase deviation factor is used, and the average reservoir pressure is:

p¼ piZT

ZTi

1�Gp

G

� �
(5.39)

Eqs. (5.37)–(5.39) can be combined into Eq. (5.40) to forecast the con-
densate oil production. According to the abandonment pressure of conden-

sate gas reservoirs, the oil and gas production, reservoir pressure, and

recovery percent of a well can be calculated.

qo¼ f p,Z,ZT,Gp

� �
(5.40)

5.2.1.4.2 Analysis process
On the basis of dynamic reserves estimation and decline rate evaluation, the

production change law is forecasted first. Within the given time period, the

average pressure of the reservoir is determined according to the cumulative

production and the oil-gas two-phase material balance equation, and the

advanced production decline analysis method can be used to verify the aver-

age reservoir pressure. According to the results of the PVT test, the GOR

change law under different pressures is determined. The wellhead oil and gas

production is separated by GOR. The bottomhole flow pressure is calcu-

lated through the production performance analysis, or empirical analysis.

The process is shown in Fig. 5.18.

For volatile oil wells, the analysis process that is similar to that used for

condensate gas wells can be used. First, the crude oil production at the well-

head is forecasted. Then, according to the two-phase material balance equa-

tion, PVT test data, and GOR, the oil and gas production rate is separated,

and the reservoir pressure is calculated. Finally, under the constraint of the

quit flow pressure, the recoverable reserves and recovery percent are

determined.
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5.2.1.4.3 Example
For Well G43 in Zone II, the Tazhong gas field, the mid-depth of the res-

ervoir is 5156m, and the formation temperature is 128.5°C. This well was
put into production in March 2010. Up to December 2014, the cumulative

effective production time was 1515 days, the cumulative gas production was

1.33�108 m3, and the cumulative condensate oil production was

5.89�104 t. The production test curve is shown in Fig. 5.19. The GOR

is steady in the early stage and gradually rises in the late stage.

According to the PVT test data, the dewpoint pressure is 56.99MPa, the

difference between the reservoir pressure and the dew point pressure is

6.34MPa, and the condensate oil content is 451.63g/m3, so it belongs to
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a gas reservoir with a high content of condensate oil. Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 are

the triangular chart and the phase-state diagram of hydrocarbon fluid types,

respectively.

The dynamic reserves of this well (condensate gas) calculated by the

advanced production decline analysis method are 3.12�108 m3; the
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converted dynamic reserves of natural gas is 2.9�108 m3, and dynamic

reserves of condensate oil are 20.5�104 t. The Blasingame log-logmatching

curve and the history matching curve, respectively, are shown in Figs. 5.22

and 5.23.

The decline rate of this well in the production stage is 20%. On this basis,

natural gas production in the following 8 years is forecasted, as shown in

Fig. 5.24.
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According to the PVT constant volume depletion test, the relationships

between pressure and GOR and between pressure and the two-phase devi-

ation factor are determined, as shown in Fig. 5.25. The deviation factor

under the measured reservoir pressure is 1.469 and the deviation factor

under the dewpoint pressure is 1.454.

Substituting relevant parameters into themodel helps to forecast the con-

densate oil production rate, as shown in Fig. 5.26. The GOR change is
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shown in Fig. 5.27, revealing basically the same trend for actual production

data and calculated production data. The GOR is relatively stable in the

early stage, and then rises gradually; and it declines gradually in the late stage.

Essentially, the reservoir pressure is higher than the dewpoint pressure in the

early stage, and gas is the single phase in the reservoir, so the GOR is

relatively stable. When the reservoir pressure is lower than the dewpoint

pressure, retrograde condensation occurs, and some condensate oil is
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accumulated in the formation, so the GOR rises gradually. In the late stage,

evaporation occurs as the reservoir pressure continues to decline, so the

GOR shows a declining trend.

The forecasted reservoir pressure is basically the same as the measured

static pressure, as shown in Fig. 5.28. The abandonment pressure estimated

according to the empirical equation is about 17.6MPa; the forecasted cumu-

lative gas production and cumulative oil production at the end of the

period are 1.68�108 and 9.8�104 m3, respectively. The present residual
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recoverable reserves of natural gas and condensate oil are 0.35�108 and

2.44�104 m3, respectively. The forecasted recovery percent of natural

gas and condensate oil at the end of the period is 57.4% and 42.4%, respec-

tively. The results are shown in Fig. 5.29.
5.2.2 Numerical well testing method
Based on the geological cognition on structures and faults, the numerical

model of a reservoir built on numerical well testing analysis can be used

to forecast the oil and gas production and the reservoir pressure.
5.2.2.1 Analysis process
First, the parameters such as formation coefficient, skin factor, boundary,

and dynamic reserves are determined preliminarily according to the results

of analytical well testing. Then, the numerical analysis is conducted depend-

ing on the structure, fault, fracture, seismic carving attributes, and well log-

ging results, and a relatively reasonable single-well numerical model is

obtained according to the analysis of the log-log curve and the verification

by history matching. Next, the natural gas production is forecasted accord-

ing to the production decline analysis results matched with the PVT test

data, and separating the oil and gas production. Finally, the recoverable

reserves of oil and gas are forecasted under the constraint of abandonment

pressure. The process is shown in Fig. 5.30.
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5.2.2.2 Example
The data of the pressure build-up test performed in March 2011 on Well

G14-1 in the Tazhong gas field is interpretedwith the variable wellbore stor-

age+radial composite model. The log-log matching chart and the pressure

history matching chart are shown in Figs. 5.31 and 5.32, respectively.

According to the cognition on structures and faults and the results of
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analytical well testing, the plane block-division numerical model is built, as

shown in Fig. 5.33.

The numerical well testing log-log matching is shown in Fig. 5.34.

Compared with the analytic well testing method, this method is slightly

improved, and can be used to forecast the pressure. Given the abandonment

pressure of 17.6MPa, the recoverable reserves and recovery percent at the

end of the period are forecasted to be 1.1�108 m3 and 62.9%, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 5.35.
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5.2.3 Advanced production decline analysis method
The advanced production decline analysis method has become a new tech-

nique for well performance forecasting. It is used to forecast the oil and gas

production, reservoir pressure, recoverable reserves, and other development

indices by using the dynamic model based on the advanced production
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decline analysis, and the production decline analysis results. Currently, the

analytical model is mainly used for the whole history matching according to

the superposition principle. However, this analytical model is insufficient for

field application in gas wells due to significant production fluctuation, mul-

tiple flow stages, and long cycles of history matching. In this circumstance,

taking the fractured vertical gas well as an example, a mathematical model of

unsteady flow is established, and the mixed finite element method is adopted

to obtain the numerical solutions under three production modes, that is,

constant rate, constant pressure, and variable rate and variable pressure.

The advanced production decline analysis curve is plotted according to

the constant-rate solution. The whole history matching is conducted

according to the variable-rate and variable-pressure solution. The produc-

tion performance of gas wells is forecasted according to the solution of

constant rate, and then, constant pressure.
5.2.3.1 Unsteady flow model of fractured vertical gas wells
5.2.3.1.1 Physical model
There is a fractured vertical gas well with finite conductivity in the homo-

geneous bounded reservoir. The physical model is built with some assump-

tions. First, gas flows in the reservoir in the form of single-phase seepage

subject to the Darcy law. Second, the flow of gas in fractures is one-

dimensional. Third, considering the damage of fracturing fluid to the reser-

voir, the rectangular low-permeability zone is adopted, and the fracture skin

factor is used to measure the damage to the reservoir, as shown in Fig. 5.36.

Fourth, the fracture volume is very small compared with the well-controlled

volume, the fracture permeability is much larger than the reservoir
Fig. 5.36 Schematic diagram of physical model.
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permeability, and the gas volume expansion in fractures resulting from frac-

ture pressure decrease has little influence on the whole flow, so the deriv-

ative term of pseudo-pressure to time in the fracture control equation can be

ignored. Fifth, the influence of the wellbore storage effect on the production

is not considered. Moreover, the permeability, porosity, and rock compress-

ibility do not change with the pressure. The rock compressibility is calcu-

lated by the Newman empirical equation (Newman, 1973), the gas

compressibility and deviation factor are calculated by the DPR method

(Dranchuk et al., 1973), and the gas viscosity is calculated by the Lee method

(Lee et al., 1966).

5.2.3.1.2 Mathematical model
Reservoir:

KL

μ pð Þ
∂2m
∂x2

+
∂2m
∂y2

� �
� qf ¼ α1ϕct pð Þ∂m

∂t
(5.41)

Fracture:
Kf

μ pð Þ
∂
2m

∂l2
+ qf ¼ 0 (5.42)

Initial condition:
m x, y, 0ð Þ¼mi (5.43)

Inner boundary condition (production mode):
Constant� rate :
∂m

∂l

����
Γin

¼ α2qscT

Kf hwf

(5.44)

Constant�pressure : mjΓin
¼mw (5.45)

Variable-rate and variable-pressure:
re
∂m

∂l

����
Γin

¼ α2qsc tð ÞT
wfKf h

Obtain the pressure according to the variable rate

mjΓin
¼mw tð Þ Obtain the production according to the variable pressu

8<
:

(5.46)

Closed outer boundary:
∂m

∂n

����
Γout

¼ 0 (5.47)
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5.2.3.1.3 Model solution
The model is solved by the finite element method with hybrid elements

(Wan et al., 2016), as shown in Eq. (5.48). The whole calculation area is

divided into two parts: reservoir area of two-dimensional flow, and fracture

area of one-dimensional flow.ðð
Ω
FEQdΩ¼

ðð
Ωm

FEQdΩm +wf �
ð
�Ωf

FEQd �Ωf (5.48)

Where, FEQ represents the fluid flow equation, Ω represents the whole
flow area, Ωm represents the reservoir flow area, and �Ωf represents the frac-

ture flow area.

The two-dimensional finite element equation of the reservoir area is

obtained by using the Galerkin method of weighted residuals to disperse

the governing equations of reservoir and fracture:
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(5.49)

The one-dimensional finite element equation of the fracture area:
Kfwf

L
mn+1
i �Kfwf

L
mn+1
j +Kfwf

∂mi

∂l
¼ 0 (5.50)

The finite element stiffness matrix of the reservoir area and the stiffness
matrix of the fracture area are established according to Eqs. (5.49), (5.50),

and then the two equations are combined into a system stiffness matrix.

According to the fluid crossflow relationship, the boundary term at the junc-

tion between fracture and reservoir is eliminated by superposing the reser-

voir and fracture units, corresponding to the last two terms at the left side of

Eq. (5.49) and the last term at the left side of Eq. (5.50). Specific combination

methods are available in relevant literature (Wan et al., 2016). The gas vis-

cosity and compressibility are the functions of pressure, so, in actual com-

putation, at each time step, the viscosity and compressibility are
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calculated according to real reservoir pressure, and they are changed con-

stantly in the governing equation. The SuperLU linear equation system

solver is used to solve the combined linear equation set to obtain the solution

of the model.
5.2.3.2 Numerical advanced production decline curve and comparative
analysis
5.2.3.2.1 Comparison of calculation results
For a reservoir, the permeability is 1mD, the initial reservoir pressure is

30MPa, the reservoir temperature is 100°C, the net pay thickness is 8m,

and the porosity is 10%. The circular radius is 500m, and the relative density

of natural gas is 0.58. The fracture half-length is 100m, the fracture perme-

ability is 100D, the fracture width is 0.01 m, and the fracture skin factor is

0.1. The width of the fracture damage zone is 0.2m, and the permeability of

the damage zone obtained according to the fracture skin factor is 0.03mD.

The numerical model and Topaze software are used to determine the Blas-

ingame curve of this well, and the calculation results are compared. As

shown in Fig. 5.37, the calculation result of the numerical model is exactly

the same as that of the Topaze software, thus verifying the correctness of the

numerical model and the calculation method.
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Fig. 5.37 Comparison of calculation results of Blasingame decline curve.



Table 5.4 Comparison of calculating speeds between the numerical model and the
Topaze software
Item Numerical model Topaze software

Number of time points 3164 273

Number of grid elements 1418 /

Computation time of type curve 0.34 s 16.2 s

History match time 14.52 s

Computation time of average single step 4.59ms 59.34ms
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5.2.3.2.2 Comparison of calculating speeds
On the basis of the production data of a gas well, the calculating speeds of

the numerical model and the Topaze software are compared. This well was

put into production on December 6, 2002. Up to August 6, 2011, the total

production time was 74,673h, and the number of data points was 3164.

The numerical model and the Topaze software are adopted for matching

analysis, and their calculating times are recorded. The computer used is

the ThinkPad L440, with an Intel Core i7-4712MG CPU @2.3GHz pro-

cessor, and 4GB of memory. The comparison of the calculating speeds is

shown in Table 5.4.

For the purpose of whole history matching, the Topaze software com-

pletes the calculation, not according to the number of time points input, but

the number of data points diluted. In this example, the number of points

calculated is only 273. In contrast, the numerical model completes the cal-

culation step by step completely according to the number of input points,

thus ensuring the data integrity. In this example, 3164 time steps are calcu-

lated with the numerical model; the total time needed is 14.52 s, and the

average single-step time is 4.59ms, while the single-step calculating time

of Topaze is 59.34ms. Obviously, the numerical model is superior in calcu-

lating speed, meeting the actual matching needs. For well examples with rel-

atively long production times and large data size, the numerical model is

superior in respect to calculating speed, and it can greatly improve the

efficiency of whole history matching.
5.2.3.3 Simulation example
The production performance of a gas well is forecasted by using the constant

rate first, and the constant pressure second. It is assumed that the reservoir

permeability is 0.03mD, the initial reservoir pressure is 40MPa, the reser-

voir temperature is 100°C, the net pay thickness is 15m, the porosity is 10%,

the circular radius is 500m, the fracture half-length is 100m, the fracture
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permeability is 100D, the fracture width is 0.01m, the fracture skin factor is

0.1, the relative density of natural gas is 0.58, and the inertia-turbulence

coefficient is 1e�7. The initial flow rate is 3�104 m3/d, and the late con-

stant bottomhole flow pressure is 4MPa. Accordingly, the theoretical tur-

bulent flow deliverability equation of the pseudo-steady state is obtained

as follows:

m pið Þ�m pwfð Þ¼ 1:741qsc + 1:07�10�7q2sc (5.51)

The comparison of results between the conventional forecasting method
(based on the turbulent flow deliverability equation and the material balance

equation) and the numerical model is shown in Fig. 5.38.

The result of the conventional forecasting method tends to be optimistic,

with both the stable production period and the cumulative production

higher than the numerical model, as shown in Fig. 5.38A. For the conven-

tional method, the bottomhole flow pressure declines slowly, and the time

to reach the constant pressure production is long. Compared with the bot-

tomhole flow pressure, the difference of calculated average reservoir pres-

sure is relatively small, as shown in Fig. 5.38B. In this example, the

reservoir permeability is very low, and roughly 2 years will be needed to

reach the pseudo-steady state. However, for the conventional method,

the flow is assumed in a pseudo-steady state during the initial production,

thus causing a big forecasting error.

5.2.3.4 Literature example
The numerical model is used to analyze the production decline curve anal-

ysis and forecast the production performance of a fractured well given in SPE

literature (Pratikno et al., 2003). The curve matching of the production type

is illustrated in Fig. 5.39, and the whole history pressure-production match-

ing and forecasting are shown in Fig. 5.40 and 5.41. The interpretation

results of the numerical model, Topaze software, and literature are com-

pared, as shown in Table 5.5. It is found that the results of Blasingame type

curve matching of the three are ideal, but the interpretation result of the

numerical model is very close to that of the Topaze software, but different

from that of the literature. Essentially, the interpretation result of the liter-

ature is ambiguous, because it is obtained only by the matching of produc-

tion decline type curves, but not verified by the whole history curve

matching. The whole history pressure and the production data are calculated

according to the interpretation result of the literature, as shown in Fig. 5.40

and Fig. 5.41. The comparison of matching effects indicates that the
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numerical model is obviously better than the literature, showing a large error

in the interpretation result of the literature. Thus, the verification by whole

history curve matching is important for reducing the ambiguity of interpre-

tation result and improving the accuracy.
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Table 5.5 Interpretation results of production decline analysis
Parameters Reference Topaze Numerical model

Reservoir permeability (mD) 0.015 0.0056 0.0055

Fracture half-length (m) 42.1 88.4 90.5

Fracture conductivity (mDm) 3.16 4.7 5.1

Well-controlled radius (m) 84.3 103 107

Well-controlled reserves (108 m3) 0.287 0.459 0.466
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The production performance of this well is forecasted by the advanced

productiondecline analysismethod after productiondatamatching. It is com-

pleted at the current rate, and then at the constant bottomhole flow pressure,

which is assumed to be 3MPa. Figs. 5.40 and 5.41 show the forecasted

production and pressure changes in 1 year. It can be seen that the bottomhole

flowpressure reaches the predeterminedpressure rapidly. In thenext year, the

annual cumulative production is 868�104 m3, and the average reservoir

pressure is reduced to 18.4MPa. If the abandonment production of this well

is assumed at 3000m3/d for forecasting the production in thewhole lifecycle,
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the total production time of this well is 6.3 years, the ultimate cumulative

production is 0.404�108 m3, and the ultimate recovery is 86.7%.
5.2.3.5 Example
For Well G162-1H in the Tazhong gas field, the mid-depth of the reservoir

is 6250.06m and the formation temperature is 144.9°C. This well was put
into production on November 10, 2009. It produced with a 6mm nozzle in

the early stage, and then with a 5mm nozzle after 3 months of production.

The initial oil production was 81.5 t/d, and the daily gas production was

3.01�104 m3. After oil was produced without water for 54 days, water

breakthrough occurred suddenly. In the late stage, water was produced

intermittently. Up to December 2014, the oil cumulative production was

7.4�104 t, the gas cumulative production was 0.56�108 m3, and the

cumulative water production was 0.88�104 m3. The producing test curve

is shown in Fig. 5.42. The data of only six bottomhole flow pressure gradient

tests are available.

The advanced production decline analysis method is used, and the curve

matching is shown in Fig. 5.43 and 5.44. The dynamic reserves of oil are

65.8�104 t.

Under the constraint of the quit flow pressure of 23.7MPa, the dynamic

model based on the advanced production decline analysis method is com-

bined with the production decline analysis to forecast the key development

indices. The forecasted recoverable reserves and recovery percent at the end

of the forecasting period are 9.3�104 t and 14.13%, respectively, as shown

in Fig. 5.45.
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Fig. 5.45 Performance forecasting curve of the advanced production decline analysis
method for Well G162-1H.
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Fig. 5.44 Production history matching curve of Well G162-1H.
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5.2.3.6 Summary
The numerical calculating method is a potential direction for advanced pro-

duction decline analysis. It can realize the advanced production decline anal-

ysis of complex reservoir boundaries and complex well types, and can greatly

improve the history matching efficiency of advanced production decline
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analysis. The production performance model, based on the history match-

ing, can be used in three cases: constant-rate, constant-pressure, and

variable-pressure and variable-rate. The numerical model can meet the

actual needs in respect to both accuracy and speed. It is more accurate than

the traditional method based on the pseudo-steady state deliverability

equation and the material balance equation.

Example analysis suggests that history matching is an effective measure to

reduce the ambiguity of the result of advanced production decline analysis.

A complete advanced production decline analysis should include four steps,

that is, data evaluation, type curve matching analysis, whole history match-

ing, and production performance forecasting; but the last two steps are often

ignored.
5.2.4 Numerical simulation method of a single well
The single-well numerical simulation method is mainly applicable to single-

well hydrocarbon reservoirs of clear geological cognition. For this method, a

three-dimensional numerical model is established according to vertical

seismic attributes and the two-dimensional numerical well testing model,

and then the history matching, rapid simulation analysis, and forecasting

are conducted.
5.2.4.1 Analysis process
On the basis of the single-well and two-dimensional numerical well testing

analysis and seismic attributes, a three-dimensional numerical model is estab-

lished, and it is verified by matching the production history and pressure his-

tory, producing water trends and dynamic reserves; then a three-

dimensional dynamic model is built. The oil and gas production and reser-

voir pressure are forecasted according to the production decline trend.

Under the given constraints, the recoverable reserves of oil and gas are

forecasted. The process is shown in Fig. 5.46.
5.2.4.2 Example
For Well G151, the mid-depth (vertical depth) of the reservoir is 6153.78m

and the reservoir temperature is 140°C. This well was put into production

on April 20, 2011. During the initial production with a 4mm nozzle, the

daily gas production was 13.5�104 m3, the daily oil production was

45.56 t, and no water was produced; the average GOR is 2823m3/t.
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Fig. 5.47 Converted whole pressure history curve of Well G151.
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The pressure buildup test was performed on October 2011. The pressure

history is converted under the constraint of the measured bottomhole flow

pressure gradient, as shown in Fig. 5.47.

First, analytical well testing is used. The log-log matching curve and

whole pressure history matching curve are shown in Fig. 5.48. It can be seen

that the matching effect is moderate.

The seismic carving model across this well is shown in Fig. 5.49. From a

geological perspective, it is believed that there are complicated faults/

fractures around this well. A numerical model based on the seismic attributes

is used for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical well test-

ing analysis. The plane and three-dimensional initial models are shown in

Fig. 5.50.

The log-log curve matching and pressure history matching results of the

three-dimensional numerical well testing are shown in Figs. 5.51 and 5.52,

respectively, suggesting better results than the analytical well testing method.

Fig. 5.53 shows the changes of the pressure field at different times.

According to the forecasting results of natural gas production decline and

under the constraint of the abandonment pressure of 17MPa, the pressure

forecasting results are shown in Fig. 5.54. The forecasted recovery percent

of natural gas and condensate oil at the end of the period is 63.9% and 39.9%,

respectively.
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Fig. 5.48 Analytical well testing ofWell G151. (A) Log-logmatching curve and (B) history
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5.3 Performance forecasting method of units
or connected clusters

In this section, the production performance forecasting methods of devel-

opment units or connected clusters are introduced with examples. First,

the interwell connectivity is analyzed to determine the connected clusters.



Fig. 5.49 Seismic carving model.
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Fig. 5.50 Plane model and three-dimensional initial model. (A) Plane model and
(B) three-dimensional model.

Fig. 5.51 Log-log curve of the Well G151—numerical well testing method.
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Fig. 5.52 Pressure history matching curve of the Well G151—numerical well testing
method.
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Fig. 5.53 Changes of the pressure field of Well G151. (A) September 9, 2011 and
(B) October 18, 2012.
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Then, on the basis of single-well numerical well testing and numerical sim-

ulation, the numerical well testing analysis of clusters is conducted with con-

sideration of the interwell interference, and a three-dimensional numerical

model is established to conduct the numerical simulation analysis and

forecasting.
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Fig. 5.54 Performance forecasting curve of Well G151—numerical simulation method.
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5.3.1 Interwell connectivity analysis
Taking the carbonate reservoir as an example, on the basis of the well

dynamic description and the dynamic and static characteristics, all wells in

the suspected connected cluster are analyzed by several methods, including

geological characteristics analogy, pressure analysis, fluid nature difference

analysis, production performance analysis, interwell interference testing,

and the well testing boundary control method. In practical application,

depending on the availability of data, multiple factors can be combined to

judge if the cluster is connected. The interwell connectivity analysis of

the Tazhong gas field suggests that poor connectivity in the gas field, where

some wells are only connected locally within a small range, causes the num-

ber of connected cluster and the number of wells in each cluster to increase

gradually as the production time is extended.

5.3.2 Numerical well testing method of clusters
On the basis of the single-well numerical well testing analysis, the interwell

interference, and natural gas/condensate oil production decline of the clus-

ter, the key development indices of the cluster can be forecasted.

5.3.2.1 Example #1
For the T201C-G462 cluster (Fig. 5.55), the performance analysis suggests

that the cluster is obviously connected. Well T201C was put into produc-

tion in June 2010; during the initial production, the GOR was 3500m3/t,



Fig. 5.55 Structural map of the cluster.
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and no water was produced; and the pressure buildup well test was per-

formed on this well in March 2011. Well G462 was put into production

in November 2010; during the initial production, the GOR was

1800m3/t, and no water was produced. The test data of Well T201C is

interpreted by the variable wellbore storage+radial composite model, as

shown in Figs. 5.56 and 5.57.
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Fig. 5.57 History matching curve of Well T201C.

Fig. 5.58 Numerical model of the cluster.
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The multiblock numerical well testing model is established according to

the plane attributes of seismic, as shown in Fig. 5.58. The log-log curve

matching and whole pressure history matching analysis results are shown

in Figs. 5.59–5.61. The analysis results suggest that the two wells are con-

nected, and the outer boundary fault plays the role of blocking, and the

internal fault has a partially blocking function.



Fig. 5.59 Log-log matching curve of Well T201C—numerical well testing.
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Fig. 5.60 Pressure history matching curve of T201C—numerical well testing.
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The reservoir pressure and production forecasting results are shown in

Fig. 5.62. The forecasted residual recoverable reserves of natural gas and

condensate oil in the cluster at the end of the period are 1.48�108 m3

and 2.64�104 t, respectively, and the recovery ratio percent of natural

gas and condensate oil are 57.7% and 35.9%, respectively.



Fig. 5.61 Pressure sweep in the cluster.
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Fig. 5.62 Performance forecasting curve of the G462-T201C cluster.
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5.3.2.2 Example #2
Well G15 is a discovery well in Tazhong III, a typical volatile oil reservoir.

Wells G15-1H, G15-2, G15-H3, G15-4H, and G15-5Hwere put into pro-

duction successively, as shown in Fig. 5.63. Analysis suggests thatWells G15,

G15-4H, and G15-5H are connected, while the other three wells are not

connected. The pressure buildup well test was performed on Well G15 in



Fig. 5.63 Plane structural map of the G15 cluster.

Fig. 5.64 Log-log matching curve of Well G15—analytical well testing.
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October 2011. Considering the influence of the adjacent wells G15-4H and

G15-5H, the numerical well testing analysis of the cluster is conducted.

The variable wellbore storage+radial composite+closed boundary

model is used for the analytical well testing analysis. The log-log and pressure

history matching curves are shown in Figs. 5.64 and 5.65. The results are

taken as the initial parameters for the numerical well testing analysis.
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Fig. 5.65 Pressure history matching curve of Well G15—analytical well testing.

Fig. 5.66 Plane seismic attributes and gridding composite numerical model of the G15
cluster. (A) Plane seismic attributes and (B) plane composite numerical model.
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The plane seismic attributes and plane numerical well testing model of

the cluster are shown in Fig. 5.66A, and the numerical model of multiple

wells and blocks is shown in Fig. 5.66B.

The log-log matching curve and whole pressure history matching curve

of numerical well testing analysis of the cluster are shown in Fig. 5.67.



Fig. 5.67 Log-log matching curve and pressure history matching curve of two-
dimensional numerical well testing of Well G15. (A) Log-log matching and (B) history
matching.
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According to the results of two-dimensional numerical well testing anal-

ysis and the seismic carving model (Fig. 5.68), the initial three-dimensional

numerical model is established (Fig. 5.69). The statistical results of vertical

porosity of the seismic carving model are shown in Fig. 5.70.

The pressure decline trend of the G15 cluster forecasted by the

three-dimensional numerical well testing model is shown in Fig. 5.71.

Under the constraint of the quit flow pressure, the forecasted cumulative



Fig. 5.68 Seismic carving model of the G15 cluster.

Fig. 5.69 Initial three-dimensional model of the G15 cluster (seven blocks and three
layers).
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recoverable reserves and recovery percent at the end of the period are

32.97�104 t and 8.2%, respectively.
5.3.3 Numerical simulation method of clusters
Some examples are taken to illustrate the forecasting of the cluster develop-

ment indices based on the three-dimensional numerical well testing analysis

and the production decline trend.
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Fig. 5.70 Statistics of vertical porosity of seismic carving model.
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Fig. 5.71 The pressure forecasting curve of the G15, G15-4H, and G15-5H cluster—
numerical well testing method.
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5.3.3.1 Example #1
As introduced previously, the numerical well testing analysis is conducted

for the G462-T201C cluster and the plane numerical model is established,



Fig. 5.72 Plane numerical model of the G462-T201C cluster.

Fig. 5.73 Three-dimensional numerical model of the G462-T201C cluster.
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as shown in Fig. 5.72. The established three-dimensional numerical model is

shown in Fig. 5.73. This model is used for numerical simulation analysis, and

the history matching curve of the cluster is shown in Fig. 5.74.



Fig. 5.74 History matching curve of the G462-T201C cluster. (A) Well G462 and
(B) Well T201C.
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Under the constraint of the abandonment pressure of 18MPa, and

according to the natural gas production decline forecasting results, the trends

of condensate oil production and reservoir pressure change are shown in

Fig. 5.75. The forecasted recoverable reserves of natural gas and condensate

oil in the cluster at the end of the period are 3.33�108 m3 and 9.06�104 t,

respectively, and the recovery percent of natural gas and condensate oil are

56.2% and 33.8%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.76.



Fig. 5.75 Production forecasting curve of the G462-T201C cluster. (A) Well G462 and
(B) Well T201C.
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5.3.3.2 Example #2
The three-dimensional numerical model of the G15-G15-4H-G15-5H

cluster is shown in Fig. 5.77, revealing an efficient history matching effect

(Fig. 5.78). Therefore, this model is relatively reliable.

This model is used for numerical simulation analysis, and the key devel-

opment indices of the cluster are forecasted according to the production

decline and abandonment conditions. Under the constraint of the quit flow



Fig. 5.76 Forecasting curve of the recovery percent of the G462-T201C cluster.

Fig. 5.77 Seismic carving attributes and three-dimensional numerical model of the G15
cluster. (A) Vertical seismic carving attributes and (B) three-dimensional
numerical model.
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pressure of 20MPa, the forecasting results of production and reservoir

pressure are shown in Fig. 5.79. The forecasted recoverable reserves and

residual recoverable reserves of crude oil at the end of the period are

33.83�104 and 5.35�104 t, respectively, and the recovery percent is

10.43%, as shown in Fig. 5.80.
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Fig. 5.79 Performance forecasting curve of the G15 cluster. (A) Well G15, (B) Well
G15-4H, and (C) Well G15-5H.
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Fig. 5.80 Forecasting curve of the recovery percent of the G15 cluster.
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5.4 Summary

Due to the complex properties of the fractured vuggy carbonate reservoirs

and limited seismic data quality, only the gas reservoir engineering method

can be used to forecast performance. In this chapter, three methods are pro-

posed to forecast the indices of a well or unit, including the gas reservoir

engineering method, based on the material balance theory and PVT test

data, the numerical well testing method, based on well testing data and geo-

logical cognition; and the advanced production decline analysis method,

based on daily production data.

When thematerial balance equation and the turbulent flow deliverability

equation are combined for production performance forecasting, due to the

physical properties of reservoirs and the well-controlled geometry, it is hard

to reach a pseudo-steady state during the gas well deliverability test; thus, the

forecasting result may be biased.

For gas wells in fractured vuggy carbonate condensate reservoirs, the ini-

tial productivity is high, and declines fast. Therefore, it is necessary to

weaken the function of absolute open flow potential in the productivity

evaluation and highlight the function of single-well dynamic reserves. On
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the basis of the dynamic reserves estimation and the decline rate evaluation,

the two-phase material balance equation of oil and gas and the PVT test data

should be combined to forecast the key development indices.

The reservoir dynamical model based on the numerical well testing

method, or the advanced production decline analysis method, can be used

to effectively forecast the key development indices, such as oil and gas

production and reservoir pressure. Moreover, it can be extended to devel-

opment units or connected clusters.



NOMENCLATURE
as, bs, cs
 regression coefficients of different space variable conductivity relations,

dimensionless; Eq. (4.54)
A
 drainage area of well (m2)
A
 coefficient of laminar flow term in LIT deliverability equation

(MPa2/(104 m3/d))
b
 Fetkovich/Arps decline curve exponent (dimensionless)
b
 gas slippage factor (MPa); Eq. (4.59)
B
 formation volume factor (m3/m3)
B
 water invasion coefficient (104 m3/MPa); Eq. (3.5)
B
 coefficient of turbulent flow term in LIT deliverability equation

(MPa2/(104 m3/d)2)
Bg, Bo, Bw
 formation volume factors of gas, oil, and water, respectively (m3/m3)
Bgi
 formation volume factor of gas evaluated at pi (m
3/m3)
Boi
 formation volume factor of oil evaluated at pi (m
3/m3)
B2g
 formation volume factors of gas-liquid two phase at pressure, p (m3/m3)
Const
 constant
C
 wellbore storage constant (m3/MPa)
C
 time coefficients of time variable conductivity (a); Eq. (4.57)
CA
 Dietz shape factor for single well drainage area (dimensionless)
ce
 effective compressibility of rock and fluid, ce ¼ cwSwi + cf

1�Swi
(MPa�1)

–1
cg
 gas compressibility (MPa )
co
 oil compressibility (MPa–1)
cf
 effective rock compressibility (MPa–1)
cw
 water compressibility (MPa–1)
ct
 total compressibility (MPa–1)
cti
 total compressibility evaluated at pi (MPa–1)
CD
 dimensionless wellbore storage coefficient
CDe
2S
 shape parameter group of log-log pressure and pressure derivative curves
D
 non-Darcy flow coefficient ((104 m3/d)�1 or (m3/d)�1)
Di
 initial decline rate, d–1
D
 continuous decline rate, Figs. 3.62–3.64

e
 ¼2.71828
Ei
 exponential integration function
Ego
 gas/oil ratio (m3/m3 or m3/t)
Eog
 equivalent gas condensate coefficient (dimensionless)
EUR
 cumulative production (103 m3)
fw
 correction coefficient of water content, dimensionless; Eq. (2.68)
fw
 water content (%)
fmatch
 parameter group of curve match, dimensionless; Eq. (4.40)
Fc
 fracture conductivity varies across space and time (mD.m)
Fci
 initial fracture conductivity (mD.m)
309
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Fci0
 initial fracture conductivity at the gap (mD.m)
Fcl
 fracture conductivity varies across space (mD.m)
Fc0
 fracture conductivity at the gap (mD.m)
Fcr
 residual fracture conductivity (mD.m)
Fct
 fracture conductivity varies across time (mD.m)
FCD
 conductivity of fracture, FCD¼KfD � WfD
g
 gravity acceleration (m/s2)
G
 original gas in place (OGIP) (108 m3)
Ge
 gas equivalent of oil (m3/m3)
GOR
 gas/oil ratio of gas condensate well (m3/m3)
Gp
 cumulative gas production (108 m3)
Gpt
 cumulative gas condensate production (108 m3)
Gpseudo
 pseudo original gas in place (108 m3)
Greal
 real original gas in place (108 m3)
Gt
 original gas condensate in place (108 m3)
h
 formation thickness (m)
I0(x)
 modified Bessel function of the first kind (zero order)
I1(x)
 modified Bessel function of the first kind (first order)
Jo, Jw, JL
 oil, water, and liquid productivity index, respectively

(m3/(MPa .d))
K0(x)
 modified Bessel function of the second kind (zero order)
K1(x)
 modified Bessel function of the second kind (first order)
K
 formation permeability (mD)
Ka
 absolute permeability (mD)
Kf
 fracture permeability (mD)
KfD
 dimensionless fracture permeability, KfD¼Kf/K
Kg
 apparent permeability (mD)
KH
 horizontal formation permeability (mD)
Ko
 effective permeability to oil (mD)
Kr
 radial formation permeability (mD)
Krg
 relative permeability to gas (fraction)
Kri
 initial reservoir permeability (mD)
Kro
 relative permeability to oil (mD)
KV
 vertical formation permeability (mD)
K∞
 absolute permeability (mD)
Kh
 formation flow capacity (mD.m)
Kh/μ
 formation flow coefficient ((mD.m)/(mPa .s))
lg
 common logarithm
ln
 natural logarithm
LD
 dimensionless distance from the gap, LD¼L/xf

m
 real gas pseudo-pressure (MPa2/mPa .s)
Δm
 real gas pseudo-pressure difference (MPa2/mPa .s)
Δm0
 derivative of real gas pseudo-pressure (MPa2/mPa .s)

∂m
∂n
derivative along the exterior normal direction
M
 mobility ratio (dimensionless)
Mo
 mean molecular weight of condensate oil (dimensionless)
N
 original oil in place (104 m3 or 104 t)
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Np
 cumulative oil production (104 m3 or 104 t)
Np
 normalized cumulative production, Np ¼
Ð t
0

q

pi� pwf
dτ m3=MPa

� �
Ð

NpDd
 dimensionless cumulative production, NpDd¼ 0
tDdqDd(τ)dτ
No
 cumulative condensate oil production (104 m3)
p
 pressure (MPa)
p
 average pressure (MPa)
p0
 reference pressure (MPa)
pc
 critical pressure of gas (MPa)
pcas
 casing pressure (MPa)
pcr
 critical pressure of liquid phase to flow (MPa)
pdew
 dewpoint pressure (MPa)
pD
 dimensionless pressure
pD
0
 derivative of dimensionless pressure pD with respect to tD/CD
(pD)M
 matched value of dimensionless pressure, i.e., the value of dimensionless

pressure at the match point on type curve
pe
 pressure at external boundary (MPa)
pi
 initial pressure (MPa)
pm
 pressure (MPa)
ppc
 pseudo critical pressure of gas (MPa)
pr
 reduced pressure of gas (dimensionless)
ppr
 pseudo reduced pressure of gas (dimensionless)
psc
 standard pressure condition, psc¼0.101325MPa
pt
 tubing pressure (MPa)
pw
 bottomhole pressure (MPa)
pwf
 flowing bottomhole pressure (MPa)
pws
 bottom hole shut in pressure (MPa) Ð

pDi
 dimensionless pressure integral,pDi ¼ 1

tDA

tDA

0
pDdtDAdp dp
pDid
 dimensionless pressure integral derivative, pDid ¼ Di

d ln tDA

¼ tDA
Di

dtDA
Δp
 pressure difference (MPa)
Δp0
 pressure derivative (MPa)
Δpskin
 additional pressure drop across altered zone (MPa)
Δpws(Δt)
 bottomhole shut in pressure at time Δt (MPa)
q
 daily flow rate (m3/d or t/d)
qab
 abandonment rate (m3/d)
qAOF
 absolute open flow potential (AOFP) of a gas well (104 m3/d)
qf
 forecast abandonment rate (m3/d)
qf
 standard volume of fluid entering the fractured from unit volume reservoir in

unit time, 1/d; Eq. (4.45)
qg
 gas flow rate (104 m3/d)
qgo
 gaseous hydrocarbon flow rate (104 m3/d)
qh
 well flow rate (m3/d)
qi
 initial flow rate (m3/d)
qL
 liquid flow rate (m3/d)
qn, qN
 flow rate of nth, Nth time quantum (m3/d)
qo
 oil flow rate (m3/d or t/d)
qog
 equivalent gas condensate flow rate (104 m3/d)
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qsc
 gas production under standard condition (104 m3/d)
qt
 equivalent gas condensate flow rate (104 m3/d)
qtgo
 equivalent oil and gas mass rate, qtgo¼qg ρgsc+qo ρosc (kg/d)

qtgow
 equivalent gas flow rate (104 m3/d)
qw
 water flow rate (m3/d) � �

qDd
 Fetkovich dimensionless decline flow rate function, qDd ¼ q

qi
¼ qD ln reD� 1

2

qDd
 Blasingame dimensionless decline flow rate function for oil well,

qDd ¼ q

pi�pwf
bpss ba,pss
qDd
 Blasingame dimensionless decline flow rate function for gas well, qDd ¼ ΔppqμB
qD
 Agarwal-Gardner dimensionless flow rate, qD ¼ 1
pD
¼
2πKh pi� pwfð Þ
qDdi
 dimensionless decline flow rate integral function, qDdi ¼ NpDd

tDd
¼ 1

tDd

Ð tDd

0
qDd τð Þdτ
qDdid
 dimensionless decline flow rate integral derivative function,

qDdid ¼�tDd

d

dtDd

1

tDd

ðtDd

0

qDd τð Þdτ
� �
Q
 cumulative gas production (103 m3)
Q
 dimensionless water influx
Qf
 forecast cumulative production (103 m3)
r
 radial distance from a well (m)
rd
 drainage radius (m)
rD
 dimensionless radius, rD¼ r/rw

re
 external drainage radius (m)
ri
 radius of investigation (m)
rj
 distance between tested well and adjacent well (m)
rM
 inner radius of oil bank in radial composite reservoir (m)
rw
 wellbore radius (m)
rwa
 apparent wellbore radius (m)
R
 universal gas law constant ((MPa .m3)/(kmol .K))
Rs
 gas/oil ratio (m3/m3)
S
 skin factor (dimensionless)
Sa
 apparent skin factor (dimensionless)
Sf
 fracture skin factor of a fractured well (dimensionless)
Sg, So, Sw
 gas, oil and water saturations, respectively (%)
Sgi, Soi, Swi
 initial gas, oil and water saturations, respectively (fraction)
Sp
 permeability stress sensitivity coefficient (dimensionless)
t
 time (h)
ta
 pseudo-time (h)
tab
 Abandonment time (h)
tc
 material balance pseudo-time for oil well, tc¼Np/q (d)
tca
 material balance pseudo-time for gas well, tca ¼ μctð Þi
q

Ð t
0

q

μct
dt (d)
tcD
 dimensionless material balance pseudo-time for oil well, tcD ¼ K
ϕμctA

tc

tcDd
 Blasingame dimensionless material balance pseudo-time for oil well,

tcDd ¼ m
bpss
tc ¼ tcD

1

1

2
r2eD�1
� �

ln reD�1

2

� �

tcaDd
 Blasingame dimensionless material balance pseudo-time for gas well,

tcaDd ¼ ma

ba,pss
tca
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..
 Fetkovich decline curve dimensionless time,

tDd ¼ tD � 1

1

2
r2eD�1
� �

ln reD�1

2

� �
�3
tD
 dimensionless time within term of wellbore radius, tD ¼ 3:6�10 Kt

μϕctr2w3:6�10�3Kt

tDA
 dimensionless time with drainage, tDA ¼

μϕctA
tDe

dimensionless time with re, tDe ¼ 3:6�10�3Kt

μϕctr2e

tDxf
dimensionless time with xf, tDxf ¼
3:6�10�3Kt

μϕctx2f

(tD)pss
 dimensionless time when pseudo-steady state flow begins
tf
 time at start of forecast date (h)
tM
 match time point of field data graph (h)
tps, tpss
 time when pseudo-steady state flow begins (h)
tss
 time when steady state flow begins (h)
tpD
 dimensionless production time
ΔtD
 dimensionless shut-in time
T
 temperature (K)
Tc
 critical temperature (K)
Tf
 temperature of reservoir (K)
Tr
 reduced temperature (dimensionless)
Tpr
 pseudo reduced temperature (dimensionless)
Tpc
 pseudo critical temperature (K)
Tsc
 standard temperature (K), 293.15K
V
 volume (m3)
Vf
 fissures volume per unit reservoir volume (dimensionless)
Vm
 matrix volume per unit reservoir volume (dimensionless)
Vp
 reservoir pore volume (m3)
Vu
 volume per unit length of wellbore (m3/m)
Vw
 wellbore volume (m3)
W
 width of fracture (m)
We
 cumulative water encroachment (104 m3)
WfD
 dimensionless width of fracture, WfD¼W/xf

Wg
 mass flow rate of gaseous hydrocarbon (kg/d)
Wp
 cumulative water production (104 m3)
Ww
 mass flow rate of water (kg/d)
x
 coordinate of reservoir control equation
xf
 half fracture length (m)
y
 coordinate of reservoir control equation
z
 Laplace variable (dimensionless)
Z
 real gas deviation factor (dimensionless)
Z
 real gas deviation factor at average test pressure (dimensionless)
Zi
 real gas deviation factor at original pressure (dimensionless)
Zws
 real gas deviation factor at pws and TR (dimensionless)



314 Nomenclature
1
DER
inverse normalized pressure derivative for oil well,
1

DER
¼ 1

tc

∂
Δp
q

� �
∂tc

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
DER
inverse normalized pressure derivative for gas well,
1

DER
¼ 1

∂
Δpp
q

� �
∂ ln tca

¼ 1

tca

∂
Δpp
q

� �
∂tca

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
DERI
inverse normalized pressure integral derivative for oil well,
1

DERI
¼ 1

tc

d
Δp
q

� �
i

dtc

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
DERI
inverse normalized pressure integral derivative for gas well,
1

DERI
¼ 1

tca

d
Δpp
q

� �
i

dtca

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
pdi
inverse normalized pressure integral for oil well, 1
pdi
¼ 1

Δp
q

� �
i

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
pdid
inverse normalized pressure integral derivative for oil well,
1
pdid

¼ 1

Δp
q

� �
id

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
pdi
inverse normalized pressure integral for gas well, 1
ppi
¼ 1

Δpp
q

� �
i

m3=d=MPað Þ
1
pdid
inverse normalized pressure integral derivative for gas well,
1
ppid

¼ 1

Δpp
q

� �
id

m3=d=MPað Þ
Δp
q

normalized pressure for oil well,
Δp
q
¼ pi�pwf

q
MPa=m3=dð Þ
Δpp
q
 normalized pressure for gas well,

Δpp
q
¼ ppi�ppwf

q
MPa=m3=dð Þ
Δp
q

� �
i� �
 normalized pressure integral for oil well,

Δp
q

� �
i

¼ 1
tc

Ð tc
0

pi�pwf
q

dτ MPa=m3=dð Þ� �
Δpp
q i� �
 normalized pressure integral for gas well,

Δpp
q i

¼ 1
tca

Ð tca
0

Δpp
q
dτ MPa=m3=dð Þ
Δp
q id
normalized pressure integral derivative for oil well,

Δp
q

� �
id

¼ tc

d
Δp
q

� �
i

dtc
MPa=m3=dð Þ
Δpp
q

� �
id
normalized pressure integral derivative for gas well,

Δpp
q

� �
id

¼ tca

d
Δpp
q

� �
i

dtca
MPa=m3=dð Þ
q

Δp
 normalized rate for oil well,
q

Δp¼ q

pi�pwf
m3=d=MPað Þ
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q

Δpp
 normalized rate for gas well,
q

Δpp ¼
q

ppi�ppwf
m3=d=MPað Þ
q

Δp

� �
i

normalized rate integral for oil well,
q

Δp

� �
i

¼ 1
tc

Ð tc
0

q

pi�pwf
dτ m3=d=MPað Þ
q

Δpp

� �
i

normalized rate integral for gas well,
q

Δpp

� �
i

¼ 1
tca

Ð tca
0

q

Δpp dτ m3=d=MPað Þ
q

Δp

� �
id
 normalized rate integral derivative for oil well,

q

Δp

� �
id

¼�tc

d
q

Δp

� �
i

dtc
m3=d=MPað Þ
q

Δpp

� �
id
normalized rate integral derivative for gas well,

q

Δpp

� �
id

¼�tca

d
q

Δpp

� �
i

dtca
m3=d=MPað Þ
GREEK LETTER
α1
 dimension conversion coefficient, 277.8 (dimensionless)
α2
 dimension conversion coefficient, 0.004 (dimensionless)
α3
 dimension conversion coefficient, 0.008 (MPa/K)
β
 the ratio of the derivative of regularized production integral to the regularized

production integral (dimensionless)
χ
 the regression coefficient of the time variable conductivity logarithmic relation-

ship, dimensionless; Eq. (4.55)
ϕ
 porosity (%)
ϕct
 storability coefficient (MPa�1)
γ
 the regression coefficient of the time variable conductivity exponential relation-

ship; Eq. (4.56)
γ
 relative density (dimensionless)
γg
 relative density of gas (dimensionless)
γo
 relative density of stock tank oil (dimensionless)
η
 diversion coefficient of variable fracture conductivity, dimensionless; Eq. (4.57)
η
 diffusivity coefficient, η¼K=μϕCt
μ
 viscosity (mPa .s)
μ
 viscosity at average test pressure (mPa .s)
μg
 reservoir gas viscosity (mPa .s)
μo
 reservoir oil viscosity (mPa .s)
μw
 formation water viscosity (mPa .s)
ρg, ρo, ρw
 densities of gas, oil and water, respectively (kg/m3)
ρgsc, ρosc
 densities of gas, oil and water, respectively at standard state (kg/m3)
σ
 overburden rock stress (MPa); Eq. (4.61)
σ
 parameter cluster; Eq. (3.7)
σe
 reservoir effective stress (MPa); Eq. (4.61)
σei
 initial reservoir effective stress (MPa); Eq. (4.61)
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ω
 storativity ratio of dual-porosity reservoir (dimensionless)
ψ
 pseudo-pressure (MPa); Eq. (2.54)
Γin
 inner boundary
Γout
 outer boundary
—
 divergence
SUBSCRIPTS
b
 pressure build-up
d
 pressure drawdown
D
 dimensionless
e
 external boundary
f
 formation
f
 fracture or forecast
g
 gas
h
 horizontal
i
 initial
L
 liquid
m
 matrix
max
 maximum
min
 minimum
M
 type curve match point
o
 oil
R
 reservoir
S
 skin effected zone
t
 total
v
 vertical
w
 well bottom
wf
 wellbore and flowing
m
 pseudo-pressure
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APPENDIX A

Unit conversions from SI to other
unit systems
1. Length
\ km m cm mile ft in.

1�km 1 1000 105 0.6214 3280.84 39370.08

1�m 0.001 1 100 6.214�10�4 3.28084 39.37008

1�cm 10�5 0.01 1 6.214�10�6 0.0328084 0.393701

1�mile 1.60934 1609.34 1.60934�105 1 5280 63360

1� ft 3.48�10�4 0.3048 30.48 1.839�10�4 1 12

1� in. 2.54�10�5 0.0254 2.54 1.5783�10�5 0.08333 1
2. Area
\ m2 cm2 ft2 in.2

1�m2 1 104 10.7639 1550

1�cm2 10�4 1 1.07639�10�3 0.1550

1� ft2 0.092903 929.03 1 144

1� in.2 6.4516�10�4 6.4516 6.9444�10�3 1
3. Volume
\ m3 cm3 ft3 bbl L

1�m3 1 106 35.3147 6.28978 1000

1�cm3 10�6 1 3.53147�10�5 6.28978�10�6 10�3

1� ft3 0.0283168 2.83168�104 1 0.17811 28.3168

1�bbl 0.158988 1.58988�105 5.6146 1 158.99

1�L 10�3 103 3.53147�10�2 6.28978�10�3 1
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4. Pressure
\ MPa kPa atm bar kg/cm2 psi

1�MPa 1 1000 9.86923 10 10.1972 145.038

1�kPa 0.001 1 9.86923�10�3 0.01 0.0101972 0.145038

1�atm 0.101325 101.325 1 1.01325 1.03323 14.6959

1�bar 0.1 100 0.986923 1 1.01972 14.5038

1�kg/cm2 0.0980665 98.0665 0.967841 0.980665 1 14.2233

1�psi 0.00689476 6.89476 0.068406 0.0689476 0.070307 1
5. Temperature
\ °C K °F °R

1�°C t t+273.15 1.8t+32 1.8t+491.67

1�K T�273.15 T 1.8T�459.67 1.8T

1�°F 5(f�32)/9 5(f+459.67)/9 f f+459.67

1�°R 5r/9�273.15 5r/9 r�459.67 r
6. Oil production
\ m3/d cm3/s bbl/d

1�m3/d 1 104/864 6.28978

1�cm3/s 0.0864 1 0.543437

1�bbl/d 0.158988 1.84014 1
7. Gas production
\ 104 m3/d cm3/s Mscf/d MMscf/d

1�104 m3/d 1 108/864 353.147 0.353147

1�cm3/s 864�10�8 1 3.05119�10�3 3.05119�10�6

1�103 ft3/d 2.83168�10�3 327.741 1 0.001

1�106 ft3/d 2.83168 327741 1000 1
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8. Compressibility
\ 1/MPa 1/atm 1/(kg/cm2) 1/psi

1/MPa 1 0.101325 0.0980665 0.00689476

1/atm 9.86923 1 0.967841 0.068406

1/(kg/cm2) 10.1972 1.03323 1 0.070307

1/psi 145.038 14.6959 14.2233 1
9. Permeability
\ μm2 cm2 m2 mD D

1�μm2 1 10�8 10�12 1.0133�103 1.0133

1�mD 0.98692�10�3 9.8692�10�12 9.8692�10�16 1 10�3
10. Viscosity

1mPa .s¼10�3 Pa .s¼103 μPa .s¼1cP

11. Relative density of stock tank oil, (γo), and °API
°API¼ 141:5

γo
�131:5

γo ¼141.5/(131.5+ °API)
12. Gas-oil ratio

1m3/m3¼5.615 scf/STB

1scf/STB¼0.1781m3/m3



APPENDIX B

Common formulas for gas flow
B.1 COMMON FORMULAS

Two elements must be considered for the gas well test analysis. One is the

physical property of gas as the function of pressure, and the other is the skin

factor relevant to the production rate or non-Darcy flow.When the pressure

drawdown is small, the liquid phase diffusion equation can be used to

describe the gas phase diffusion equation, and the solution is in the form

of pressure. When the pressure drawdown is large, the square of pressure,

pseudo-pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure can be introduced, and

the diffusion equation can be linearized; the solution is in the form of pres-

sure square, pseudo-pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure.

Units of measurement include Darcy units, imperial units, SI units in the

petroleum industry, and various SI practical units. The units of measurement

for pressure, permeability, and production rate are different, and they can be

classified as 13 formats, including 9 formats derived only from SI units, as

shown in Table B.1.

The transient pressure drawdown equation, transient deliverability equa-

tion, pseudo-steady deliverability equation, and pseudo-steady production

equation of a gas well have four forms respectively, that is, pressure, square

of pressure, pseudo-pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (Table B.2).

Except the pseudo-steady production equation, each form of transient pres-

sure drawdown equation, transient deliverability equation, and pseudo-

steady deliverability equation include two common expressions, ln and

lg. The number of coefficient combinations of common formulas on gas

flow is as many as 364. They are inconvenient for field application because

they can be confusing.
B.2 CONVERSION OF COEFFICIENTS IN COMMON
FORMULAS ON GAS FLOW

According to the unit conversion method described by Sun et al. (2015a),

the coefficients in formulas listed in Table B.2 are calculated, and the unit

coefficients of physical quantities are shown in Tables B.3 and B.4. It should
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Table B.1 Units of measurement of physical quantities under different unit systems

Physical
quantity Symbol Darcy unit Imperial unit

SI practical unit

Industrial standard(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Length L cm ft m m

Area A cm2 ft2 m2 m2

Time t s h h h

Production rate q cm3/s 103 ft3/d m3/d 104m3/d 103m3/d 104m3/d

Permeability K D mD μm2 10�3 μm2 mD D μm2 10�3 μm2 D mD mD mD

Pressure p atm psi MPa KPa MPa

Viscosity μ cP cP mPa s mPa s

Compressibility cg atm�1 psi�1 MPa�1 MPa�1

Density ρ g/cm3 lbm/ft3 kg/m3 kg/m3

Temperature T K °F K K



Table B.2 Common formulas on gas flow (ln form)
Name No. Form Formula

Transient pressure

drawdown

equation

1 Pressure pi� pwf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc

μΖ i

pi

T
Kh

ln Kt
ϕμcgr2w

+C2 +C3S
� �

qg

2 Square of pressure p2i � p2wf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc
μΖ T

Kh
ln Kt

ϕμcgr2w
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

3 Pseudo-pressure m pið Þ�m pwfð Þ¼ C1

Tsc=psc
T
Kh

ln Kt
ϕμicgir2w

+C2 +C3S
� �

qg

4 Normalized pseudo-pressure ppi � ppwf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T
Kh

ln Kt
ϕμicgir2w

+C2 +C3S
� �

qg

Transient

deliverability

equation

5 Pressure
pi� pwf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc

μZi

pi

T

Kh
ln

Kt

ϕμcgr2w
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

+
C4

Tsc=psc

μΖ i

pi

T

Kh
Dq2g

6 Square of pressure
p2i � p2wf ¼

C1

Tsc=psc
μZ

T

Kh
ln

Kt

ϕμcgr2w
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

+
C4

Tsc=psc
μΖ

T

Kh
Dq2g

7 Pseudo-pressure
m pið Þ�m pwfð Þ¼ C1

Tsc=psc

T

Kh
ln

Kt

ϕμicgir2w
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

+
C4

Tsc=psc

T

Kh
Dq2g
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Table B.2 Common formulas on gas flow (ln form)—cont’d
Name No. Form Formula

8 Normalized pseudo-pressure
ppi � ppwf ¼

C1

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T

Kh
ln

Kt

ϕμicgir2w
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

+
C4

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T

Kh
Dq2g

Pseudo-steady

deliverability

equation

9 Pressure pi� pwf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T
Kh

ln re
rw
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg +

C4

Tsc=psc

μΖ i

pi

T
Kh
Dq2g

10 Square of pressure p2i � p2wf ¼ C1

Tsc=psc
μZ T

Kh
ln re

rw
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg +

C4

Tsc=psc
μZ T

Kh
Dq2g

11 Pseudo-pressure m pið Þ�m pwfð Þ¼ C1

Tsc=psc
T
Kh

ln re
rw
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg +

C4

Tsc=psc
T
Kh
Dq2g

12 Normalized pseudo-pressure
ppi � ppwf ¼

C1

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T

Kh
ln

re

rw
+C2 +C3S

� �
qg

+
C4

Tsc=psc

μiZi

pi

T

Kh
Dq2g

Pseudo-steady

production

equation

13 Pressure qg ¼D1 Tsc=pscð Þ pi
μZi

Kh
T

pi�pwf

ln
re

rw
+D2 +D3S

14 Square of pressure qg ¼D1 Tsc=pscð Þ 1

μZ
Kh
T

p2i �p2
wf

ln
re

rw
+D2 +D3S

15 Pseudo-pressure qg ¼D1 Tsc=pscð ÞKh
T

m pið Þ�m pwfð Þ
ln
re

rw
+D2 +D3S

16 Normalized pseudo-pressure qg ¼D1 Tsc=pscð ÞμiZi

pi

Kh
T

ppi�ppwf

ln
re

rw
+D2 +D3S
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Table B.3 Coefficients in common formulas on gas flow (ln form)

Transient pressure drawdown equation (C1�C3)
Pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (C352)

Transient deliverability equation (C1�C4) (ln form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C2 C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(a) Coefficients in transient pressure drawdown equation and transient deliverability equation-1

Darcy unit 60°F 1/(4π) 2.7564E�04 0.8091 1/(2π) 5.5127E�04

20°C 1/(4π) 2.7146E�04 0.8091 1/(2π) 5.4291E�04

Imperial unit 1.2575E+04 3.5561E+02 �7.4317 2.5150E+04 7.1122E+02

SI practical unit 1 9.2104E�04 3.1835E�07 2.0900 1.8421E�03 6.3670E�07

2 9.2104E�01 3.1835E�04 �4.8177 1.8421E+00 6.3670E�04

3 9.3324E�01 3.2257E�04 �4.8309 1.8665E+00 6.4513E�04

4 9.3324E�04 3.2257E�07 2.0768 1.8665E�03 6.4513E�07

5 9.2104E+00 3.1835E�03 2.0900 1.8421E+01 6.3670E�03

6 9.2104E+03 3.1835E+00 �4.8177 1.8421E+04 6.3670E+00

7 9.3324E+00 3.2257E�03 2.0768 1.8665E+01 6.4513E�03

8 9.3324E+02 3.2257E�01 �4.8309 1.8665E+03 6.4513E�01

9 9.3324E+05 3.2257E+02 �4.8309 1.8665E+06 6.4513E+02

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 9.3324E+03 3.2257E+00 �4.8309 1.8665E+04 6.4513E+00

Transient pressure drawdown equation (C1�C3)
Pressure square, and pseudo-pressure (C352)

Transient deliverability equation (C1�C4) (ln form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C2 C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(b) Coefficients in transient pressure drawdown equation and transient deliverability equation-2

Darcy unit 60°F 1/(2π) 5.5127E�04 0.8091 1/π 1.1025E�03

20°C 1/(2π) 5.4291E�04 0.8091 1/π 1.0858E�03
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Table B.3 Coefficients in common formulas on gas flow (ln form)—cont’d

Transient pressure drawdown equation (C1�C3)
Pressure square, and pseudo-pressure (C352)

Transient deliverability equation (C1�C4) (ln form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C2 C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

Imperial unit 2.5150E+04 7.1122E+02 �7.4317 5.0300E+04 1.4224E+03

SI practical unit 1 1.8421E�03 6.3670E�07 2.0900 3.6841E�03 1.2734E�06

2 1.8421E+00 6.3670E�04 �4.8177 3.6841E+00 1.2734E�03

3 1.8665E+00 6.4513E�04 �4.8309 3.7330E+00 1.2903E�03

4 1.8665E�03 6.4513E�07 2.0768 3.7330E�03 1.2903E�06

5 1.8421E+01 6.3670E�03 2.0900 3.6841E+01 1.2734E�02

6 1.8421E+04 6.3670E+00 �4.8177 3.6841E+04 1.2734E+01

7 1.8665E+01 6.4513E�03 2.0768 3.7330E+01 1.2903E�02

8 1.8665E+03 6.4513E�01 �4.8309 3.7330E+03 1.2903E+00

9 1.8665E+06 6.4513E+02 �4.8309 3.7330E+06 1.2903E+03

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 1.8665E+04 6.4513E+00 �4.8309 3.7330E+04 1.2903E+01

Pseudo-steady deliverability equation (C1�C4)
Pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (C25D2520.75, C35D351)

Pseudo-steady production equation (D1�D3) (ln form) C15C4 C1/(Tsc/psc)5C4/(Tsc/psc) D1 D1*(Tsc/psc)

(c) Coefficients in pseudo-steady deliverability equation and pseudo-steady production equation-1

Darcy unit 60°F 1/(2π) 5.5127E�04 2π 1.8140E+03

20°C 1/(2π) 5.4291E�04 2π 1.8419E+03

Imperial unit 2.5150E+04 7.1122E+02 3.9762E�05 1.4060E�03

SI practical unit 1 1.8421E�03 6.3670E�07 5.4287E+02 1.5706E+06

2 1.8421E+00 6.3670E�04 5.4287E�01 1.5706E+03
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3 1.8665E+00 6.4513E�04 5.3577E�01 1.5501E+03

4 1.8665E�03 6.4513E�07 5.3577E+02 1.5501E+06

5 1.8421E+01 6.3670E�03 5.4287E�02 1.5706E+02

6 1.8421E+04 6.3670E+00 5.4287E�05 1.5706E�01

7 1.8665E+01 6.4513E�03 5.3577E�02 1.5501E+02

8 1.8665E+03 6.4513E�01 5.3577E�04 1.5501E+00

9 1.8665E+06 6.4513E+02 5.3577E�07 1.5501E�03

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 1.8665E+04 6.4513E+00 5.3577E�05 1.5501E�01

Pseudo-steady deliverability equation (C1�C4)
Pressure square, and pseudo-pressure (C25D2520.75, C35D351)

Pseudo-steady production equation (D1�D3) (ln form) C15C4 C1/(Tsc/psc)5C4/(Tsc/psc) D1 D1*(Tsc/psc)

(d) Coefficients in pseudo-steady deliverability equation and pseudo-steady production equation-2

Darcy unit 60°F 1/π 1.1025E�03 π 9.0700E+02

20°C 1/π 1.0858E�03 π 9.2096E+02

Imperial unit 5.0300E+04 1.4224E+03 1.9881E�05 7.0301E�04

SI practical unit 1 3.6841E�03 1.2734E�06 2.7143E+02 7.8530E+05

2 3.6841E+00 1.2734E�03 2.7143E�01 7.8530E+02

3 3.7330E+00 1.2903E�03 2.6788E�01 7.7503E+02

4 3.7330E�03 1.2903E�06 2.6788E+02 7.7503E+05

5 3.6841E+01 1.2734E�02 2.7143E�02 7.8530E+01

6 3.6841E+04 1.2734E+01 2.7143E�05 7.8530E�02

7 3.7330E+01 1.2903E�02 2.6788E�02 7.7503E+01

8 3.7330E+03 1.2903E+00 2.6788E�04 7.7503E�01

9 3.7330E+06 1.2903E+03 2.6788E�07 7.7503E�04

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 3.7330E+04 1.2903E+01 2.6788E�05 7.7503E�02
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Table B.4 Coefficients in common formula on gas flow (lg form)

Transient pressure drawdown equation (C1�C3)
Pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (C350.8686)

Transient deliverability equation (C1�C4) (lg form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C2 C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(a) Coefficients in transient pressure drawdown equation and transient deliverability equation-1

Darcy unit 60°F 1.8323E�01 6.3467E�04 0.3514 1/(2π) 5.5127E�04

20°C 1.8323E�01 6.2505E�04 0.3514 1/(2π) 5.4291E�04

Imperial unit 2.8955E+04 8.1883E+02 �3.2275 2.5150E+04 7.1122E+02

SI practical unit 1 2.1208E�03 7.3303E�07 0.9077 1.8421E�03 6.3670E�07

2 2.1208E+00 7.3303E�04 �2.0923 1.8421E+00 6.3670E�04

3 2.1489E+00 7.4274E�04 �2.0980 1.8665E+00 6.4513E�04

4 2.1489E�03 7.4274E�07 0.9020 1.8665E�03 6.4513E�07

5 2.1208E+01 7.3303E�03 0.9077 1.8421E+01 6.3670E�03

6 2.1208E+04 7.3303E+00 �2.0923 1.8421E+04 6.3670E+00

7 2.1489E+01 7.4274E�03 0.9020 1.8665E+01 6.4513E�03

8 2.1489E+03 7.4274E�01 �2.0980 1.8665E+03 6.4513E�01

9 2.1489E+06 7.4274E+02 �2.0980 1.8665E+06 6.4513E+02

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 2.1489E+04 7.4274E+00 �2.0980 1.8665E+04 6.4513E+00

Transient pressure drawdown equation (C1�C3)
Pressure square, and pseudo-pressure (C350.8686)

Transient deliverability equation (C1�C4) (lg form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C2 C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(b) Coefficients in transient pressure drawdown equation and transient deliverability equation-2

Darcy unit 60°F 3.6647E�01 1.2693E�03 0.3514 1/π 1.1025E�03

20°C 3.6647E�01 1.2501E�03 0.3514 1/π 1.0858E�03
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Imperial unit 5.7910E+04 1.6377E+03 �3.2275 5.0300E+04 1.4224E+03

SI practical unit 1 4.2415E�03 1.4661E�06 0.9077 3.6841E�03 1.2734E�06

2 4.2415E+00 1.4661E�03 �2.0923 3.6841E+00 1.2734E�03

3 4.2977E+00 1.4855E�03 �2.0980 3.7330E+00 1.2903E�03

4 4.2977E�03 1.4855E�06 0.9020 3.7330E�03 1.2903E�06

5 4.2415E+01 1.4661E�02 0.9077 3.6841E+01 1.2734E�02

6 4.2415E+04 1.4661E+01 �2.0923 3.6841E+04 1.2734E+01

7 4.2977E+01 1.4855E�02 0.9020 3.7330E+01 1.2903E�02

8 4.2977E+03 1.4855E+00 �2.0980 3.7330E+03 1.2903E+00

9 4.2977E+06 1.4855E+03 �2.0980 3.7330E+06 1.2903E+03

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 4.2977E+04 1.4855E+01 �2.0980 3.7330E+04 1.2903E+01

Pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (C2520.3257, C350.4343)

Pseudo-steady deliverability equation (lg form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(c) Coefficients in pseudo-steady deliverability equation-1

Darcy unit 60°F 3.6647E�01 1.2693E�03 1/(2π) 5.5127E�04

20°C 3.6647E�01 1.2501E�03 1/(2π) 5.4291E�04

Imperial unit 5.7910E+04 1.6377E+03 2.5150E+04 7.1122E+02

SI practical unit 1 4.2415E�03 1.4661E�06 1.8421E�03 6.3670E�07

2 4.2415E+00 1.4661E�03 1.8421E+00 6.3670E�04

3 4.2977E+00 1.4855E�03 1.8665E+00 6.4513E�04

4 4.2977E�03 1.4855E�06 1.8665E�03 6.4513E�07

5 4.2415E+01 1.4661E�02 1.8421E+01 6.3670E�03

6 4.2415E+04 1.4661E+01 1.8421E+04 6.3670E+00
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Table B.4 Coefficients in common formula on gas flow (lg form)—cont’d

Pressure, and normalized pseudo-pressure (C2520.3257, C350.4343)

Pseudo-steady deliverability equation (lg form) C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

7 4.2977E+01 1.4855E�02 1.8665E+01 6.4513E�03

8 4.2977E+03 1.4855E+00 1.8665E+03 6.4513E�01

9 4.2977E+06 1.4855E+03 1.8665E+06 6.4513E+02

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 4.2977E+04 1.4855E+01 1.8665E+04 6.4513E+00

Pseudo-steady deliverability equation (lg form)

Pressure square, and pseudo-pressure (C2520.3257, C350.4343)

C1 C1/(Tsc/psc) C4 C4/(Tsc/psc)

(d) Coefficients in pseudo-steady deliverability equation-2

Darcy unit 60°F 7.3294E�01 2.5387E�03 1/π 1.1025E�03

20°C 7.3294E�01 2.5002E�03 1/π 1.0858E�03

Imperial unit 1.1582E+05 3.2753E+03 5.0300E+04 1.4224E+03

SI practical unit 1 8.4831E�03 2.9321E�06 3.6841E�03 1.2734E�06

2 8.4831E+00 2.9321E�03 3.6841E+00 1.2734E�03

3 8.5955E+00 2.9710E�03 3.7330E+00 1.2903E�03

4 8.5955E�03 2.9710E�06 3.7330E�03 1.2903E�06

5 8.4831E+01 2.9321E�02 3.6841E+01 1.2734E�02

6 8.4831E+04 2.9321E+01 3.6841E+04 1.2734E+01

7 8.5955E+01 2.9710E�02 3.7330E+01 1.2903E�02

8 8.5955E+03 2.9710E+00 3.7330E+03 1.2903E+00

9 8.5955E+06 2.9710E+03 3.7330E+06 1.2903E+03

Industrial standard (SY/T 6580–2004) 8.5955E+04 2.9710E+01 3.7330E+04 1.2903E+01
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343Appendix B
be noted that the standard state for measuring the gas volume flow is defined

as 20°C (293.15K) and 0.101 325MPa in China, and 60°F (�15.556°C,
288.706K) and 1atm (�14.696psi) in Europe and America.

B.2.1 Coefficients in the form of ln
As shown in Table B.2, common formulas on gas flow have two kinds of

expressions: ln and lg. The coefficients in the form of ln under different unit

combinations are shown in Table B.3.

B.2.2 Coefficients in the form of lg
In practical application, the transient pressure drawdown equation, transient

deliverability equation, and pseudo-steady deliverability equation are often

expressed in the form of lg, and the coefficients are shown in Table B.4.



APPENDIX C

Basis for gas-liquid
two-phase flow
C.1 CONDENSATE GAS FLOW

The condensate gas reservoir is a special type of gas reservoir with both oil

and gas reservoir characteristics, fromwhich both natural gas and condensate

oil (gasoline distillate to kerosene distillate and a fewmacromolecular hydro-

carbons) can be produced. It shows the complicated phase change process of

natural gas and condensate oil systems. Under the condition of certain tem-

peratures and pressures, gas phases and liquid phases coexist, and transfer heat

and mass constantly; and their volume fractions change continuously.

In view of development, dry gas fields and condensate gas fields differ the

most different in the properties and phase state characteristics of formation

fluids. When the formation pressure of condensate gas reservoir drops to

below the dewpoint pressure, condensate oil will be separated out from

the gas phase. The oil remains and is absorbed on the surface of rock parti-

cles, and begins to flowwhen the critical liquid saturation is exceeded, form-

ing oil-gas two-phase flow. In different exploitation stages, 2 or 3 fluidity

areas will occur in the condensate gas reservoirs (Fevang and Whitson,

1995), namely, the oil-gas two-phase flow, the oil-gas two-phase coexis-

tence area where condensate oil does not flow and only gas phase flows,

and the gas phase flow area.
C.1.1 Single-phase flow model
When the flow pressure is higher than the dewpoint pressure, the flow in the

formation is a gas phase flow.When the flow pressure is lower than the dew-

point pressure, both the oil phase and gas phase occur in the near wellbore

zone, but the condensate oil saturation is lower than the critical flow satu-

ration. When the gas phase flows while the oil phase does not flow, it can be

believed that the flow rate of condensate liquid in the formation is zero.

Then, the gas phase flow theory can continue to be used as long as the

condensate liquid volume obtained at the wellhead is converted to the

corresponding condensate gas volume.
345



346 Appendix C
qt ¼ qg + 542:786qo 1:03� γoð Þ (C.1)

The expression of flowing pressure is the same as the gas phase form, so
we will not repeat it here.
C.1.2 Two-phase flow model
When the formation pressure is lower than the dewpoint pressure, gas-oil

two-phase flow will occur in the formation, and the flow equation satisfied

is a multi-phase flow equation. The following pseudo-pressure function is

used

ψ ¼ μgi
ρgi

ðp
p0

Kroρo
μo

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp (C.2)

This parameter has the dimension of pressure, for the convenience of
subsequent data analysis.

The gas-oil two-phase flow equation is

1

r

∂

∂r
r
∂ψ

∂r

� �
¼ 1

3:553η

∂ψ

∂t
(C.3)

Where
η¼
ρo

KK ro

μo
+ ρg

KK rg

μg

ϕ So
∂ρo
∂p

+ Sg
∂ρg
∂p

+ ρo
∂So

∂p
+ ρg

∂Sg

∂p

� � (C.4)

Initial condition:
ψ ¼ψ r, 0ð Þ (C.5)

Inner boundary condition at a constant rate:
r
∂ψ

∂r

� �
r¼rw

¼ 1:867�10�3 qtgo

Kh

μgi
ρgi

(C.6)

Infinite outer boundary condition:
ψ ¼ψ i r!∞, 0ð Þ (C.7)

Circular closed outer boundary condition:
∂ψ

∂r

� �
r¼re

¼ 0 (C.8)
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Outer boundary condition under constant pressure:
ψ ¼ψ i r¼ re, 0ð Þ (C.9)

Under an infinite condition, the flowing pressure solution can be
expressed as

ψwf tð Þ¼ψ i�
2:1483�10�3qtgoμgi

Khρgi
lg
ηt

r2w
+ 0:9019+ 0:8686S

� �
(C.10)

Under a circular bounded and closed condition, the average formation
pressure under a pseudo-steady flow state can be expressed as

ψ�ψwf tð Þ¼ 1:867�10�3qtgoμgi
Khρgi

ln
re

rw
�0:75+ S

� �
(C.11)

The calculation of the pseudo-pressure function should give consider-
ation to the fact that condensate oil may separate out if the formation pres-

sure is lower than the dewpoint pressure when fluids flow in a condensate gas

reservoir, and it only flows when its saturation is higher than the critical flow

saturation, so the pseudo-pressure function consists of the following three

parts:

ψ pð Þ¼ μgi
ρgi

ðp
p0

Kroρo
μo

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp

¼ μgi
ρgi

ðpcr
p0

Kroρo
μo

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp+

ðpdew
pcr

Kroρo
μo

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp

+

ðp
pdew

Kroρo
μo

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp

2
666664

3
777775
(C.12)

The relationship between relative permeability and pressure in
Eq. (C.10) can be obtained using the steady state theory, that is:

Kro

Krg

¼ ρoLμo
ρgVμg

(C.13)

Where, L¼ ρoSo
ρoSo + ρgSg

indicates the molar fraction of condensate oil,
dimensionless; V ¼ ρgSg
ρoSo + ρgSg

indicates the molar fraction of condensate

gas, dimensionless; ρo, ρg, μo, μg, L, V change with the pressure and temper-

ature, and is obtained through the phase state flash calculation.
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C.2 GAS-WATER TWO-PHASE FLOW

Gas flow in most of the gas wells contains a little condensate oil and water.

So, the flow in the wellbore is a gas-liquid two-phase flow. As compared

with oil wells, the gas-liquid ratio (GLR) in gas wells is very high (greater

than 2000m3/m3) and the flow pattern is in a spray flow, amid a multi-phase

flow. To simplify the calculation, the single-phase flow model can be used.

When the GLR is low, the two-phase flow model is needed.
C.2.1 Single-phase flow model
The problem that natural gas contains condensate oil and water is regarded as

the two-phase problem between complex hydrocarbon gas and water.

When the flow in the wellbore is in a spray flow, the flow in the formation

can still be regarded as a single-phase flow. Then, the gas phase flow theory

can still be followed, as long as the condensate liquid volume and water

volume obtained at the wellhead are converted to the corresponding gas

volume. First, calculating the hydrocarbon flow rate, we have

qgo ¼ qg + 542:786 1:03� γoð Þqo (C.14)

Then, water production is corrected. In case of spray flow, the volumet-
ric flow rates of gas and water are the same; in other words, the relative

velocity is zero. Then, the converted natural gas production is

qtgow¼ qgofw (C.15)

fw¼ 1+
Ww

Wg

(C.16)

The expression of flow pressure is the same as the single-phase gas form,
so we will not repeat it here.
C.2.2 Two-phase flow model
The gas-water two-phase pseudo-pressure is defined as

ψ ¼ μgi
ρgi

ðp
p0

Krwρw
μw

+
Krgρg
μg

 !
dp (C.17)

The control equation is
1

r

∂

∂r
r
∂ψ

∂r

� �
¼ 1

3:553η

∂ψ

∂t
(C.18)
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Where

η¼
ρw

KK rw

μw
+ ρg

KK rg

μg

ϕ Sw
∂ρw
∂p

+ Sg
∂ρg
∂p

+ ρw
∂Sw

∂p
+ ρg

∂Sg

∂p

� � (C.19)

Initial condition
ψ ¼ψ r, 0ð Þ (C.20)

Inner boundary condition at a constant rate
r
∂ψ

∂r

� �
r¼rw

¼ 1:867�10�3 qtgw

Kh

μgi
ρgi

(C.21)

Infinite outer boundary condition
ψ ¼ψ i r!∞, 0ð Þ (C.22)

Circular closed outer boundary condition
∂ψ

∂r

� �
r¼re

¼ 0 (C.23)

Outer boundary condition under constant pressure
ψ ¼ψ i r¼ re, 0ð Þ (C.24)

Under an infinite condition, the flowing pressure solution can be
expressed as

ψwf tð Þ¼ψ i�
2:1483�10�3qtgwμgi

Khρgi
lg
ηt

r2w
+ 0:9019+ 0:8686S

� �
(C.25)

Under a circular bounded and closed condition, the average formation
pressure under a pseudo-steady flow state can be expressed as

ψ�ψwf tð Þ¼ 1:867�10�3qtgwμgi
Khρgi

ln
re

rw
�0:75+ S

� �
(C.26)
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